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Abstract  
 

Protein binding to DNA sequences is the foundation of transcriptional 

regulation. By binding at specific DNA sequences, such as promoters, 

proteins can recruit other proteins to regulate gene transcription.  Some 

proteins, which bind at separated DNA binding sites, can interact via the 

formation of a DNA loop. DNA looping is essential in many processes, such as 

replication, recombination and gene regulation. In prokaryotic systems, DNA 

looping is involved in some genetic switches, which can control bacteriophage 

lysogenic/lytic pathways or bacterial catabolic pathways. Small DNA loops are 

essential for effective repression of several operons in bacteria. In eukaryotic 

systems, enhancers are distal gene regulatory elements, which can be located 

far away from the promoter. The formation of DNA looping is thought to be 

necessary for the function of enhancers. 

 

Bacteriophage λ CI repressor activates the transcription of its own gene, while 

the CI mediated looping represses its own transcription. This DNA looping 

mediated long-range repression improves the efficiency of the lambda 

lysogenic/lytic switch. However, evidence in the literature suggests an 

additional activation effect of λ CI DNA looping. In Chapters 2 and 3, I 

investigated this long-range λ CI DNA looping mediated transcriptional 

activation. By using a synthetic λ CI DNA looping reporter system, I confirmed 

that λ CI DNA looping can mediate enhancer-like long-range transcriptional 

activation. In vivo experiments showed that the λ PRM promoter was activated 

by the α C-terminal domain (CTD) of RNA polymerase contacting an UP 

element located 2.3 kilobases away from the PRM promoter. A 

physicochemical model of the in vivo data showed that an RNA polymerase α 

subunit recruitment mechanism could fully explain this activation effect. DNA-

protein structural modelling found that the bending of linker sequence between 

OL2 and the UP element is required for the contact. 

 
The efficiency of long range DNA looping has been studied in Chapter 4. In 

vivo Lac looping and lambda CI DNA looping constructs were used to 

generate data for calculating DNA looping efficiency. DNA loop sizes ranging 
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from 250 bp to 10000 bp were tested. Tethered particle motion (TPM) 

experiments, performed by our collaborators, generated in vitro DNA looping 

data by using Lac mediated DNA loops ranging from 600 bp to 3200 bp. 

Based on these in vitro and in vitro data, mathematical modelling calculated 

DNA looping parameters for understanding DNA looping efficiency. 

 

The insertion of DNA looping constructs into the E.coli chromosome (by using 

a bacteriophage integrase based approach) also led us to make a one-step 

integration system (OSIP), described in Chapter 5. The OSIP system is a set 

of OSIP plasmids, which can mediate one-step bacterial chromosomal 

integration of DNA sequences. The cloning module of each OSIP plasmid has 

both the integrase gene and corresponding att sequences, which are required 

for integrating the OSIP plasmid into the bacterial chromosome. An integration 

protocol, called clonetegration, was developed by coupling the OSIP system 

with in vitro isothermal DNA assembly. Clonetegration bypasses plasmid 

propagation and purification procedures by transferring assembly products 

directly into target competent cells.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

DNA looping and transcriptional regulation 

 

The foundation of transcriptional regulation is protein-DNA binding [1]. In 

prokaryotes, the binding of proteins at promoter proximal regions can activate 

transcription by recruiting RNA polymerase (RNAP) to the promoter region [2]. 

(There are other mechanisms of activation – see reviews [3] and [4] ). 

Contacts between the protein and RNAP can stabilize the RNAP and can help 

the RNAP open complex formation. The binding of protein at promoter 

proximal region can repress transcription by inhibition of RNAP binding or 

elongation [5, 6]. In eukaryotes, the binding of protein on specific DNA 

sequence is essential for many transcriptional regulations [7, 8].  

 

DNA looping is a special type of protein-DNA interaction, which exists in both 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems. In prokaryotes, small DNA looping 

represses transcription [9-11]. The araC DNA looping, which was the first 

discovered DNA looping in prokaryotic system [12], is required for effective 

repression on pBAD promoter [13]. The gal repressor DNA looping ousts 

RNAP binding at P1 and P2 promoter regions [9]. The Lac repressor DNA 

looping represses transcription by inhibiting RNAP binding or blocking RNAP 

elongation [10, 11]. The Lac DNA looping increases about 100 fold the degree 

of repression effect [14, 15]. The λ CI repressor can repress PRM promoter 

via the formation of DNA loops [16, 17]. Prokaryotic DNA looping mediated 

activation was also reported. The σ54 bacterial enhancer-binding protein can 

mediate DNA looping dependent catalytic activation on specific promoters [4]. 

The NtrC DNA loop mediates ATP hydrolysis, which is required for open 

complex formation by σ54 holoenzyme [18]. DNA looping is also necessary for 

replication and recombination in prokaryotic systems [19]. 

 

In eukaryotes, enhancer sequences can be located hundreds of kilobases 

away from promoter regions, but can activate gene transcription efficiently. 
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Enhancers, as major cis-acting transcriptional regulatory elements, contribute 

to the complexity of eukaryotic gene regulation [20-22], and have a critical role 

in development and disease [23-25]. Different models (including “looping”, 

“scanning” and “linking”) were proposed to explain the functional mechanism 

of enhancer [26-29]. The “looping” model is the most accepted model for 

explaining enhancer function [2, 30, 31]. The enhancer directly interacts with 

promoter via protein complex formed DNA loop, which is thought to be 

necessary for enhancer-promoter interaction [26, 28]. Examples of enhancers 

acting on promoters located on different chromosomes have also been 

reported [32]. Chromosome conformation capture (3C) and its derivatives (4C 

and 5C) provided data to support the enhancer “looping” model [33]. 3C data 

can show colocalization of distal sequence element (such as enhancer) and 

promoter [34]. Eukaryotic RNA polymerase II has 12 subunits [35]. Together 

with large amount of eukaryotic transcriptional factors, the eukaryotic 

transcriptional regulation is formidably complex [36]. This complexity makes 

the mechanistic study of enhancer-promoter interaction difficult. Study of the 

relatively simple prokaryotic DNA looping systems can provide clues for 

studying and understanding eukaryotic enhancer.  

 

DNA looping mediated transcriptional regulation in phage 

lambda 

 

The bacteriophage λ CI DNA loop is the most well studied long-range 

prokaryotic DNA loop. Assembly of λ CI at its two major binding regions is well 

understood. The λ CI protein forms dimers, and binds cooperatively at λ OR 

and OL operators [37]. The λ CI dimer bound at OR2 operator activates the 

PRM promoter by contacting the RNAP σ subunit [38-41]. PRM promoter 

drives the expression of CI repressor, forming a positive feedback loop (which 

is critical for efficient establishing of lysogenic state). The binding of λ CI at 

OR1 and OR2 represses the PR promoter, which is a lytic promoter in 

bacteriophage λ [42]. By binding to the OL1 and OL2 operators, λ CI 
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represses the strong PL lytic promoter [43]. There is about 2.3 kilobases of 

DNA sequence between the λ OL and OR operators.  

 

Revet et al showed that, in vitro, CI mediated the formation of a long-range 

DNA loop between the OL and OR operators [44]. Their work also showed 

that long-range DNA looping increases in vivo repression on PR by four fold 

compared with the repression effect without OL operator. This pioneering work 

implied the formation of λ CI octamers in vivo. Early ultracentrifugation studies 

showed that λ CI could form tetramer and octamer in vitro [45-47]. Our group 

has further investigated the λ CI DNA looping mediated transcriptional 

repression [16, 17]. A 3.8 Kb λ CI DNA loop construct was built, and showed 

that the λ CI DNA loop was needed for in vivo repression of PRM. The idea is 

that the DNA loop repression effect is based on the cooperative formation of a 

λ CI tetramer between OL3 and OR3 operators, preventing RNA polymerase 

binding at PRM. The λ CI binding at the OL3 operator, which has higher 

binding affinity than OR3 operator, can help λ CI binding at OR3 operator 

when there is a DNA loop formed. This DNA looping mediated PRM promoter 

repression is a negative feedback mechanism, which keeps the in vivo λ CI 

concentration at a relatively low level. A phage with an OR3 mutation showed 

a higher lysogenic λ CI concentration, and was defective in switching into lytic 

pathway by UV. This showed the importance of keeping λ CI at low 

concentration for the bacteriophage lysogenic/lytic switch. A hybrid P22- λ CI 

was used to confirm the formation and function of the OL3/OR3 tetramer. 

Based on the lacZ reporter data, mathematical analysis using a statistical 

mechanical approach, obtained the free energy values ∆Goct and ∆Gtet. The 

∆Goct (fitted value was -0.5 kcal/mole) is the free energy for λ CI octamer 

formation between OL1OL2 and OR1OR2 operators. The∆ Gtet (fitted value 

was -3 kcal/mole) is the free energy for λ CI tetramerization between OL3 and 

OR3 operators (once the octamer-mediated loop has formed).  

 

Interestingly, a study by Anderson and Yang showed that the λ CI DNA loop 

can also activate the PRM promoter by 2 to 4 fold [48]. Obvious PRM 

promoter activation was observed on OL3 mutant construct, which can not 

mediate repression on PRM promoter. This is a positive auto-regulatory effect, 
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in contrast to the negative auto-regulatory effect described above. Two 

explanations can be used to explain this positive auto-regulatory effect. First, 

the formation of the λ CI octamer may result in some kind of protein 

conformational change, which alters the interaction between CI and RNA 

polymerase at PRM. Second, DNA looping may allow an UP-element, which is 

located adjacent to the OL3 operator, to make contact with the subunit of RNA 

polymerase. Both these explanations are feasible. 

 

The long-range DNA looping mediated activation makes the system much like 

an enhancer system. The study of the λ CI DNA looping mediated activation 

would promote a better elucidation of this sophisticated DNA looping system. 

A synthetic λ CI DNA looping system was made to uncover the mechanism of 

this long-range DNA looping activation effect. Reporter constructs, which have 

different combinations of λ OL and OR operators (with and without the UP 

element), were integrated into E.coli chromosome for testing the loop effect on 

PRM promoter activity [49]. Seven different λ CI expression strains, which 

supplied λ CI from E.coli chromosome, were made. The UP element contact 

model for λ CI long-range DNA looping mediated PRM promoter activation 

was confirmed by the following three experiments. First, an UP-element 

mutation experiment. The λ CI DNA looping constructs with the UP element 

had higher PRM promoter activity, compared with λ CI DNA looping constructs 

without the UP element. Second, an RNA polymerase subunit mutation 

experiment. Overexpression of the RNA polymerase α subunit mutant 

(R265A) could completely abolish PRM promoter activation effect in the λ CI 

DNA looping with UP element reporter construct. Third, an UP element 

substitution experiment. The substitution of UP element with a catabolite 

activator protein (CAP) binding site, which also activates promoter via 

contacting the RNA polymerase α subunit [50, 51], could reproduce the λ CI 

long-range DNA looping mediated PRM promoter activation. The position of 

the CAP binding site relative to OL was critical in this DNA looping mediated 

transcriptional activation of PRM [52].  

 

In addition, mathematical analysis (performed by Dr. Ian Dodd) and structural 

modelling (performed by Dr. Iain Murchland) was also used to support this λ 
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CI long-range DNA looping mediated contact between UP element and RNA 

polymerase α subunit. Based on in vivo biochemical reporter data, the fitting 

with a physicochemical model produced a number of lambda CI DNA looping 

parameters, including the interaction free energy between RNAP and the UP 

element. Based on an OL-CI-OR-RNAP-UP-element structural model, it was 

shown that the bending of linker sequence between OL2 and UP element is 

required for the contact between UP element and RNA polymerase α subunit. 

 

Measuring the efficiency of long-range DNA looping 

 

Little is known about the efficiency of long-range DNA looping interaction in 

vivo. 3C and related methods identify some in vivo contacts that occur more 

frequently than others do [23, 34], but quantitative information on the 

frequency of the contacts is missing. Quantification of DNA looping efficiency 

and understanding the factors that affect DNA looping efficiency (such as, the 

DNA binding proteins, and DNA looping distance) is important for 

understanding DNA looping mediated gene regulation and taking advantage 

of DNA looping in making genetic circuits. 

 

Polymer models and concepts have long been used for quantitative study of 

DNA loop formation [53, 54]. The local concentration jM value was used to 

define the probability of interaction between two ends of the same polymer 

molecule [55]. The local concentration jM value is measured as the 

concentration in moles per liter of one end in the proximity of the other. The jM 

value has been used for quantitative study of DNA circularization [56]. The jM 

value evolved to JLoop value for studying DNA loop formation by proteins [57, 

58]. Protein-mediated DNA loops can have different topologies. JLoop value is 

the sum of the jM value of different topologies [57, 58]. The JLoop value is also 

related to the free energy cost of DNA looping [59]. The equation (∆GLOOP = –

RTlnJLOOP) has been used to calculate JLoop value. The higher the JLoop value, 

the lower the energetic cost of DNA looping. 
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Both in vitro and in vivo studies have been performed to study DNA looping 

efficiency. In vivo JLoop value are often much higher than the in vitro JLoop 

value, indicating in vivo DNA looping is much more favourable. For example, 

the in vitro study on Lac DNA loop by Towles et al calculated a JLoop value of 

about 100 nM for a loop of 300bp [58]. In vitro study also showed that a 2300 

bp CI DNA loop has a JLoop value of about 24 nM [60]. Dodd et al reported the 

in vivo JLoop value of 3800 bp CI DNA loop is about 850 nM [17]. Based on 

single-molecule imaging in live E. coli cells, Hensel et al calculated the JLoop 

value of 2400 bp CI DNA loop is about 240 nM [61]. In prokaryotic systems, 

DNA supercoiling and non-specific binding proteins are thought to increase 

DNA loop efficiency [55, 62, 63]. In eukaryotic systems, the packaging of DNA 

into chromatin is thought to facilitate DNA looping [23, 64].  

 

These observed differences between in vitro and in vivo DNA looping 

efficiency were measured with different DNA looping systems, formed with 

different proteins and DNA sequences. The in vivo relation between JLoop 

value and the DNA loop size is also unknown. The aim in Chapter 4 was to 

test in vivo and in vitro DNA looping efficiency with the same DNA looping 

system, and test a range of DNA looping sizes. Lac repressor and lambda CI 

repressor, which are well-characterized prokaryotic transcription factors, are 

both capable of forming DNA loops. By assaying DNA looping mediated 

repression of transcription, in vivo DNA looping efficiency data was generated 

from both Lac looping and lambda CI looping over loop size ranging from 250 

bp to 10000 bp. Lac DNA looping was also measured, by our collaborators at 

Emory University in Atlanta (USA), using TPM (tethered particle motion) over 

the 600-3200 bp range with the same DNA templates used in vivo. These in 

vivo and in vitro data were fitted in a statistical-mechanical model for 

estimating DNA looping parameters, such as JLoop value and DNA looping 

fraction. Our systematic JLoop value evaluation experiments found that, in vivo, 

the JLoop value of Lac loop and lambda CI loop matched very well. In the range 

from 600 bp to 3200 bp, in vivo DNA looping efficiency is 5 to 45 fold more 

efficient than in vitro DNA looping efficiency. Our study suggested approaches 

for making more efficient DNA loops. 
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Synthetic biology tools for DNA integration into bacterial 

chromosome 

 

Molecular biologists do many different kinds of DNA sequence manipulation 

for answering scientific questions and making useful biological devices. While 

the use of plasmids is commonplace for making genetic circuits, chromosomal 

level DNA sequence manipulation in bacteria is required in some situations, 

such as, inserting heterologous metabolic pathways, or expression of toxic 

proteins. Furthermore, in systems and synthetic biology, testing synthetic 

genetic circuits in the chromosome can avoid plasmid related problems, such 

as, variation of plasmid copy number, loss of plasmid and host-plasmid 

interaction.  

 

The development of DNA synthesis and DNA assembly methods have 

enabled the synthesis of a whole bacterial chromosome [65]. This means 

researchers can manipulate DNA sequences at a larger scale. However, for 

economic and scientific reasons, most researchers still engineer DNA 

sequences in bacterial chromosomes on a relatively small-scale strategy by 

inserting, replacing and deleting DNA sequences. Homologous recombination 

is a popularly used method for this small scale strategy [66]. The coliphage λ 

Red system or the prophage RecET system catalyzes homologous 

recombination between the introduced DNA sequence and the targeted DNA 

sequences in the bacterial chromosome [67, 68]. This method can be used to 

insert, delete and substitute DNA sequences in bacterial chromosome. The 

introduced DNA sequences may be either double stranded DNA or single 

stranded DNA. In addition, by using a pre-positioned landing pad, the λ Red 

system can be used to specifically integrate large DNA fragments into 

bacterial chromosome [69].  

 

For site-specific integration, two other approaches are more frequently used. 

The first one is based on transposon Tn7, which facilitates specific integration 

at a site downstream of the glmS gene in the E.coli chromosome [70, 71]. The 

second approach is based on phage integrases, which catalyze site-specific 
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integration of phage DNA sequences in attB sites in the bacterial 

chromosome. Both tyrosine type integrase and serine type integrase have 

been used for site-specific integration [72-74]. The integration mediated by 

tyrosine type integrases need the help of host co-factors, such as integration 

host factor (IHF) [75], while, the serine type integrases catalyze the integration 

reaction without the need for co-factors. Taking advantage of this cofactor 

independent integration reaction, the Streptomyces phage ϕC31 integrase (a 

serine type integrase) has been shown to mediate the integration of DNA 

sequences into mammalian cells [76]. It has also been demonstrated that 

ϕC31 integrase can be used for transgenic animal construction and gene 

therapy [77, 78]. Serine type integrases were also used for making synthetic 

logic gates [79-81]. 

 

The tyrosine type integrases have a long history in applications for inserting 

DNA sequences into the bacterial chromosome. Wanner et al’s CRIM system 

had simplified the procedure for using of the tyrosine type integrases [73]. 

Even with this system, a normal DNA sequence integration using CRIM takes 

about 5 days. It would be time-consuming, if multiple integrations are needed. 

Moreover, the propagation and selection elements cannot be removed from 

the chromosome.  

 

As a result of our extensive experience in generating chromosomally 

integrated protein expression and transcriptional reporter strains used in 

chapters 2 to 5, I have made the OSIP (One Step Integration Plasmid) system. 

The OSIP system is a set of plasmids with modular architecture, which 

enables a one-step integration protocol. An OSIP plasmid has three modules, 

the cloning module, integration module and propagation module. The co-

existence of the integrase gene and corresponding attP sequences in one 

plasmid enables the integration of the plasmid itself into attB sequences in the 

bacterial chromosome. Thus, the OSIP plasmid can integrate itself into the 

bacterial chromosome by only one transformation. Furthermore, the cloning 

and propagation modules can be removed from chromosome by using a 

plasmid (I have made), which expresses FLP recombinases. 
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In collaboration with Dr. Francois St. Pierre and Prof. Drew Endy from 

Stanford University (USA), we also developed an integration strategy that we 

call “clonetegration”, by coupling the OSIP system with in vitro (Gibson) DNA 

assembly [82]. Clonetegration is the chromosomal integration of an 

assembled pOSIP plasmid by direct transformation of un-purified assembly 

reaction into competent bacterial cells.  
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How distant enhancer elements regulate the assembly of a tran-
scription complex at a promoter remains poorly understood. Here,
we use long-range gene regulation by the bacteriophage λ CI pro-
tein as a powerful system to examine this process in vivo. A 2.3-kb
DNA loop, formed by CI bridging its binding sites at OR and OL, is
known already to enhance repression at the lysogenic promoter
PRM, located at OR. Here, we show that CI looping also activates
PRM by allowing the C-terminal domain of the α subunit of the
RNA polymerase bound at PRM to contact a DNA site adjacent to
the distal CI sites at OL. Our results establish OL as a multifaceted
enhancer element, able to activate transcription from long distan-
ces independently of orientation and position. We develop a phys-
icochemical model of our in vivo data and use it to show that the
observed activation is consistent with a simple recruitment mech-
anism, where the α–C-terminal domain to DNA contact need only
provide ∼2.7 kcal/mol of additional binding energy for RNA poly-
merase. Structural modeling of this complete enhancer–promoter
complex reveals how the contact is achieved and regulated, and
suggests that distal enhancer elements, once appropriately posi-
tioned at the promoter, can function in essentially the same way
as proximal promoter elements.

In eukaryotes, initiation of transcription is often regulated by
enhancers, DNA sequences that can be located many kilobases

away from the promoter. Enhancers are usually complex, being
composed of multiple DNA elements that bind a variety of pro-
teins (1, 2). The enhancer and the promoter are brought into close
contact, looping the intervening DNA (3, 4), thus placing these
binding elements close to the promoter. However, due to the lack
of detailed understanding of enhancer–promoter complexes, how
enhancers efficiently and specifically regulate initiation remains
obscure (5).
The action of DNA elements at and around a promoter is easier

to understand. These sequences can be envisaged as a local scaffold
for the assembly of transcription-favoring or transcription-inhibiting
protein complexes. The promoter elements bind the transcription
machinery, and promoter-proximal DNA elements position other
proteins so that they can interact, favorably or unfavorably, with this
machinery (2, 6–9). In prokaryotes, these promoter complexes are
relatively simple. Repression of transcription is usually achieved by
proteins positioned to compete with binding of RNA polymerase
(RNAP), whereas transcription can be activated by proteins posi-
tioned adjacent to RNAP that contact it to stabilize initiation
intermediates (8, 10, 11).
The CI repressor of bacteriophage λ has been seminal in un-

derstanding how promoter-proximal elements are used in tran-
scriptional regulation. TwoCI binding sites,OR1 andOR2, overlap
the lytic PR promoter and cooperative binding of two CI dimers to
these sites competes with RNAP binding and represses the pro-
moter. Extensive study of this complex has culminated in crystal
structures that reveal how CI binds to the DNA and how the
dimers interact with each other (12–14). The presence of a CI
dimer at OR2 simultaneously activates the divergent lysogenic
promoter PRM (Fig. 1A). Extensive genetic, biochemical, and
structural studies have shown that amino acids in the N-terminal
domain (NTD) of CI at OR2make favorable contacts with amino
acids in the σ subunit of the RNAP open complex (11).
λ CI also provides a powerful model for regulation of transcrip-

tion by distant sites because CI binding at OR is affected by theOL

site, located 2.3 kb away. A CI tetramer bound to OR1.OR2 inter-
acts with another CI tetramer bound to OL, forming a CI octamer
and a DNA loop (13, 15). This long-range cooperative interaction
improves CI repression of PR (15–17) and is also necessary for CI
repression of PRM because it allows a CI dimer bound to a third
operator at OL to assist CI binding to the very weak OR3 site
overlapping PRM (16–20) (Fig. 1C).
In addition to this long-range stimulation of repression, the OL

site has been shown to increase CI activation of PRM both in vivo
(21, 22) and in vitro (20). Two models have been proposed for
this long-range activation (21): (i) a “looped octamer activation
model” in which octamer formation somehow alters the in-
teraction between the CI dimer at OR2 and RNAP at PRM, and
(ii) a “UP contact model” in which OL–OR looping brings an UP
element for the PL promoter, located adjacent to OL3 (23, 24)
sufficiently close to PRM that it can be contacted by the C-terminal
domain (CTD) of the α subunit of an RNAP bound at PRM (Fig.
1B). The CTDs of the two α subunits are attached to RNAP by
flexible linkers, allowing these domains tomake activatory contacts
with proteins positioned up to a few tens of base pairs upstream of
the promoter (25, 26). The αCTDs can also bind directly to DNA
sequences termed UP elements (27), which have been shown to
stimulate transcription if located just upstream of the promoter
(28). In fact, the αCTD is also involved in CI activation of PRM,
contacting the DNA between CI dimers at OR1 and OR2 (29).
Using in vivo reporters, we confirm the UP contact model,

showing that activation of PRM byOL requires theUP element, an
intact αCTD, and CI-mediated DNA looping. Taking advantage
of existing structural data on CI and RNAP, we build structural
models of the OL–CI–OR–RNAP complex that show that contact
between the αCTD and the UP element is structurally feasible.
However, the DNA bending that is needed for this contact is un-
likely to be possible in complexes in which CI is bound to OL3.
Indeed, we show that forcingCI to bind toOL3 abolishes activation
byOL. The structurally informedUP contact model is shown to be
consistent with an updated statistical–mechanical model of PRM
regulation, which provides estimates of the binding free energies
involved in this enhancer-like interaction.

Results
Activation Requires the UP Element Proximal to OL. To understand
how the distant OL site can activate PRM, we first distinguished
between the looped octamer activation and UP contact models
using chromosomal PRM.lacZ fusions (Fig. 2A) exposed to a range
of fixed CI concentrations (Materials and Methods) (Figs. S1–S3).
To maintain the native 2.3-kbp spacing between OL and OR,

OL was placed upstream of PRM, rather than in the natural
downstream position. OL was oriented so that the simple U-
shaped OL–OR loop gives antiparallel alignment of OL and OR,
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as in the native case. The OR3-r1 (OR3–) and OL3-4 (OL3–) muta-
tions (16, 18) were used to help separate the activatory and re-
pressive effects of CI on PRM. The reporters either did not
contain OL at all (noOL), or contained only the three CI oper-
ators (shortOL), or contained the operators plus 40 bp of addi-
tional λ sequence on the OL3 side, including the UP element
(longOL; Fig. 2A).
In all cases, the presence of the UP-containing sequences near

OL increasedPRM activity in the presence of CI. This apparentUP-
dependent activation was approximately twofold in the OL3–OR3–

reporters, where PRM repression by CI is absent (Fig. 2B). These
results are consistent with the UP contact model for PRM acti-
vation by OL but not the looped octamer activation model

because activation in the looping-competent but UP-deficient
shortOL reporters was no stronger than in the noOL reporters
(Fig. 2B).
As expected, the reporters reproduced the previously observed

enhancement of repression of PRM by OL at higher CI con-
centrations when OR3 and OL3 are intact (16, 18), and also OL’s
enhancement of repression of PR (Fig. S4).
Specific mutation of the UP element (UP–; Fig. 2C) reduced

CI activation of PRM to the level seen in the shortOL and the
noOL constructs. In addition, the effect of the OL3-proximal
sequence could be fully substituted by a heterologous sequence
containing a synthetic UP element (27) (UPcon1). However, the
effectiveness of the consensus UP element was sensitive to the
flanking non-λ sequences (UPcon2).
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PRM and represses PR. (B) Under the UP-contact
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diatedOL–OR loop allows the UP element atOL to be
contacted by the RNAP αCTD. (C) The OL–OR loop
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repression of PRM.
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The UP element did not affect PRM in the absence of CI, pre-
sumably because it requires CI-mediated DNA looping to bring
it close to the promoter. Accordingly, disrupting DNA looping
by mutating all OL operators prevented UP element stimulation
of PRM in the presence of CI (UPonly; Fig. 2C).

Activation Requires the α Subunit of RNAP. As expected, if the α
subunit contacts the UP element at OL, the stimulatory effect of
theOL3proximal sequencewas inhibited by overexpression of an α
subunit bearing the R265A mutation known to block UP recog-
nition (27) (Fig. 2D). As a further test of α-subunit involvement, we
replaced the UP element with a binding site for the α-contacting
activator CAP (10). A CAP site adjacent to OL3 had no effect on
PRM in the absence of CI but could increase CI activation of PRM
∼2.5-fold over that seen without OL (CAP; Fig. 2C).
OL was able to activate PRM when its orientation was reversed

(REV; Fig. 2C), a classical property of enhancers. We also ex-
tended the 2.3-kb spacer between OL and OR to 10 kb. The
effect of the UP element became undetectable at this distance;
however, stimulation of PRM activation by a CAP site at OL was
still substantial at 10 kb (Fig. 2C). Thus, if appropriately posi-
tioned, CAP can function over very large DNA distances.

Structural Modeling of UP Activation. There are eight basic con-
figurations in which a CI octamer can link OL and OR and leave
PRM free for RNAP binding (Fig. 3). As proposed by Anderson
and Yang (21), each of these configurations is likely to have
a different propensity for UP contact. To better understand how,
and in which loop configurations, the αCTD can reach from the
RNAP at PRM to the UP element at OL, we used existing crystal
structures to assemble structural models of various OL–CI–OR–
RNAP complexes.
Linker flexibility is likely to be needed for CI cooperativity. The first step
was to make a model of a CI tetramer bound to DNA containing
two adjacent operators by combining the structures of a full-length
CI dimer bound to DNA (14) [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID
3BDN] with the octamer structure of the CI CTD (13) (PDB ID
1KCA). Although the residue 93–131 segment of CI has tradi-
tionally been considered a flexible interdomain linker, the crystal
structure shows most of this region folded against the CTD (14).
Stayrook et al. (14) present a model of dimers bound to adjacent
operators and formation of the tetramer without linker flexibility,
but they did not consider the spacer DNA between the operators.
However, we found that using average B-DNA parameters for the
DNA between the operators and then docking CI dimers onto
the OR1 and OR2 operators by alignment with the PDB 3BDN
crystal structure resulted in a separation of their CTDs that was
inconsistent with tetramerization.
We thus tested whether bending and twisting or untwisting of the

interoperator spacerwould allow alignment of theCTDs.However,
of 22,680 tested structural variants of the spacer DNA (Materials
and Methods), none allowed a CI tetramer docked atOR2 to come
within 10 Å of its ideal position at OR1. We also observed that
a model of the CI–DNA–RNAP ternary complex created by
alignment of theRNAPopen complexmodel (30) and theCI dimer
(PDB 3BDN) to the σ-CI-NTD crystal structure (11) results in
significant clashes betweenRNAP andCI. Thus, we concluded that

flexibility of the CI interdomain linker is needed to yield a plausible
model of the DNA-bound tetramer.
To introduce conformational flexibility of the CI dimer, we

used a torsion angle dynamics simulated annealing protocol to vary
the torsions of residues 93–101 (the “short linker”). The lowest
energy dimer structures with intact CTD and NTD structures were
then used to generate OR2-anchored CI tetramers, and the one
aligning most closely with OR1 was refined by multibody docking.
This structure is shown in Fig. 4A and Fig. S5.

The OL1.2 tetramer has the same operator spacing as that of
OR1.2, so was assumed to adopt the same structural configuration.
TheOL2.3-bound tetramer was successfully modeled by the same
protocol; due to the shorter interoperator spacer, this yielded a
distinct tetramer model.
Our short linker model of dimer flexibility thus provides struc-

tural models of the DNA-bound CI tetramer that are consistent
with the experimental observations that CI cooperativity is rela-
tively independent of operator spacing (31), that deletion of the
interdomain linker makes cooperativity highly dependent on op-
erator spacing (32), and that a CI octamer cannot bind to three
adjacent operators (14).
CI octamer-mediated DNA looping and RNAP at PRM. Models of DNA-
bound CI octamers were then constructed by alignment of the CI
CTDs of two DNA-bound tetramers with the CI CTD octamer
structure (PDB1KCA). For a given loop class (Fig. 3), there are two
ways of positioning the asymmetric CI tetramer on the operators at
OL and similarly two orientations at OR. Combined with the
asymmetry of the CI CTD octamer, this gives rise to eight possible
octamer–DNA conformations, each equally plausible, for each of
the eight loop classes. A single representative of such ensembles has
been chosen for depiction in Fig. 4.
RNAP atPRMwas added to theseOL–CI8–OR structures by first

aligning the common σ and DNA portions of the crystal structure
of the complex of DNA, the CI NTD and the σ4 domain of Taq
RNAP (11) with a model of the full Taq RNAP open complex (30).
This CI NTD–RNAPo–PRM structure was then joined to the CI
octamer–DNA structures by aligning their common CI NTD and
DNA portions (Fig. 4B). Importantly, this could be achieved
without major steric clashes for all of the OL–CI8–OR structures
tested, indicating that the model of the CI-looped complex is
compatible with active RNAP at PRM.
Modeling the contact between RNAP αCTD and UP. We were then in
a position to test the structural feasibility of the αCTD–UP contact
in the OL–CI8–OR–RNAP complex. Because of the flexibility of
the α linkers, we generated an ensemble of structures for this 20-aa
polypeptide segment (Materials and Methods). This showed that
the DNA-contacting R265 residues of the two αCTDs circum-
scribe a hemispherical zone behind RNAP (Fig. 4C). As expected,
this zone extends to the αCTD contact at the –54 position of PRM
(29). However, the αCTD is not able to reach the UP element at
OL in any loop conformation without bending of the DNA be-
tween UP and OL2.

We therefore allowed the DNA between UP andOL2 to flex by
random natural B-DNA variation. These DNA ensembles showed
that the flexibility of this DNA could permit the UP element to
reach the αCTD zone in certain cases (Fig. 4C). Fig. 4 D and E
shows one such contact for an antiparallelOL1.2–OR1.2 case (loop
1). Significantly, we found αCTD–UP overlap only in specific
OL1.2–OR1.2 linked structures of the loop 1 and 5 classes. When
the octamer is bound toOL2.3 (loops 2, 3, 6, and 7),DNAflexure is
confined to the region between OL3 and UP, restricting DNA
bending and preventing αCTD–UPoverlap (Fig. 4F).We note that
the idea that the OR1.2–OL2.3 octamer is less favorable for PRM
activity than the OR1.2–OL1.2 octamer was previously suggested
from an analysis of CI activation of PRM in vitro (20).

We found that binding of a CI dimer to OL3 in the OL1.2–
OR1.2 octamer structures (loops 4 and 8) is also predicted to
inhibit αCTD–UP contact. The CI dimer at OL3 restricts UP
element movement, but less severely than in the OL2.3 octamer
because the OL2–OL3 spacer is able to flex. However, in the
models, CI binding bends the OL3 operator such that UP is
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moved further away from RNAP (Fig. 4G). These effects of
dimer occupation of OL3 are true for all OL1.2–OR1.2 loop
configurations in which we have found UP–αCTD contacts to
be plausible.
Although we have not systematically examined all 64 of the

looped structures for UP–αCTD contact, it was evident from the
analysis of many of these, and from knowledge of the structural
variation allowed by the CI asymmetries, that none of the struc-
tures involving CI binding at OL3, either as a dimer or part of an
octamer, would allow UP contact.
Thus, the structural modeling indicates that contact between

the αCTD at PRM and UP at OL is feasible as long as CI is not
bound to OL3.

Physicochemical Modeling of UP Activation. The wealth of physico-
chemical data available for λ CI makes it possible to test the fea-
sibility of the UP contact model by mathematical modeling. We
thus extended our previous statistical–mechanical model of PRM
regulation by CI-mediated DNA looping (16) (SI Materials and
Methods; Figs. S6 and S7). First, following Anderson and Yang
(21), we distinguished the eight different basic loop orientations in
which PRM can be active (Fig. 3). Second, we specifically modeled
RNAP binding at PRM. Basal RNAP binding to PRM (in the
absence of CI) was defined by a free energy term. When CI is
present at OR2 and not part of an octamer, an additional free
energy term was added for RNAP binding. A further free energy
was added if the CI at OR2 is part of a looped octamer; this pa-
rameter allows for activation or inhibition by looping itself. An-
other free energy was added for species in which theUP element is
engaged. These parameters allow CI, DNA looping, and the UP
element to regulate PRM by stabilizing or inhibiting RNAP bind-
ing at the promoter. These and other parameters were fitted to
the 70 data points of Fig. 2B (PRM) and Fig. S4 (PR).

We found that a model that implements the insights from the
structuralmodeling, that is, one that allowsUP contact only in loops
1 and 5 (applying the same UP-contact energy for both loops), was
able to reproduce the data well (Fig. 2B and Fig. S4). In contrast, if

we allowed equal UP contact in all eight looped configurations, the
fit of the model to the data were considerably worse. In particular,
this “all-loops” model (i) does not reproduce the magnitude of
the drop in PRM activity at high [CI] in the longOL.OL3+OR3–

reporter; and (ii) slightly underestimates the contrast between
activated and repressed PRM activity in the wild-type longOL
reporter—the steepness of repression at high [CI] (Fig. 5A). We
found that the model can accurately reproduce these two features
(and the rest of the data) as long as UP is allowed to be contacted
in at least one of the loops containing four CI dimers (loops 1, 2, 5,
and 7) and in none of the loops containing five CI dimers (loops 3,
4, 7, and 8). In such UP contact schemes, the UP element can
be used at lower CI concentrations but its stimulatory effect is
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removed at higher CI concentrations, reducing PRM activity. The
simple scheme indicated by the structural modeling—OL3 occu-
pation inhibits UP contact—fulfills this requirement and is thus
consistent with the reporter data, although it is not the only scheme
to be so.
The parameter fitting converged on values that are biochemi-

cally reasonable, supporting the feasibility of theUP contactmodel
(Fig. S7). The values for theDNA looping parameters,ΔGoct= –0.5
andΔGtet= –2.4, are close to those estimated previously (16). The
fitted free energy values for RNAP binding and UP contact are
moderate: basal binding of RNAP to PRM is slightly unfavorable,
CI atOR2 improves RNAP binding by 1.4 kcal/mol, DNA looping
inhibits RNAP binding by 0.4 kcal/mol, and UP contact provides
a 2.7 kcal/mol improvement in RNAP binding (Fig. 5B).
The slight inhibition of PRM activation by DNA looping itself is

needed to produce the small drop in maximal PRM activity in the
shortOL reporters relative to the noOL reporters (Fig. 2B). The
CTD of the CI dimer that is bound to the OL operator opposite
OR2 is quite close to RNAP in some of the octamer structures,
possibly resulting in mildly unfavorable contacts.
The reporter data are unable to provide a test of the proposal

that the CI dimer at the third OL operator opposite PRM in loops
4 and 7 directly blocks RNAP binding at PRM (21), because very
similarfits were obtained by setting either no inhibition or complete
inhibition of PRM in these species. However, the structural mod-
eling suggests that there are no significant clashes between RNAP
and CI in these cases.

Testing the Inhibition of UP Contact by CI at OL3. Thus, the reporter
data and the structural and statistical–mechanical modeling in-
dicate that the stimulatory effect of OL on PRM is due to an
αCTD–UP contact that is mediated by an OL1.2–OR1.2 loop,
and that CI binding to OL3 removes this activation by preventing
the DNA bending needed for this contact.
We reasoned that mutation of OL1 should provide a strong

test of the prediction that CI binding to OL3 prevents UP con-
tact because it should eliminate all looped species in which OL1
is occupied (loops 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8), including all of the loops in
which UP contact is expected to be possible, leaving only loops
2 and 6. Eliminating CI binding to OL1 in the statistical–
mechanical model confirmed this expectation, showing that the
PRM activity of the longOL.OL3+OR3– reporter should be re-
duced to that of the shortOL.OL3+OR3– reporter (Fig. 6). As
predicted, when we mutated OL1 in these reporters, UP acti-
vation was lost (Fig. 6). Also, the repression of the OL1+

longOL.OL3+OR3– reporter, due to filling of OL3 at high [CI],
was also lost, because in the absence of OL1, a CI tetramer at
OL2.OL3 forms at lower CI concentrations.

Discussion
Role of the UP Element in λ. The UP element is located at the –80
to –102 region of the λ lytic PL promoter (23, 24). This position is
normally too far away to affect the promoter (28); however, the
DNA-bending integration host factor (IHF) binds to a region
overlapping the UP element (23, 33). It was proposed that DNA
bending by IHF positions the UP element so that it can be con-
tacted by the αCTD of the RNAP at PL, allowing the IHF and
UP sites to stimulate PL some twofold to threefold in vivo (24).
Thus, when CI is absent, the UP element is used to stimulate lytic
transcription from the nearby PL promoter, but when CI is present
andPL is repressed, theUPelement is commandeered to stimulate
lysogenic transcription from the distant PRM promoter.
The primary effect of activation of PRM by the UP element is to

increase maximal CI-stimulated PRM activity approximately two-
fold,making it almost as strong a promoter asPR (Fig. S4), without
increasing basal activity. We expect that the higher PRM activity
and thus higher lysogenic CI concentration in a λ lysogen due to
UP activation would tend to stabilize the lysogenic state. λ lysogens
are destabilized by expression of certain activation-defective α
subunits, a result interpreted as due to defective α binding to theCI
OR1–OR2 complex (29). However, at least some of this effect may
be due to a loss of PRM activation by theOLUP element. Testing
this role of the UP element in the phage is complex because of its
effect on PL. A secondary effect of the UP activation mechanism
is to sharpen CI regulation of PRM, because UP activation occurs
at low CI concentrations but is removed at higher CI concen-
trations as OL3 becomes occupied by a CI dimer. This steeper
repression of PRM as CI concentration increases beyond 0.5 ly-
sogenic units should buffer the CI concentration in the lysogen.
A question arises whether the IHF site has any role in UP ele-

ment stimulation of PRM. The UPcon1 and UPcon2 constructs
(Fig. 2C) show that substitution of the IHF recognition sequence
between OL3 and the UP element (23) does not prevent UP ac-
tivation of PRM.

OL as a Complex Enhancer. The OL site has the defining properties
of an enhancer, regulating transcription from long distances in-
dependently of orientation and position. OL was known to in-
crease the repression of PRM (and PR) from as far as 3.8 kb
downstream of the promoter (16), and here we have shown that
repression is also improved when OL is 2.3 kb upstream of PRM.
OL was known to stimulate activation of PRM when located 2.3
kb downstream (21), and we show here that activation works with
OL placed 2.3 kb upstream of PRM and in either orientation.
With the stronger activation provided by a CAP binding site, OL
can stimulate PRM activity from 10 kb upstream.
OL is also a complex enhancer, containing multiple DNA

sequences that both activate and repress the distant promoter in
a variety of ways. Our analysis shows in unprecedented detail how
these distal DNA elements work together with the proximal ele-
ments to regulate transcription.OL1 andOL2 target the enhancer
to the promoter, binding a CI tetramer that interacts strongly with
the OR1.2 tetramer to overcome the entropic cost of forming
a specific, stable long-range DNA loop. Formation of the CI
octamer assists location of CI at OR1.2 to help repress PR and
activate PRM at low CI concentrations but also positions the
distal OL3 and the UP sequences so that they can function like
proximal elements. The UP element then behaves essentially as
a core promoter element, able to be directly contacted by the
RNAP at the distant promoter via the αCTD. The OL3 site has
dual repressive roles. CI binding at OL3 acts architecturally,
preventing the DNA bending needed for this UP contact and thus
indirectly competing with RNAP binding. In addition, a CI dimer
atOL3 is positioned to interact with a CI dimer atOR3 to effect
repression of PRM. In all, PRM is thus regulated by three core
promoter elements (–10, –35, and UP) and six sites for the CI
transcription factor. These five proximal and four distal sites
assemble 8–12 CI monomers and 5 RNAP subunits into dif-
ferent enhancer–promoter complexes that determine whether
transcription occurs.
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plotted with OL1+OR3– data and predictions from Fig. 5A (blue).
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λOL thus provides an alternative prokaryotic enhancer model to
the example of σ54-dependent long-range promoter activation.
Although OL works noncatalytically, demonstrating enhancement
by simple recruitment mechanisms, activation via σ54 is catalytic.
The activators interact with the bound σ54 RNAP by DNA looping
and remodel the polymerase in anATP-dependent reaction needed
for open complex formation (34). Thus, these two systems illustrate
how these fundamentally different regulatory mechanisms (6, 10)
can operate from long distances. Activation by the catalytic mech-
anism requires only transient enhancer–promoter contact and thus
could be suited to situations where a single enhancer must activate
multiple promoters. The stable enhancer–promoter contact of the
recruitment mechanism would likely be suited to enhancers that
provide highly specific regulation of one promoter at a time.

Materials and Methods
Reporter and CI Expression Constructs. The lacZ reporter constructs (Figs. S1
and S2) (SI Materials and Methods) were integrated into the λ attB site in
MG1655 rph+ ΔlacIZYA. A λatt80 prophage and various PRM.cI.OL CI ex-
pression constructs inserted at ϕ186 attB (Fig. S1) were used to supply dif-
ferent fixed CI levels, measured by Western blotting (SI Materials and
Methods) (Fig. S3). The RNAP α subunits (Fig. 2D) were expressed from Plac

on multicopy plasmids. LacZ assays were by a modified microtiter plate
method (16) (SI Materials and Methods).

Statistical–Mechanical Modeling. Full details of the modeling are given in SI
Materials and Methods. Fig. S6 lists the species and assignments; Fig. S7 lists
the model parameters.

Structural Modeling. DNA flexibility modeling was based on observed base
pair step parameters (35). The simulated annealing protocol was that
implemented in CNS (36). Conformations of the α linker were generated by
randomly sampling ϕ and ψ backbone torsions in a manner proportionate to
their residue-specific Ramachandran probabilities, as implemented by the
Rosetta modeling program (37). Full details of the structural modeling are
given in SI Materials and Methods.
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SI Materials and Methods
Reporter and CI Expression Constructs. The parent strain for all re-
porter assays was E4643, which was constructed from BW30270
(CGSC7925)MG1655 rph+ by precise deletion of lacIZYA (EcoCyc
MG1655: 360,527–366,797) by recombineering (1). EC100D
mcrAΔ(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC)ϕ80dlacZΔM15ΔlacX74 recA1endA1
araD139 Δ(ara,leu)7697 galU galK λ– rpsL nupG pir+(DHFR)
(Epicentre) was used for propagation of R6γK ori (pir-dependent)
plasmids.
DNA constructions used commercial DNA synthesis (Gen-

Script; gBlocks from IntegratedDNATechnologies; primers from
Geneworks), restriction enzyme-based cloning and isothermal
Gibson assembly (2). DNA sequences of manipulated regions
were confirmed, except for the 2.3- and 10-kb spacers, the sizes of
which were confirmed by PCR.
The reporter and CI expression constructs (Fig. S1) were made

using a plasmid integration system developed from the CRIM
plasmids (3), the pZ plasmids (4), and anO2– lacZ reporter gene (5)
preceded by an RNaseIII cleavage site (6). This system will be de-
scribedmore fully elsewhere; sequences are available on request. As
in theCRIMsystem, phage integrase proteins were used to integrate
the plasmids into phage attachment sites in the bacterial chromo-
some. Integration was at λattB [EcoCyc (7) MG1655 sequence po-
sition 806,551], ϕ80 attB (position 1,308,595), or ϕ186 attB site
(position 2,783,828) using original or modified CRIM integrase
plasmids. PCRwas used to screen for correct single-copy integrants.
The lacZ reporter constructs were derived from pIT3-HF-CL

(Fig. S1) and were integrated into the λattB site. LacZ expression
was from inserted PRM or PR fragments, with OL fragments in-
serted upstream (Fig. S2). The 2.3-kb spacer (2,312 bp center-to-
center OL1–OR1) carried 2,126 bp of DNA from the Escherichia
coli ftsK gene (position 933,033–935,159). The 10-kb spacer
(10,170 center-to-center OL1–OR1) included 3,983 bp of ftsK
(932,456–936,438), 3,180 bp of rne (114,410–1,143,589), and 2,851
bp of valS (4,479,008–4,481,858) from E. coli.

CI Expression Constructs. PRM.cI.OL fragments with various mu-
tations were inserted into pIT3-TO-λcI (Fig. S1).We expected that
constitutive CI production, chromosomal integration, and CI
negative autoregulation should reduce fluctuations in CI levels
over time and between cells. Accordingly, we found that this CI
expression system gave a sharper PRM and PR response to CI than
our previous plasmid-based isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG)-controlled system for CI (8, 9). Note that the copies ofOL
and OR present on the expression constructs do not influence the
reporter by DNA looping, apparently because they are located too
far away; the closest att site pair are separated by 502 kb.

Immunoquantitation of CI Levels. Strains were grown in LB at 37 °C
to anOD600∼0.6. Approximately 2mLof culture (volume adjusted
to give a constant OD600) was concentrated and the pellet dis-
rupted with 40 μL of B-Per reagent (Pierce) containing 0.25 U/μL
Benzonase (Novagen), diluted in 2× NuPAGE loading buffer
(Invitrogen) and heated to 70 °C. A volume of 1.5–6 μL of extract
(made up to 6 μL with extract A) were loaded per well in precast
NuPAGE 12% (wt/vol) Bis-Tris polyacrylamide-SDS minigels
(Novex), run in Mops SDS as per the manufacturer’s instructions,
with ECL Plex Fluorescent Rainbow markers. Proteins were
electrotransferred to 0.2-μm PVDF membranes using the iBlot
(Invitrogen). Rabbit CI antiserum (IMVS) made using IMAC-
purified C-terminal His-tagged CI was preadsorbed to an excess of
no-CI extract. Detection was with a Cy5-labeled goat anti-rabbit

secondary antibody (GE Healthcare), and blots were quantitated
with aGETyphoon imager. A typical blot is shown in Fig. S3. Each
blot included standards of λatt80 lysogenic extract diluted in
no-CI extract to generate a standard curve. Other extracts were
diluted (in no-CI extract) to fall within this curve. At least six
separate extracts were analyzed for each of the six CI expression
strains, each using at least two independent blots. Fig. S3 gives the
strain descriptions and the measured CI levels in wild-type lyso-
genic units, that is, expressed relative to the reference λatt80
lysogenic extract.

Expression of the Mutant αR265A Subunit.Wild-type α and αR265A
were expressed from pHTf1 plasmids (10) (AmpR, colE1 ori), with
Lac repressor supplied by pUHA1 (4) (KanR, p15A ori) in E4643
carrying the integrated longOL.OR3–OL3–.PRM reporter (Fig.
S1) and the 3.3 wild-type lysogenic equivalents (WLU) CI-ex-
pressing construct (pIT3–TO–λcI–OL3–4; Fig. S1). Cells were
grown at 37 °C in LB plus 100 μg/mL ampicillin plus 50 μg/mL
kanamycin and expression induced with 0, 40, or 200 μM IPTG
for 3 h before LacZ assay.

LacZ Assays. The 70 data points in Fig. 2B and Fig. S4 are thus from
70 different strains: 10 different reporters, each in one of the 7
different CI expression strains. LacZ assays were carried out using
themicrotiter platemethod (8), with themodification that cultures
grown in LB [1% (wt/vol) Bacto-tryptone, 1% (wt/vol) NaCl, 0.5%
(wt/vol) yeast extract, pH 7.0] at 37 °C to late log phase were added
to a combined lysis-assay buffer, with eachwell of amicrotiter plate
containing the following: 50 μL culture plus LB (usually 20 μL of
culture plus 30 μL of LB), 150 μL of TZ8 (100 mM Tris·HCl, pH
8.0, 1 mM MgSO4, 10 mM KCl), 40 μL of ONPG (o-nitrophenyl-
β-D-galactoside 4mg/mL inTZ8), 1.9 μLof 2-mercapoethanol, and
0.95 μL of polymyxin B (20 mg/mL; Sigma). Assays were repeated
at least four times.

DNA Flexibility Modeling. The sequence-dependent distributions
and covariancematrix of observed base pair step parameters (shift,
slide, rise, tilt, roll, and twist) foundbyOlson et al. (11)were used to
define a multivariate normal distribution. Parameters were then
randomly sampled from this distribution, resulting in sampling
proportionate to their observed frequency. Base pair parameters
(shear, stretch, stagger, buckle, propeller-twist, and opening) were
maintained at their sequence-dependent B-DNA averages.Where
desired, DNA atomic coordinates were generated from base pair
and base pair step parameters using X3DNA (12).

CI Tetramer–DNA Modeling. The OR1.2 DNA fragment was ini-
tially modeled by copying the base pair step parameters from
those observed in Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 3BDN to each
CI operator and using average B-DNA parameters for the spacer
DNA between the operators, TAAAATAGTCA (includes 2-bp
overlap with each operator). The natural flexibility of this spacer
was modeled to estimate the range of bending and twist per-
turbation that should be sampled. Base pair step parameters for
the 11 bp were randomly sampled 1,000 times, revealing a max-
imum bend angle of ∼51° between the OR1 and OR2 operators.
To represent the conformational flexibility of the OR1.2 frag-
ment, an ensemble of DNA structures was constructed sampling
global bend angles of 0–60° in 3° increments, bend angle ori-
entations of 0–355° in 5° increments, and per-base pair devia-
tions in twist (from the B-DNA average) of –12 to +9° in 1.5°
increments (an ensemble of 22,680 DNA structures). The NTD
dimer of the first CI dimer was ideally located at OR2, and then
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CI tetramers were created by alignment of one dimer to chains
A and B of PDB 1KCA and a second to chains C and D (four
possible tetramer structures, thus 90,720 tetramer–DNA com-
plexes). The distance (center-to-center) and subsequently the
orientation of the second CI NTD dimer in these was de-
termined relative to an ideally placed CI dimer at OR1.
To introduce conformational flexibility of the CI dimer, we

used a torsion angle dynamics simulated annealing protocol to
vary the torsions of residues 93–101 (termed “short linker”). This
region was chosen based on inspection of the PDB 3BDN crystal
structure, the commentary of Stayrook et al. (13) and the limited
proteolysis data of Pabo et al. (14). The protocol was that im-
plemented in CNS (15) based on that used by HADDOCK (16).
Briefly, simulated annealing consisted of 10 cycles of 100 steps
each, with the simulation temperature commencing at 1,000K in
the first cycle, decreasing linearly to 50K in the final cycle, and
using an integration time step of 8 fs. Of the 24 lowest energy
structures from a set of 1,200 independent runs, 23 had rmsd
changes of <1.0 Å for the C-terminal domain (CTD) dimer and
N-terminal domain (NTD) dimer, indicating that dimerization
itself had not been perturbed.
This ensemble of 24 CI dimer structures (including the crystal

structure) was then used to construct an ensemble of CI tetramer
structures, as described above, using every possible pairing of CI
models, resulting in a set of 2,304 tetramer structures (after
allowing for symmetry). Pairings of CI tetramer structures and
DNA structures (totaling 52,254,720 possible combinations), as
described above, yielded 32 structures in which the OR1-binding
CI NTD dimer was within 5 Å (center-to-center) and 45° de-
viation from its ideal placement on two orthogonal axes (the first
approximately describing in-place twisting on the operator, the
second describing tilting on the operator). One tetramer model
comprised 30 of these structures, with subtly different DNA
conformations. Of these, the single tetramer–DNA complex with
the lowest rmsd to an ideal OR1-bound NTD was refined by
multibody docking using the HADDOCK Web server (17), with
unambiguous restraints derived from PDB 3BDN (CI NTD–

DNA interface) and PDB 1KCA (CI CTD–CI CTD interface)
based on a described method (18).
For the OL2.3-bound tetramer, the bend angle was restricted

to 42° due to the shorter interoperator spacer (7 bp, including 2-
bp overlap with each operator). This search yielded a best match
incorporating a DNA bend angle of 42° with no deviation from
average B-DNA twist values, and was similarly refined using
HADDOCK.

RNA Polymerase αCTD Modeling. A chimeric α subunit was mod-
eled, combining residues 7–225 of Thermus aquaticus (Taq)
RpoA with residues 232–315 of E. coli RpoA, with a cut-point
based on the structural information available in the Taq RNA
polymerase (RNAP) model and sequence alignments of the pair.
The conformation of the Taq-derived region was copied from
the structural model of the Taq RNAP open complex (both
chains A and B were used in independent runs), whereas the
conformation of the 64 most C-terminal residues was taken from
the structure of the E. coli αCTD (chain E) in PDB entry 1LB2
(19). The remaining intervening 20 aa (derived from the E. coli
RpoA sequence) were considered fully flexible. Conformations
of this flexible linker were generated by randomly sampling ϕ
and ψ backbone torsions in a manner proportionate to their
residue-specific Ramachandran probabilities, as implemented by
the Rosetta modeling program (20). Independent models of the
α subunit were placed into the context of the RNAP holoenzyme
by alignment of the Taq-derived region with the RNAP open
complex model, and linker conformations that resulted in sig-
nificant steric clashes (either with itself or other parts of the
holoenzyme) were filtered out using the Rosetta centroid-mode
vdw score, using a maximum cutoff value of 200.

UP Element Flexibility Modeling. Modeling flexibility of the UP
element in theOL1.2 loop sampled parameters for the sequence
ATTTATCACCGCAGATGGTTATCTGTATGTTTTTTAT-
ATGAATTTATTTTTTG, comprising all base pair steps up-
streamofOL2 (relative toPL) to 1 bp upstreamof theUPelement.
To simulate the effect of OL3 occupation in the OR1.2–OL1.2
loop (loops 4 and 8 in the statistical–mechanical model), the base
pair step parameters for a minimal region of OL3 (CACCGCA-
GATG)were constrained to those of theCI operatorDNA in PDB
3BDN. In the OL2.3 loop, parameter sampling was restricted to
the region upstream of OL3 (ATCTGTATGTTTTTTATATG-
AATTTATTTTTTG).

Statistical–Mechanical Modeling. The model is an extension of our
previous model (9), which had 73 OL–OR species. Following An-
derson and Yang (21), we distinguish between the eight different
basic loop orientations (Fig. 3), requiring 113 CI–DNA species.
Structural modeling suggests that each of these loop orientation
classes subsumes a number of possibleOL–CI8–OR structures, but
we did not attempt to distinguish between these alternative
structures in the statistical–mechanical model. We now also
include RNAP binding at PRM for the PRM reporter (requiring
165 species; reporter is PR–) and at both PRM and PR for the PR
reporter (192 species; reporter is PRM+). The species list is given
in Fig. S6. Themodel uses species 1–165 for the PRM reporter and
species 1–192 for the PR reporter. For the noOL reporters, any
species with CI atOLwere ignored; for the shortOL reporters, any
species with UP engaged were ignored.
As previously (9), CI monomer concentration, measured here in

units relative to the level in a wild-type lysogen (wild-type lysogenic
units), was converted to molar concentrations using [CI]lysogenic =
3.7 × 10−7 M. It was assumed that monomers and dimers of CI are
in equilibrium in solution and that only dimers can bind DNA,
either specifically or nonspecifically. Free CI dimer concentrations
were calculated using a fixed dimerization constant Kdim = 6.7 ×
107M−1 and by accounting for binding to nonspecific chromosomal
sites ([NS] = 6.76 × 10−3 M) using a fitted nonspecific binding free
energy (ΔGNS) by solving the following:

½CI�total;monomer = 2½CI2�+
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½CI2�
Kdim

s

+ 2ððexpð−ΔGNS=RTÞÞ½CI2�½NS�Þ:

As previously (9), CI dimer binding to the six wild-type oper-
ator sites was described by six fixed binding free energies and two
fixed pairwise cooperativity free energies. When modeling re-
porters with mutant operators (OR3–, OL3–, OL1–) the wild-type
CI binding free energies (ΔGR3, ΔGL3, ΔGL1) were replaced
with mutant free energies (ΔGR3–, ΔGL3–, ΔGL1–) (Fig. S7).
The fitted ΔGoct parameter defines the propensity for CI octa-

merization where two DNA-bound CI tetramers are joined by
aDNA loop, combining the favorable free energy of octamerization
with the unfavorable free energy of DNA looping. Parallel and an-
tiparallel loops were given the same ΔGoct. The ΔGtet parameter
defines the propensity for DNA-bound CI dimers at OR and OL to
interact with each other to form a trans tetramer. The ΔGNS pa-
rameter sets the affinity ofCI fornonspecificDNAsites (9) (Fig. S7).
We added RNAP as simply as possible, making no distinction

between closed, open, or initiating RNAP complexes, and without
explicit modeling of any kinetic processes. RNAP binding to PRM
occurs only when OR3 is free. Basal RNAP binding to PRM (in
the absence of CI) was defined by a parameter ΔGPRM = –RTln
(F/(1 – F)), where F is the fractional occupation of the promoter
at the in vivo [RNAP]. When CI is present at OR2 and not part
of an octamer, an additional free energy ΔGact was added to the
RNAP binding. A further free energy ΔGact_loop was added if the
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CI at OR2 is part of a looped octamer. Another additional free
energyΔGact_UP was added for species in which the UP element is
engaged; because there are eight possible looped configurations
where RNAP is bound to PRM (Fig. 3), there are eight possible
distinct energies ΔGact_UP1..8. The ΔGact, ΔGact_loop, and
ΔGact_UP parameters allowCI, DNA looping, and theUP element
to activatePRM by recruitment, stabilizingRNAP at the promoter.
However, it should be noted that because we are not distinguishing
the different forms of RNAP, these energies may stabilize the
closed complex or different open or initiating complexes. We also
used a free energy parameter ΔGact_block to reflect the possibility
that the presence of a CI dimer at the third OL operator could
inhibit RNAP binding to PRM, as suggested for loops 4 and 7 by
Anderson and Yang (22). Binding of RNAP to PRwas modeled as
for PRM but with a single binding parameter, ΔGPR.

The relative probability of each species, s, is given as follows:

fS =
expð−ΔGS=RTÞ½CI2�iP
S
expð−ΔGS=RTÞ½CI2�i

;

where ΔGs is the sum of the contributions of all of the free
energies for a given species (s), [CI2] is the concentration of free
CI dimers, and i is the stoichiometry of CI dimers bound in each
s species (23).
The occupation of PRM and PR by RNAP was converted to

promoter activity by assigning a LacZ value to each species where
RNAP is bound. This activity was given by fitted parameters
max_PRM or max_PRM, which are effectively the activities that
would be observed if the promoters were fully occupied by RNAP.

To explore the possibility that CI and the UP element might
activate PRM without altering RNAP binding affinity (e.g., by
stimulating the initiation rate), the model allows for different
LacZ activities, max_act and max_UP to be applied for these
species. We found that good fits could be obtained when ΔGact,
ΔGact_loop, ΔGact_UP, max_PRM, max_act, and max_UP were al-
lowed to vary independently. However, the activity parameters
had broad optima and we found that constraining max_PRM,
max_act, and max_UP to be equal to each other did not worsen
the fits and also made good fits easier to find. Thus, we chose the
simpler option: max_PRM =max_act = max_UP, for the standard
model, which thus uses only changes in RNAP binding to alter
promoter activity. Although this recruitment-only mechanism for
PRM activation is sufficient to explain the data, we cannot ex-
clude more complex schemes.
The fitting algorithm minimized score = (observed – expected)2/

expected, comparing the model-generated expected promoter
LacZ values with the 70 observed LacZ data points of Fig. 2B
(PRM) and Fig. S4 (PR), giving equal weight to all points, in
a Monte Carlo algorithm. Initial parameter values were iteratively
varied by successive random steps, with each modified parameter
set accepted if the fit improved. Fits generally stopped improving
substantially by 100,000 iterations. Fitting convergence was tested
by repeating the fitting process with different randomly chosen
initial parameter values. Programs were written in Fortran 77 and
run in a Cygwin environment on a laptop computer, and are
available on request.
The parameter list, with optimal values obtained for the

structurally informedmodel (the fits shown in Fig. 2B and Fig. S4),
is given in Fig. S7.
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Fig. S1. Reporter and CI expression constructs. The upper section shows the layout of the PRM and PR reporter constructs; the lower section shows the layout
of the CI expression constructs. The sequences of all of the OL and OR inserts used in the reporters are given in Fig. S2. The CI expression constructs carry
alterations at OR or OL that increase or decrease CI repression of PRM: the 121 variant has OR3 replaced by OR1 (1); the OR3-c12 mutation appears to improve
CI binding (2). Expression levels in the strains using these constructs were measured by quantitative Western blotting (Fig. S3).
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noOL: ATGCATTCAGCTTCTGCAAAAAGGCATTACCACGTCTTGAACTGGTCGCAAAAAGGGAACTACATCCTCCGCTAGGTTCAATACGAGTGCTCGGGCATCAACAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC

shortOL: ATGCATTCAGCTTCTGCAAAAAGGCATTACCACGTCATAACCATCTGCGGTGATAAATTATCTCTGgCGGTGTTGtagTAAATACCACTGGCGGTGATAtgCAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC

shortOL.OL3-: ATGCATTCAGCTTCTGCAAAAAGGCATTACCACGTCATAACCAaCTctaGTGATAAATTATCTCTGgCGGTGTTGtagTAAATACCACTGGCGGTGATAtgCAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC

longOL: ATGCATGCCCCCCTGCAAAAAATAAATTCATATAAAAAACATACAGATAACCAACTCTAGTGATAAATTATCTCTGGCGGTGTTGtagTAAATACCACTGGCGGTGATAtgCAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC

longOL.OL3-: ATGCATGCCCCCCTGCAAAAAATAAATTCATATAAAAAACATACAGATAACCAaCTctaGTGATAAATTATCTCTGGCGGTGTTGtagTAAATACCACTGGCGGTGATAtgCAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC

UP-: ATGCATGCCCCCCTGCgAgAgATgAgcTCAcgTAgAgAACATACAGATAACCAaCTctaGTGATAAATTATCTCTGGCGGTGTTGtagTAAATACCACTGGCGGTGATAtgCAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC

UPcon1: ATGCATcggggggacgggaaaatttttttaaaaaaagatgtatgtctaAACCAaCTctaGTGATAAATTATCTCTGGCGGTGTTGtagTAAATACCACTGGCGGTGATAtgCAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC

UPcon2: ATGCATGCCCCCCTgggaaaatttttttaaaaaaagagtcagcacggAACCAaCTctaGTGATAAATTATCTCTGGCGGTGTTGtagTAAATACCACTGGCGGTGATAtgCAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC

UPonly : ATGCATGCCCCCCTGCAAAAAATAAATTCATATAAAAAACATACAGATAACCAaCTctaGTGATAAATGCGTGCCTGATCTTGTTGAAGATGCGTTCCGCAACGAACTTtgCAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC

CAP: ATGCATGCCCCCCTGgcaacgcaataaatgtgatcTAgatcacattttaggcacccgAACCAaCTctaGTGATAAATTATCTCTGGCGGTGTTGtagTAAATACCACTGGCGGTGATAtgCAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC

REV: ATGCATCGAAAACAGCGGCTGATACATTGCTGcaTATCACCGCCAGTGGTATTTActaCAACACCGCCAGAGATAATTTATCACtagAGtTGGTTATCTGTATGTTTTTTATATGAATTTATTTTTTGCAGGGGGGCGTCGAC

longOL1-: ATGCATGCCCCCCTGCAAAAAATAAATTCATATAAAAAACATACAGATAACCAACTCTAGTGATAAATTATCTCTGGCGGTGTTGtagTAAATACCAgaGGCGcTGATAtgCAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC

shortOL1-: ATGCATTCAGCTTCTGCAAAAAGGCATTACCACGTCATAACCAACTCTAGTGATAAATTATCTCTGGCGGTGTTGtagTAAATACCAgaGGCGcTGATAtgCAGCAATGTATCAGCCGCTGTTTTCGGTCGAC
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OR.PRM : CACCGGCATACAACCTCCTTAGTACATGCAACCgTTATCACCGCCAGAGGTAAAATAGTCAACACGCACGGTGTTAGATATTTATCCCTTGCGGTGATAGATTTAACGTATGAGCACAAAAAAGAAACGGATCC

OR.PRM.OR3- : CACCGGCATACAACCTCCTTAGTACAtGCAACCgTTATCACCGCCAGAGGTAAAATAGTCAACACGCACGGTGTTAGATATTTAcCCCTTGCaGTGATAGATTTAACGTATGAGCACAAAAAAGAAACGGATCC

OR.PR : CACCGGCGTTTCTTTTTTGTGCTCATACGTTAAATCTATCACCGCAAGGGATAAATATCTAACACCGtGCGTGTTGACTATTTTACCTCTGGCGGTGATAATGGTTGCATGTACTAAGGAGGTTGTATGGATCC

PRMOR2 OR3OR1PR –
–10–35–35–10

–10 OR3 –35 OR2 OR1 –10–35 PRPRM

OR3– (OR3-r1)

SgrAI BamHI

OR
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..lacZ
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PRM
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Fig. S2. OR and OL sequences. Sequences of inserts in the pIT-HFCL reporter constructs (Fig. S1). λ sequences are in red, and mutations are in black lowercase.
The blue sequences are vector restriction sites.

A E4643-λCI-0 - (pIT3-TO) 0

B E4643-λCI-1 - (pIT3-TO-λcI-121) 0.49 ± 0.04 7

C E4643-λCI-2 - (pIT3-TO-λcI-c12) 0.93 ± 0.11 8

D E4643-λCI-3 (λatt80) (pIT3-TO) 1.00 ± 0.09 9

E E4643-λCI-4 (λatt80) (pIT3-TO-λcI) 1.50 ± 0.19 8

F E4643-λCI-5 - (pIT3-TO-λcI-OL3-4) 3.33 ± 0.53 8

G E4643-λCI-6 (λatt80) (pIT3-TO-λcI-OL3-4) 3.82 ± 0.35 6

Number of
extractsStrain attφφ80 attφφ186

[CI] (WLU)
±95% CLExtract

Fraction (diluted in A):
Extract:

0.25 0.5 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.33 0.251
A D D D B C D E F G

Standards

Fig. S3. Immunoquantitation of CI levels. A representative Western blot, showing the CI standards and extracts from the six CI-producing strains. The table
gives the CI levels in wild-type lysogenic units, that is, relative to the reference λatt80 lysogenic extract (extract D). The 95% confidence limits are based on the
logs of the ratios.
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Fig. S4. PR repression is improved by DNA looping. The response of the PR+ reporters to CI (WLU, wild-type lysogenic equivalents) in the absence of OL (noOL)
or in the presence of OL without the UP element (shortOL). The CI operators are not mutated. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals (n ≥ 5). Curves are fits
from the statistical–mechanical model in which UP contact is allowed only for loops 1 and 5.
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Fig. S5. Structural model of the CI tetramer bound to OR1 and OR2. Different views of the model shown in Fig. 4A.
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1 ...... 97 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C P • • • • • • • •
2 ...... C • 98 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C A 4 • • • • • • • •
3 ...... C • 99 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C P 8 • • • • • • • •
4 ...... C −−− C • • • 100 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C A • • • • • • • •
5 ...... C • 101 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C P • • • • • • • •
6 ...... C C • • 102 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C C A • • • • • • • • •
7 ...... C −−− C • • • 103 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C C P • • • • • • • • • •
8 ...... C −−− C C • • • • 104 C −−− C C ...... C C −−− C A • • • • • • • • • •
9 ...... C C −−− C • • • • 105 C −−− C C ...... C C −−− C P • • • • • • • • •
10 C ...... • 106 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C A • • • • • • • •
11 C ...... C • • 107 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C P • • • • • • • •
12 C ...... C • • 108 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C A 3 • • • • • • • •
13 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 109 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C P 7 • • • • • • • •
14 C ...... C • • 110 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C C A • • • • • • • • • •
15 C ...... C C • • • 111 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C C P • • • • • • • • •
16 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 112 C C −−− C ...... C C −−− C A • • • • • • • • •
17 C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • 113 C C −−− C ...... C C −−− C P • • • • • • • • • •
18 C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • 114 ...... R • •
19 C ...... • 115 ...... R C • • •
20 C ...... C • • 116 ...... R C • • • •
21 C ...... C • • 117 ...... R C −−− C • • • • • •
22 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 118 C ...... R • • •
23 C ...... C • • 119 C ...... R C • • • •
24 C ...... C C • • • 120 C ...... R C • • • • •
25 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 121 C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • •
26 C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • 122 C ...... R • • •
27 C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • 123 C ...... R C • • • •
28 C −−− C ...... • • • 124 C ...... R C • • • • •
29 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 125 C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • •
30 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 126 C −−− C ...... R • • • • •
31 C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • 127 C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • •
32 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 128 C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • • •
33 C −−− C ...... C C • • • • • 129 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • • • •
34 C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • 130 C ...... R • • •
35 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • • • 131 C ...... R C • • • •
36 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • • • 132 C ...... R C • • • • •
37 C ...... • 133 C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • •
38 C ...... C • • 134 C C ...... R • • • •
39 C ...... C • • 135 C C ...... R C • • • • •
40 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 136 C C ...... R C • • • • • •
41 C ...... C • • 137 C C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • • •
42 C ...... C C • • • 138 C −−− C ...... R • • • • •
43 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 139 C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • •
44 C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • 140 C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • • •
45 C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • 141 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • • • •
46 C C ...... • • 142 C −−− C C ...... R • • • • • •
47 C C ...... C • • • 143 C −−− C C ...... R C • • • • • • •
48 C C ...... C • • • 144 C −−− C C ...... R C • • • • • • • •
49 C C ...... C −−− C • • • • • 145 C −−− C C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • • • • •
50 C C ...... C • • • 146 C C −−− C ...... R • • • • • •
51 C C ...... C C • • • • 147 C C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • • •
52 C C ...... C −−− C • • • • • 148 C C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • • • •
53 C C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • • 149 C C −−− C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • • • • • •
54 C C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • • 150 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A 2 • • • • • • • • • • •
55 C −−− C ...... • • • 151 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P 6 • • • • • • • • • • •
56 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 152 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A 1 • • • • • • • • • • •
57 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 153 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P 5 • • • • • • • • • • •
58 C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • 154 C −−− C C ...... R C −−− C A 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
59 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 155 C −−− C C ...... R C −−− C P 8 • • • • • • • • • • • •
60 C −−− C ...... C C • • • • • 156 C C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A 3 • • • • • • • • • • • •
61 C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • 157 C C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P 7 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
62 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • • • 158 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A U 2 • • • • • • • • • • •
63 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • • • 159 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P U 6 • • • • • • • • • • •
64 C −−− C C ...... • • • • 160 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A U 1 • • • • • • • • • • • •
65 C −−− C C ...... C • • • • • 161 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P U 5 • • • • • • • • • • • •
66 C −−− C C ...... C • • • • • 162 C −−− C C ...... R C −−− C A U 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
67 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • • 163 C −−− C C ...... R C −−− C P U 8 • • • • • • • • • • • •
68 C −−− C C ...... C • • • • • 164 C C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A U 3 • • • • • • • • • • • •
69 C −−− C C ...... C C • • • • • • 165 C C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P U 7 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
70 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • • 166 ...... R • •
71 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • • • • 167 ...... C R • • •
72 C −−− C C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • • • • 168 C ...... R • • •
73 C C −−− C ...... • • • • 169 C ...... C R • • • •
74 C C −−− C ...... C • • • • • 170 C ...... R • • •
75 C C −−− C ...... C • • • • • 171 C ...... C R • • • •
76 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • • 172 C −−− C ...... R • • • • •
77 C C −−− C ...... C • • • • • 173 C −−− C ...... C R • • • • • •
78 C C −−− C ...... C C • • • • • • 174 C ...... R • • •
79 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • • 175 C ...... C R • • • •
80 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • • • • 176 C C ...... R • • • •
81 C C −−− C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • • • • 177 C C ...... C R • • • • •
82 C −−− C ...... C −−− C A 2 • • • • • • • 178 C −−− C ...... R • • • • •
83 C −−− C ...... C −−− C P 6 • • • • • • • 179 C −−− C ...... C R • • • • • •
84 C −−− C ...... C −−− C A • • • • • • • 180 C −−− C C ...... R • • • • • •
85 C −−− C ...... C −−− C P • • • • • • • 181 C −−− C C ...... C R • • • • • • •
86 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C A • • • • • • • • 182 C C −−− C ...... R • • • • • •
87 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C P • • • • • • • • 183 C C −−− C ...... C R • • • • • • •
88 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C A • • • • • • • • 184 ...... R R • • • •
89 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C P • • • • • • • • 185 C ...... R R • • • • •
90 C −−− C ...... C −−− C A 1 • • • • • • • 186 C ...... R R • • • • •
91 C −−− C ...... C −−− C P 5 • • • • • • • 187 C −−− C ...... R R • • • • • • •
92 C −−− C ...... C −−− C A • • • • • • • 188 C ...... R R • • • • •
93 C −−− C ...... C −−− C P • • • • • • • 189 C C ...... R R • • • • • •
94 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C A • • • • • • • • 190 C −−− C ...... R R • • • • • • •
95 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C P • • • • • • • • 191 C −−− C C ...... R R • • • • • • • •
96 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C A • • • • • • • • 192 C C −−− C ...... R R • • • • • • • •

Fig. S6. Statistical–mechanical model species list and assignments. Key to molecular species: A, antiparallel loop; C, CI dimer; C–C, CI tetramer; P, parallel loop;
R, RNAP at PRM or PR; U, UP element engaged. For loop class, see Fig. 3.
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Parameter Type Description Value

[CI]lysogenic Fixed Concentration of CI monomers in lysogen 3.7 x 10–7 M
Kdim Fixed CI dimerization constant 6.7 x 107 M–1

[NS] Fixed Concentration of non-specific binding sites in cell 6.76 x 10–3 M
GR1 Fixed Binding of CI to OR1 –13.2 kcal/mol
GR2 Fixed Binding of CI to OR2 –10.7 kcal/mol
GR3 Fixed Binding of CI to OR3 –10.2 kcal/mol
GL1 Fixed Binding of CI to OL1 –13.9 kcal/mol
GL2 Fixed Binding of CI to OL2 –12.1 kcal/mol
GL3 Fixed Binding of CI to OL3 –12.4 kcal/mol
GR3– Fixed Binding of CI to OR3-r1 mutant –7.3 kcal/mol
GL1– Fixed Binding of CI to OL1– mutant –5.2 kcal/mol
GL3– Fixed Binding of CI to OL3-4 mutant –6.2 kcal/mol
GpcL Fixed Pairwise cooperativity between CI dimers at OL –2.5 kcal/mol
GpcR Fixed Pairwise cooperativity between CI dimers at OR –3.0 kcal/mol
GNS Fitted Binding of CI to non-specific sites –5.80 kcal/mol
Goct Fitted CI octamerization and DNA looping –0.48 kcal/mol
Gtet Fitted CI tetramerization across the loop –2.42 kcal/mol
GPRM Fitted Basal propensity of RNAP to occupy PRM 1.17 kcal/mol
Gact Fitted Change in RNAP binding to PRM due to CI at OR2 –1.35 kcal/mol
Gact_UP1,5 Fitted Change in RNAP binding to PRM due to UP element

engagement in loops 1 or 5. No UP contact was allowed for
the other loops

–2.65 kcal/mol

Gact_loop Fitted Change in RNAP binding due to CI at OR2 being part of a
DNA looping CI octamer

0.38 kcal/mol

Gact_block Fitted Change in RNAP binding to PRM due to CI dimer at OL3
in loop 4 or to OL1 in loop 7

0.09 kcal/mol

max_PRM Fitted Basal PRM activity if fully occupied by RNAP 1007 LacZ units
max_act Fitted CI-activated PRM activity if fully occupied by RNAP 1007 LacZ units
max_ UP Fitted UP-contacting PRM activity if fully occupied by RNAP 1007 LacZ units
bkg_PRM Fitted Background LacZ units from PRM reporter 5 LacZ units

GPR Fitted Basal propensity of RNAP to occupy PR –2.41 kcal/mol
max_PR Fitted PR activity if fully occupied by RNAP 1164 LacZ units
bkg_PR Fitted Background LacZ units from PR reporter 11 LacZ units

Fig. S7. Statistical–mechanical model parameters. See Fig. 3 for loop configurations. The fitted parameter values are the optimal values obtained for the
structurally informed model, used for the fits shown in Fig. 2B.

Cui et al. www.pnas.org/cgi/content/short/1221322110 9 of 9
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For the past 40 years, bacteriophage lambda 
has been crucial in revealing fundamental 
principles underlying control of transcrip-
tion by elements positioned close to pro-
moters. With the discovery that lambda 
CI repressors bound to distant sites can 
interact efficiently, lambda also provides 
a model for long-range gene regulation, 
including the action of enhancer elements.

In eukaryotes, transcription is often 
controlled by enhancers, DNA sequences 
that can be located many kilobases away 
from the promoter. These long-range 
effects involve DNA looping and direct 
contact between proteins bound at the 
enhancer and the promoter. However, the 
complexity of eukaryotic transcriptional 
control has precluded a detailed molecu-
lar understanding of enhancer-promoter 
complexes, so that it is not known how 
their formation can be efficient and spe-
cific nor precisely how they regulate the 
initiation process.1

In prokaryotes, most transcription 
regulators bind near the promoter2,3; 
repressors usually overlap with and com-
pete with RNA polymerase (RNAP) 
binding, activators usually bind adjacent 
to RNAP and contact it to stabilize vari-
ous initiation intermediates.2,4 Activators 
often contact the C-terminal domain of 
one of the α subunits of RNAP (αCTD); 
the flexible linkers attaching the αCTDs 
to the rest of RNAP allow these activa-
tors, such as catabolite activator protein 
(CAP), to work from sites located a few 
tens of basepairs upstream of the promoter 
sequences.2,5 The αCTD can also bind to 
DNA sequences termed UP elements,6 
which can also stimulate transcription if 
located just upstream of the promoter.7

Bacteriophage lambda repressor mediates the formation of a complex 
enhancer-like structure

Lun Cui, Iain Murchland, Ian B. Dodd and Keith E. Shearwin*
School of Molecular and Biomedical Science; The University of Adelaide; Adelaide, Australia

Sigma-54-dependent promoters pro-
vide an important prokaryotic example of 
long-range activation. Here, activator pro-
teins assemble at enhancer-like sequences 
that can be as far as 15 kb away and down-
stream or upstream of the promoter, and 
interact with the bound σ54-RNAP by 
DNA looping, utilizing ATP to remodel 
the polymerase and stimulate initiation.8

Long-range interactions are also criti-
cal in regulation of transcription by the CI 
repressor of the E. coli bacteriophage λ. A 
CI tetramer bound to the λ OR ‘switch’ 
region and a tetramer bound at the dis-
tal OL site interact cooperatively to form 
a CI octamer and a 2.3 kb DNA loop.9,10 
This improves CI repression of the lytic 
PR promoter9,11,12 and is also necessary 
for effective CI repression of the PRM 
lysogenic promoter because it allows a CI 
dimer bound to a third operator at OL to 
assist CI binding to the very weak OR3 
site overlapping PRM.11-17

CI activation of PRM from short 
range is well understood. The N-terminal 
domain (NTD) of CI bound to OR2 con-
tacts the σ subunit of RNAP, stimulating 
the transition from the closed to the open 
complex.18,19 The αCTD is also involved 
in CI activation of PRM, contacting the 
DNA between OR1 and OR2.20 However, 
the presence of OL can also increase CI 
activation of PRM both in vivo21,22 and 
in vitro.15 Recently we showed that DNA 
looping, mediated by binding of the bac-
teriophage λ CI repressor to the distant 
OL site, brings the PRM promoter at OR 
near to an activator UP element sequence 
at OL, allowing it to be contacted by the 
α subunit of RNAP16 (Fig. 1A and B). 
Molecular and statistical-mechanical 
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Figure 1. The effect of CAP operator position at OL on activation of PRM. (A) A CI octamer-mediated complex which bridges OR and OL forms a 2.3kb 
DNA loop, and allows the α subunit of an RNAP (αCTD) bound at PRM to contact the UP element at OL. (B) A structural model of an RNAP-lambda 
CI-OR-OL complex, assembled as described in Cui et al.,16 and positioned to mimic the view in (A). The model shows that when an octamer of CI (red) 
connects OR and OL, it is plausible that an RNAP αCTD subunit (green) can interact with the UP element sequence (blue) at OL. The DNA connecting 
OR and OL is represented by a red line. (C)The α subunit of RNAP is known to interact with DNA-bound CAP.30 This cartoon shows how a CAP opera-
tor, artificially replacing the UP element, may be able to recruit an RNAP α subunit to OL, and thereby activate PRM. We predicted that this contact, 
and hence the degree of PRM activation, would be sensitive to CAP operator spacing. (D) A structural model of an RNAP-lambda CI-DNA-CAP-αCTD 
subunit complex was constructed by replacing the UP element DNA in part (B) with the CAP-DNA-αCTD structure (taken from PDB 1LB2). The CAP-
DNA-αCTD complex has been positioned to reproduce the CAP-10 construct (below), where the edge of the CAP operator is positioned 10bp from the 
edge of the OL3 operator. The DNA connecting OR and OL is represented by a red line. Inherent flexibility of the OL DNA, the CI octamer complex and 
the αCTD linker peptide (shown as a green dashed line) means that the structure shown here is one of many possible conformations of the complex. 
(E) The UP element at OL was replaced with a consensus operator for the CAP protein. The arrangement of the PRM lacZ reporters used to assay the ef-
fect of CAP operator position relative to OL is shown. A CAP consensus operator was placed at various positions (distances in base pairs are indicated) 
on the OL3 side of the distal OL site, replacing the λ UP element. OR3− and OL3− mutations were used to eliminate CI repression of PRM. (F) Effect of 
CAP site spacing on CI activation of PRM. The 3.3 WLU λCI expression construct was integrated at φ 186 attB16 and CAP was expressed from the wild 
type chromosomal gene. CI activation is defined as the fold increase of PRM activity at 3.3 WLU CI over basal (absence of CI). Error bars represent 95% 
confidence intervals (n ≥ 8). The mean activity of PRM in the absence of CI was 143 ± 5 units (n = 56).
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αCTD are able to overcome the increased 
entropy cost at the longer distance.

Unlike the relatively non-specific 
minor groove contacts between the 
αCTD and the AT-rich UP sequence, we 
predicted that steric constraints on the 
contact between the RNAP-αCTD and 
the CAP DNA complex should impose 
DNA helix face dependence of the CAP-
mediated activation of PRM (Fig. 1C and 
D). To test the effect of the CAP opera-
tor position on PRM activation, we used 
chromosomal PRM.lacZ fusions, placing a 
consensus CAP operator at various posi-
tions relative to OL3, where OL was 2.3 kb 
upstream of PRM (Fig. 1E). When placed 
10 or 11 bp from the edge of OL3, a CAP 
operator was able to substantially increase 
activation of PRM. However, when the 
CAP site was positioned closer (7 or 9bp) 
or further away (17 or 19bp) from OL3, 
the activation effect was severely reduced. 
Docking of a DNA bound CAP dimer 
structure onto our model of the RNAP-
CI-OR-OL complex (Fig. 1D), indicates 
that an RNAP-αCTD to CAP contact 
is plausible when the CAP operator is 
located at a position corresponding to 
the CAP-10 construct. It also seems rea-
sonable, on the basis of this model, that 
moving the CAP operator by half a heli-
cal turn in either direction may make the 
αCTD -DNA contact less favorable, as a 
result of either steric clashes with the body 
of the RNAP, or by moving CAP beyond 
the reach of the αCTD.

The distal OL operator of lambda thus 
has the defining properties of a complex 
enhancer, able to activate or repress the 
distant PRM promoter (Fig. 2). Activation 
by recruitment, that is, formation of the 
active transcription complex by simple 
binding interactions of relatively small 
net free energies, appears sufficient to 
explain the mechanism of activation in 
lambda.16,17 In the more general case, pro-
teins recruited to enhancer-promoter com-
plexes may also possess enzymatic activity 
capable of modifying other components 
(DNA or protein) of the complex, provid-
ing additional positive or negative feed-
back to reinforce the regulatory outcome.

Disclosure of Potential Conflicts of Interest

No potential conflicts of interest were 
disclosed.

for these parameters (+ 0.3 and -3.2 kcal/
mol, for ΔG

oct
 and ΔG

tet
, respectively). In 

vitro data on CI mediated DNA looping, 
obtained using a tethered particle motion 
approach, indicated a somewhat weaker 
value for ΔG

oct
, no doubt reflecting the 

nature of the naked, non-supercoiled 
DNA in vitro.14

Our most recent extension of the ther-
modynamic modeling to include RNAP 
and its contact with the distal UP element 
suggested that the RNAP αCTD to UP 
element contact, across the 2.3kb OR-OL 
DNA loop, improved RNAP binding by 
approximately -2.7 kcal/mol.16

These small net energy changes are a 
balance between favorable protein-protein 
and protein-DNA interactions, unfavor-
able DNA bending and distortion ener-
gies, and the entropic cost of tethering 
two distant DNA sites close to each other. 
While the entropic effect increases with 
the distance between the sites, the energy 
penalty for deforming the intervening 
DNA is reduced. In addition, structural 
modeling of the RNAP-CI-DNA com-
plex suggests that the OL3-UP element 
region itself must undergo substantial 
deformation to successfully contact the 
RNAP αCTD (Fig. 1B).16 In the phage 
context, the cost of this short range DNA 
deformation may be paid in part by bind-
ing of integration host factor (IHF), a 
DNA bending protein that has a binding 
site immediately adjacent to the UP ele-
ment sequence.29 Indeed, recent work by 
Michalowski and Little17 shows that muta-
tion of the IHF site at OL reduced UP ele-
ment-mediated stimulation of PRM.

Consistent with these thermodynamic 
arguments, we showed that the UP ele-
ment-mediated improvement in PRM 
activation was lost when the OR-OL loop 
size was increased to 10kb and the entro-
pic penalty is high. However, replacement 
of the UP element at OL with an opera-
tor for catabolite activator protein (CAP) 
showed significant activation of PRM, 
even at a distance of 10kb.16 CAP binds 
and bends DNA strongly, and contacts 
the RNAP αCTD, which in turn makes 
minor groove contacts with the DNA adja-
cent to CAP.30 Thus, compared with the 
simple αCTD to UP element contact, the 
additional contacts between CAP and the 

modeling showed that by bridging OL and 
PRM, the CI octamer creates a protein-
DNA interface for RNAP to simultane-
ously contact PRM DNA, CI and the UP 
element. This interaction was entirely reli-
ant upon the sites being brought together 
by a DNA bound lambda CI octamer and 
was the first demonstration that an UP 
element, normally located within 100bp 
of the promoter, can operate at long dis-
tances. These results established the λ OL 
site as a multifaceted enhancer, able to 
stimulate both repression and activation 
from a distance, and provided an atomic-
level model of an enhancer-promoter com-
plex. Work described in a recent paper17 
supports these conclusions.

Statistical mechanical analysis of the 
operation of the lambda switch, based on 
both in vitro and in vivo data16,23-25 has 
permitted a quantitative description of 
the system in terms of binding free ener-
gies. A notable outcome of these analyses 
is that relatively modest changes in free 
energy have a significant impact on gene 
expression. Analysis of DNase I footprint-
ing experiments were originally used to 
derive the alternate pairwise model of 
cooperativity between lambda CI dimers 
binding to the OR region.23,26 This has 
now become the textbook example of a 
cooperative protein-protein interaction,27 
and involves a free energy change of just 
-2.5 to -3 kcal/mol. Similarly, free energies 
equivalent to the formation of just a few 
additional hydrogen bonds between DNA 
bound transcription factors (such as CI in 
the context of PRM) and RNAP are suf-
ficient to recruit RNAP to the promoter 
and markedly activate transcription.4,19

Extension of this thermodynamic 
model to include CI-mediated looping 
between OR and OL, based on in vivo PR 
and PRM transcriptional reporter data has 
shown the importance of two key loop-
ing parameters. ΔG

oct
, the free energy of 

forming a DNA bound CI octamer from 
two DNA bound CI tetramers (-0.5 kcal/
mol) and ΔG

tet
, the free energy required 

to form a CI tetramer between OR3 and 
OL3 (-2.4 kcal/mol) are similarly small 
in magnitude.25 Remarkably, a recent 
study28 using high resolution, single mol-
ecule imaging methods to directly visual-
ize CI mediated DNA looping inside live 
E. coli cells derived very similar estimates 
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Efficient and specific interactions between proteins bound to the
same DNA molecule can be dependent on the length of the DNA
tether that connects them. Measurement of the strength of this
DNA tethering effect has been largely confined to short separa-
tions between sites, and it is not clear how it contributes to long-
range DNA looping interactions, such as occur over separations of
tens to hundreds of kilobase pairs in vivo. Here, gene regulation
experiments using the LacI and λ CI repressors, combined with
mathematical modeling, were used to quantitate DNA tethering
inside Escherichia coli cells over the 250- to 10,000-bp range. Al-
though LacI and CI loop DNA in distinct ways, measurements of
the tethering effect were very similar for both proteins. Tethering
strength decreased with increasing separation, but even at 5- to
10-kb distances, was able to increase contact probability 10- to 20-
fold and drive efficient looping. Tethering in vitro with the Lac
repressor was measured for the same 600-to 3,200-bp DNAs using
tethered particle motion, a single molecule technique, and was
5- to 45-fold weaker than in vivo over this range. Thus, the en-
hancement of looping seen previously in vivo at separations be-
low 500 bp extends to large separations, underlining the need to
understand how in vivo factors aid DNA looping. Our analysis also
suggests how efficient and specific looping could be achieved over
very long DNA separations, such as what occurs between enhancers
and promoters in eukaryotic cells.

j factor | TPM | promoter-enhancer

Interactions between proteins bound to separate sites on the
same DNA molecule are critical in gene regulation and other

DNA processes (1–4). The DNA separation between function-
ally interacting sites ranges from a few base pairs to hundreds of
kilobase pairs, as in the case of some eukaryotic enhancers and
their promoters. At short separations, it is clear that the DNA
acts as a tether that keeps one site in the vicinity of the other so
that the proteins at one site can find the other site in 3D space
more efficiently than if they were free in solution (Fig. 1).
Tethering is also a way to provide specificity because it aids in-
teraction with linked sites but not unlinked sites. However, as
the separation between the sites increases, this tethering effect
becomes weaker, and it is not understood how the DNA linkage
between widely separated sites, for example, between enhancers
and promoters, provides the efficiency and specificity required
for proper regulation.
The effect of DNA tethering can be quantified by the factor

jLOOP (M), the effective molar concentration of one site on the
DNA relative to the other, or as the free energy of the DNA
looping reaction ΔGLOOP (Fig. 1) (5–9). These parameters are
interconvertible: ΔGLOOP = –RTlnjLOOP (kcal/mol; the reference
j is 1 M). The formation of a naked DNA loop is in itself an
energetically unfavorable reaction (ΔGLOOP is positive) under
physiological conditions due to the enthalpic cost of DNA bending
and twisting (particularly important for short DNA segments) and
the entropic cost of restricted configurational freedom of the DNA
(the major limitation for long DNA loops). Thus, protein-mediated

DNA looping reactions are driven by thermodynamic linkage to
favorable protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions (Fig. 1).
Nevertheless, the DNA tether can help assemble DNA–protein
complexes because the effective concentration of the DNA-bound
protein at the distant site, jLOOP, can be greater than the concen-
tration of available free protein (Fig. 1). Despite its critical role in
DNA looping interactions, there are few measurements of jLOOP in
vivo, and these are mostly restricted to short site separations.
Many in vivo techniques used to detect DNA looping inter-

actions can quantitate relative contact efficiencies but do not
permit measurement of jLOOP. Chromosome conformation cap-
ture (3C) and related methods have revealed a complex network
of in vivo interactions, many over megabase pair DNA distances,
between DNA sites in the genomes of organisms ranging from
bacteria to humans (4, 10, 11). Assays using DNA recombinases
have shown, as expected from DNA polymer theory, that specific
contact efficiencies decrease with increasing DNA separation
between the sites over the 1- to 100-kb range (12, 13). None of
these methods reveal the fraction of the time that the sites are
in contact.
jLOOP for naked DNA in vitro is quite low at long separations.

DNA cyclization measurements show that jLOOP decreases with
increasing tether length beyond ∼500 bp, falling to ∼10 nM at
4,000 bp (5, 14). Measurements of jLOOP for protein-induced
looping give a similar picture. Most studies have focused on
linear tethers <500 bp, finding variable jLOOP values generally
below 100 nM (9). Lower jLOOP values are seen at longer sepa-
rations: ∼18 nM for Cre DNA recombination at 3,000 bp (15),
whereas LacI DNA binding cooperativity was undetectable at

Significance

Proteins bound to DNA often interact with proteins bound
elsewhere on the same DNA to regulate gene expression. The
intervening DNA tethers the proteins near each other, making
their interaction efficient and specific, but the importance of
this tethering effect is poorly understood at large DNA sepa-
rations. We quantitated tethering inside bacterial cells, using
two different proteins at separations up to 10,000 bp, to show
that tethering is strong enough to drive efficient interactions
over these distances. The same interactions were ∼10-fold
weaker outside cells, implying that cellular factors enhance
tethering. However, tethering was lost at a DNA separation of
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4,000 bp (16). The only long-range tethered particle motion (TPM)
study found jLOOP of ∼24 nM for CI looping at 2,300 bp (17).
Most existing estimates of jLOOP in vivo have been obtained by

analysis of DNA loop-dependent repression of transcription by
the Lac and λ CI repressors (6–8, 18–20). In such noncatalytic
systems, the degree of repression reflects the fraction of the time
that the repressor is bound at the promoter, allowing the ther-
modynamic stability of the looping interaction to be estimated.
Analyses of data for LacI looping at short DNA separations (21,
22) have given jLOOP values of the order of 1 μM (6, 8, 19), which
is much higher than would be expected based on in vitro esti-
mates and modeling. However, at longer separations, in vivo
looping by Lac repressor seems to be weak, with little effect seen
at a spacing of 1,500 bp (21) and no effect at 4,300 bp (22),
leading these authors to conclude that long-range looping by
LacI is inefficient. In contrast, we estimated jLOOP of ∼850 nM
for λ CI DNA loops of 3.8 and 2.3 kb (7, 23), and single-molecule
imaging in live Escherichia coli cells of CI-mediated interactions
over a 2.3-kb separation gave results indicating a jLOOP of ∼240
nM (20).
In theory, jLOOP for DNA loops formed by LacI or λ CI should

be the same at large separations, where protein conformation
effects are minimal. To resolve this apparent discrepancy and to
extend the estimates of jLOOP for long DNA separations in vivo,
we performed systematic repression-based jLOOP assays over the
300-bp to 10-kb range using the LacI and λ CI repressors in E.
coli. To test whether the in vivo enhancement of looping seen at
short separations holds at long separations, we measured jLOOP in
vitro with TPM using the Lac repressor for 600- to 3,200-bp sep-
arations with the same DNA constructs. The results for the two
different repressors were similar and show that long-range DNA
looping in vivo is considerably more efficient than for naked DNA
in vitro, indicating long distance suppressing factors inside cells.
Strategies for maximizing looping efficiency are discussed.

Results
System to Estimate jLOOP Using Lac Repression in Vivo. We made
chromosomally integrated lacZ reporters driven by the catabolite
activator protein (CAP)-independent PlacUV5 promoter con-
trolled by a proximal lac operator (OP) at the normal O1 position
(centered at +11) and an upstream distal lac operator (OD; Fig.
2A). To characterize the system, we used three natural operators

(O1, O2, and O3) at OP, and three operators (Oid, a high affinity
operator; O1; and a mutant operator, O–) at OD, with a 300-bp
spacing (center to center) between OD and OP. Expression of
lacZ was measured in the absence of Lac repressor (L0) or at two
different LacI concentrations (L1 and L2), expressed from
PlacI+.lacI or PlacIq.lacI constructs integrated at a separate
chromosomal site (Fig. 2A). The results showed, as expected,
that the presence of O1 or Oid at OD increased repression sub-
stantially, depending on the operator combination and the LacI
concentration (Fig. 2B).
By fitting the data to a statistical-mechanical model of LacI

repression (Fig. 2C), we were able to estimate a number of in
vivo parameters (Fig. 2D). The model is similar to Han et al. (9),
with the addition of RNA polymerase (RNAP) binding to Pla-
cUV5 in competition with LacI (24). The cellular concentration
of LacI tetramers supplied from the WT lacI promoter has been
estimated at 18 nM (25) (11 tetramers in a 1-fL volume) and was
used for L1. The model does not permit determination of ab-
solute binding constants, and K1 was arbitrarily fixed to 1 nM.
The relative dissociation constants obtained for the four oper-
ators are similar to those found by Garcia and Phillips (25) (0.22,
1, 4.5, and 333 for Kid, K1, K2, and K3, respectively). Western
blotting and PlacI+ and PlacIq activities (Fig. S4) supported the
estimate of the ratio of the high and low Lac repressor concen-
trations of L2/L1 = 10.9. Other reporter measurements (SI
Materials and Methods) supported the estimate of 18.1 back-
ground LacZ units from the PlacUV5.lacZ reporter (Fig. 2D).
The fitting gives an estimate of jLOOP/L1 that is independent of

the fixed values chosen for K1 or L1. Assuming L1 = 18 nM gives
jLOOP = 1,400 nM (for this 300-bp spacing), similar to estimates
of ∼1 μM for short lac operator spacings in vivo (6, 8, 19).

Effect of DNA Spacing on LacI Looping in Vivo. To measure jLOOP
over longer distances, we used Oid-O2 reporters with operator
spacings ranging from 242 to 5,600 bp. The sequence of spacer
DNA can affect the efficiency of short DNA loops in vitro (26),
so we made two series of spacers: series 1 (300–5,600 bp) and
series 2 (242–3,200 bp). We also inserted Oid (or O–) in the
chromosome 500 kb away from O2 (SI Materials and Methods).
The upstream operator aided repression most strongly at the

shortest spacing (242 bp). Although its effect weakened with
increasing spacer length, there remained a significant effect of the
upstream operator at 5,600 bp at the L1 concentration (Fig. 3A).
The operator placed 500 kb away had no effect on repression.
The reporter data were fitted using the model and the

parameters from Fig. 2D but allowing jLOOP/L1 to vary for each
operator spacing (SI Materials and Methods). These jLOOP/L1
values (Fig. 3B and Fig. S5) show that the effective concentration
of the operators relative to each other ranges from 180-fold the
L1 concentration of LacI in solution at 242 bp to 1.8-fold L1 at
5,600 bp. Thus, even at a 5,600-bp separation, a Lac repressor at
the distal lac operator is seen by the promoter almost two times
more frequently than all of the other Lac repressors in the cell
combined. In contrast, the data for the 500-kb spacing was fitted
with a jLOOP/L1 value of 0.09 (Fig. 3C); a Lac repressor bound
500 kb away contacts the proximal operator no more frequently
than any of the other ∼11 Lac repressors in the cell.
The jLOOP/L1 values allow calculation of the fraction of

looping for Oid and O2 at each separation and [LacI] (Fig. 3C).
LacI looping is sensitive to concentration; at low concentrations,
neither operator is occupied, whereas at high concentrations,
looping is obstructed by the formation of doubly bound species
(species 6; Fig. 2C). Maximal looping decreases with increasing
spacing, but even at separations of 5,600 bp, Oid-O2 are looped
at least 30% of the time over a 100-fold range of [LacI] (0.2–20
nM; Fig. 3C).

Effect of Separation on Long-Range Looping by λ Repressor in Vivo.
We used λ CI to obtain an independent measurement of the
relationship between jLOOP and DNA separation in vivo. DNA
looping by λ CI can be detected by repression of the λ PRM

Fig. 1. The tethering effect of DNA. The assembly of a protein–DNA com-
plex at a promoter (or other site) can be assisted if part or all of the complex
is bound at a separate site on the same DNA molecule. The formation of the
complex can occur more efficiently because the DNA tether can cause the
effective concentration of the distally bound proteins at the target site
[jLOOP] (solid arrows) to be greater than their concentration in solution
(dashed arrows). The formation of the complex may repress the promoter, as
studied here, or may activate the promoter (e.g., when the distal site is an
enhancer). The complex may be a multimer of the same protein, as shown,
or may comprise different protein subunits. (A) Case where the protein–
protein interactions (red) are very strong and loop formation is driven by
protein–DNA interactions (blue), as for the Lac repressor. (B) Case where
the protein–DNA interactions are strong and loop formation is driven by
protein–protein interactions, as for the λ CI repressor.
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promoter (7, 23, 27). At low concentrations, CI dimers form
tetramers on OL1.OL2 and OR1.OR2, activating PRM, and these
tetramers can interact to form an octamer-bridged DNA loop
(Fig. 4A; free energy ΔGoct). The loop allows a dimer bound at
OL3 to help a dimer bind to the weak OR3, forming a trans-
tetramer and repressing PRM (Fig. 4A; dimer-dimer interaction
free energy ΔGtet). Thus, repression at moderate CI concen-
trations requires the distal OL site. With a statistical-mechanical
model for CI regulation (7, 23), the free energy for the DNA
looping reaction in vivo, ΔGoct, can be extracted from a com-
parison of PRM activity ± OL at high CI concentrations.
The looping reaction comprises the unfavorable DNA looping

energy ΔGLOOP and a favorable protein–protein interaction
ΔGPTN between DNA-bound CI tetramers: ΔGoct = ΔGLOOP +
ΔGPTN. Estimating ΔGPTN from a measure of the free energy of
CI octamerization in vitro (–9.1 kcal/mol) (28, 29), it is possible
to derive jLOOP from ΔGoct (7) (SI Materials and Methods).
We made a series of OR.PRM.lacZ reporters with OL (or an

OL– sequence) at distances from 150 to 10,000 bp upstream of
OR (Fig. 4A, Figs. S1 and S2, and SI Materials and Methods).
A chromosomally integrated cI gene (or vector only) provided
3.3 WT lysogenic units (WLUs) of CI (or no CI) (23). OL-
dependent repression of PRM was strongest for the 250-bp
spacing and became weaker with increasing distance (Fig. 4B
and Fig. S6). However, even at 10,000 bp, the presence of OL
aided repression of PRM. In contrast, OL 500 kb away on the
chromosome gave no enhancement of PRM repression (Fig. S7).

The reporter data were fitted by allowing a different ΔGoct for
each spacing but holding all other parameters fixed to the values
obtained in our previous detailed analysis of OL-OR looping at
2,300-bp spacing (23) (SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S6).
However, we could not achieve good fits to the data for the
shorter spacers unless we decreased ΔGtet to −3.4 kcal/mol,
below our previous estimate of −2.4 kcal/mol. The 2,300-bp data
(23) are still reasonably well fitted using this revised value for
ΔGtet, and this value is in better agreement with the estimate of
ΔGtet = −3.2 kcal/mol obtained by single cell imaging of looping
at 2,300 bp by CI in vivo (20).
The resulting jLOOP estimates (Fig. 4C) have large errors,

primarily reflecting uncertainty in the value for ΔGtet, which has
the effect of shifting the whole jLOOP vs. separation curve up or
down. The lower ΔGtet value causes our jLOOP estimates to be
some 10-fold lower than before (7, 23) (Fig. 4C). However, our
new 2,300-bp ΔGoct estimate agrees well with that derived from
single cell imaging (20) (Fig. 4C). The λ CI values are also re-
markably similar to those obtained for LacI with L1 = 18 nM
(Fig. 4C). We also used our Lac model to analyze existing LacI

looping data for 60- to 1,500-bp separations (21) and found
a good match with the jLOOP values from our LacI and CI data
(Fig. S8).
These jLOOP values produce efficient looping in the CI system,

with OL-OR looped over 50% of the time at the 10,000-bp
separation at 3.3 WLUs CI (Fig. 4D). Unlike the Lac system, the
looped fraction increases with increasing CI concentrations
(Fig. 4D) because the CI multimer in the looped complex, the
octamer, does not form readily in solution, and loop-blocking
species are only likely to form at considerably higher CI con-
centration (29).

Long-Range Looping by lac Repressor in Vitro. Previous studies in-
dicate that LacI looping with short DNA tethers (<500 bp) is less
efficient in vitro than in vivo. To test whether this difference
holds for longer DNA tethers, we examined LacI looping in
single molecules by TPM (9, 30–32), where looping of a DNA
molecule attaching a bead to a surface can be detected as a re-
striction in the Brownian motion of the bead (Fig. 5A). The
fragments were the same as the 600-, 900-, 1,200-, and 3,200-bp
spacing in vivo constructs, but with O1 at OP (Fig. 5A, Fig. S9,
and SI Materials and Methods).
Looped and unlooped states were followed over time over a

range of LacI concentrations. Excursion values from the motion
records of all selected beads in one experimental condition were
assembled in a histogram from which average looping proba-
bilities were determined (Fig. 5B). As expected, the probability
of looping goes through a maximum with respect to [LacI] (Fig.
5C). At LacI concentrations at which Oid is fully occupied, the
decrease in looping with increasing [LacI] allows estimation of
jLOOP independently of the affinity of O1 (Fig. 5D), because
looping or unlooping is a simple binding competition between
bound or free LacI (9).
The 600-bp jLOOP value obtained by TPM is 5.7-fold lower

than the LacI and CI in vivo estimates (Fig. 5E), consistent with
previous studies. Interestingly, this difference increases at longer
separations: 11-fold at 1,200 bp and 45-fold at 3,200 bp (Fig.
4D). The TPM measurement of ΔGoct = 1.7 kcal/mol for CI
looping at 2,300 bp (17) gives a jLOOP value that is also ap-
proximately sevenfold lower than the in vivo CI and LacI esti-
mates (Fig. 4D).

Discussion
DNA Can Foster Long-Range Interactions Even at Large Site Separations.
We used two well-characterized bacterial systems where transcrip-
tion is regulated by DNA looping to obtain measurements of jLOOP
in vivo for DNA tether lengths beyond 5 kb. The results for LacI

Fig. 2. Using regulation by LacI looping to measure jLOOP in vivo. (A) Chromosomal PlacUV5.lacZ reporters with a lac operator at the promoter (OP) and 300
bp upstream (OD), with LacI supplied from a chromosomal lacI gene with placI+ (low [LacI] = L1) or placIq (high [LacI] = L2). (SI Materials and Methods and Figs.
S1–S3). (B) Data and model fits for the four OD–OP combinations tested, assuming L1 = 18 nM. The numbers on the plots are data (model) in the absence of
LacI. Data errors are 95% confidence limits; n ≥ 8. (C) Statistical mechanical model of regulation by LacI tetramers. L is the concentration of LacI tetramers, Ks
are dissociation constants, and R is a dimensionless constant describing RNAP occupation of the promoter. (D) Parameters obtained from data fitting. Kid, K1,
K2, and K3 are dissociation constants for Oid, O1, O2, and O3, respectively. Zmax is the LacZ activity obtained if the promoter were to be fully occupied by
RNAP (average shown; SI Materials and Methods). bkg is the LacZ units obtained if the promoter is completely repressed. Errors are SDs from 100 data fittings
(SI Materials and Methods).
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and λ CI were in remarkable agreement, especially considering the
differences in looping mechanism, with formation of a LacI loop
primarily a DNA–protein interaction (Figs. 1A and 2C) and for-
mation of the CI loop dominated by a protein–protein interaction
(Figs. 1B and 4A). The different modeling approaches and the
distinct additional parameters needed to extract jLOOP (L1 for LacI
and ΔGPTN for CI) make the estimates quite independent of each
other. In addition, as discussed, our estimates for shorter spacings
agree well with previous in vivo measurements (6, 19, 20).
At separations <300 bp, jLOOP was >1 μM and decayed with

separation roughly as a power law with exponent –1.2 (Fig. S10). In
the 5- to 10-kb separation range, jLOOP was still ∼20–40 nM, sub-
stantially higher than the 1.7 nM concentration of a singlemolecule
within a cell volume of 1 fL (1 μm3). Thus, as long as the concen-
tration of a protein in the cell is reasonably low, even a distant
operator can strongly increase its effective local concentration. As

a result, even at these distances, the fraction of time that the DNA
sites spend looped can be considerable. For Oid-O2 at 5,600-bp
separation, the fraction looped could be almost 40% (Fig. 3C). For
λ OL-OR at 10-kb separation, the fraction looped can be at least
50% at CI concentrations >3 WLU (Fig. 4D).
This reasonably strong tethering effect at 5–10 kb disappears at

a separation of 500 kb, where the distal operator has no detectable
effect on regulation by LacI or CI. Thus, even at large separations,
distance matters: a DNA site 10 kb away is much closer than a site
500 kb away. A question remains whether there is a gradual decline
in jLOOP over the 10- to 500-kb range or whether tethering is lost at
separations well short of 500 kb. Simple extrapolation of the in vivo
data in Fig. 5E (Fig. S10) suggests that substantial tethering could
exist at separations of ∼100 kb. Previous measurements of relative
contact efficiencies using sites for recombinases in bacteria have
revealed a steady drop in relative contact efficiency over the 10- to
90-kb range (13). Itmay be possible to use our λCI reporter system to
quantitate jLOOP at 100-kb separations, because jLOOP values as low
as 3 nM (ΔGoct of ∼+3 kcal/mol) should be measurable (Fig. 4A).

In Vivo Factors Increase jLOOP at Long Separations. The in vitro jLOOP
values obtained for LacI looping by TPM were ∼5- to 45-fold lower
and appeared to decay faster with separation than the in vivo values
(Fig. 5E), fitting a power law with an exponent of –1.5 (Fig. S10).
Our TPM estimates are roughly comparable with published in

vitro values. Our jLOOP = 75 nM for the 600-bp LacI loop is
higher than the ∼10- and ∼30-nM values obtained for LacI by
TPM for ∼100- and ∼300-bp loops, respectively, by Han et al.
(9), but this is consistent with the expected increase in jLOOP over
these separations due to relief of enthalpy costs (5). The TPM
results of Johnson et al. (26) indicate even poorer looping with
short spacers, with jLOOP values of 0.3–4 nM for different ∼100-
bp LacI loops. Our 900-bp estimate of jLOOP = 54 nM is similar
to the jLOOP = 37 nM obtained for an 870-bp loop formed by Cre
recombinase (15). At the 3,200-bp spacing, our in vitro jLOOP fell
to ∼6 nM, which is comparable to 18 nM at 3,044 bp for Cre (15)
and ∼10 nM for DNA cyclization at 4,000 bp (14). TPM analysis
of CI looping at 2,300 bp gave jLOOP = 24 nM (17), somewhat
higher than our TPM values (Fig. 5E); however, this may be an
overestimate because a low value of ΔGtet was used.
Thus, we are confident that the in vivo–in vitro difference is

real and applies over two orders of magnitude of the separation
between sites (100–10,000 bp).

In vivo factors that increase flexibility or compaction of DNA
such as DNA supercoiling and nonspecific DNA-binding pro-
teins that bend or bridge DNA, such as the nucleoid protein HU,
are thought to enhance short-range DNA looping (8, 33–36). It is
not clear whether these factors also act at distances over which
DNA bending and twisting are not limiting. However, increased
DNA flexibility due to random binding of bend-inducing proteins
such as nucleoid proteins or histones (35) should make the DNA
more likely to wind back on itself, keeping it more compact and
making it less likely that sites far apart on the DNA will be far
apart in space. Unconstrained DNA supercoiling is implicated in
aiding long-range looping in vivo (13). We note that our in vivo
data can be reasonably well fitted by assuming that the DNA is
a flexible polymer with an apparent persistence length of 23 nm
(66 bp; Fig. S10). Relative FLP recombination rates over sepa-
rations of 70–15,000 bp in human cells indicated a similar ap-
parent persistence length of 27 nm (12).
Our data do not identify which factors are responsible for

improved long-range looping in vivo. However, our work provides
a quantitative target for the in vivo/in vitro difference—an ∼10-
fold effect—and provides an experimental system to measure the
effects of candidate factors by addition of factors in vitro or re-
moval of factors in vivo.

Creating Efficient Long-Range Looping.Given a fixed jLOOP between
any two DNA sites, how can DNA looping be maximized?
The LacI and λ CI proteins represent extremes of a biochemical

continuum (Fig. 1). In the case of LacI, the protein–protein

Fig. 3. Effect of DNA separation on LacI looping in vivo. (A) Activity of Oid-
spacer-PlacUV5.O2.lacZ reporters with no (L0), low (L1), or high (L2) LacI
levels. Errors are 95% confidence limits (n ≥ 4). (B) Fitted jLOOP/L1 values vs.
spacing (SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S5) for the series 1 (blue) and
series 2 (green) spacers. The effect of the different spacer sequences was
small, with a maximal difference of approximately twofold (for the 600- and
900-bp spacers). (C) Model predictions of the effect of DNA separation ( jLOOP
calculated assuming L1= 18nM) and [LacI] on the efficiencyof looping.Average
jLOOP values from series 1 and 2 were used for 300, 600, 900, and 1,800 bp.
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interactions that connect the two DNA-binding ends of the complex
are strong, and the DNA-looping multimer, the tetramer, forms at
exceedingly low concentrations (37). For CI, the assembly of dimers
into tetramers, and tetramers into the loop-forming octamer is rel-
atively weak so that the DNA looping complex does not form readily
in solution (29).

Efficient LacI looping requires the protein concentration to be
substantially below jLOOP and to lie close to the KDs of both
DNA sites (9, 26). At very long separations, where jLOOP is small,
efficient looping by LacI is thus likely to be limited by difficulties
in achieving reliable low protein concentrations inside cells due
to gene expression noise.

Fig. 4. Effect of DNA separation on λ CI looping in vivo. (A) Approach for measuring jLOOP with λ CI. Structure of the OL-spacer-OR.PRM.lacZ reporters. CI
activates PRM at low concentrations and represses it at high concentrations. Repression is dependent on the presence of OL and the free energy of loop
formation between OL and OR, ΔGoct. (B) Decreased repression of PRM with increasing OL-OR separation. OR.PRM.lacZ reporters ± OL placed various dis-
tances upstream were assayed at 3.3 WT lysogenic units (WLU) of CI and in the absence of CI (SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S7). Errors are 95% confidence
limits; n = 4. (C) Fitted jLOOP values; errors are SDs (SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S7). Also shown are previous jLOOP estimates for in vivo CI looping
(square, ref. 7; triangle, ref. 23; red diamond, ref. 20); as well as the jLOOP values for LacI (Fig. 3C), assuming L1 = 18 nM (blue circles). (D) Predicted fraction of
looping for OL and OR at different separations up to 3.3 WLU, using jLOOP estimates from C.

Fig. 5. Measurement of jLOOP by TPM. (A) The TPM setup. (B) Examples of excursion vs. time traces for single beads, showing transitions between looped and
unlooped states (Left) and mean excursion probability distributions (Right) for tethers with lac operators separated by 600–3,200 bp at 10 nM LacI. Different Lac loop
conformations (two peaks) were distinguishable for the 900-bp loop. (C) The probability of looping vs. LacI concentration for the 900-bp separation. (D) jLOOP for each
DNA was determined from the average fraction of time the DNA is looped (plooped) at each [LacI], using the [LacI] dependence of loop blockage at [LacI] 0.5–20 nM
(Oid was filled at 0.1 nM), according to the equation punlooped/plooped = 2K1/jLOOP + 2[LacI]/jLOOP (9) (K1was fixed at 1 nM). The slope of each punlooped/plooped vs. [LacI]
plot equals 2/jLOOP. (E) Comparison of the TPM jLOOP values with the in vivo values (LacI, blue; CI, brown). The red square shows a previous TPM estimate for λ CI (17).
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For CI, efficient looping requires the free energy of the protein–
protein interaction, ΔGPTN, to compensate for the unfavorable
ΔGLOOP. The interaction of two CI tetramers is estimated to
provide –9.1 kcal/mol to drive the looping reaction (28, 29).
However, this octamerization reaction alone would fail to give
more than 50% looping for DNA separations above ∼1,000 bp,
where ΔGLOOP > +9.1 kcal/mol (jLOOP < 384 nM). One way to
improve CI looping would be to strengthen ΔGPTN by increasing
the strength of the interactions between protein subunits. How-
ever, such changes would tend to increase the formation of larger
complexes in solution, which would block looping.
The efficiency of looping by λ CI is increased by increasing the

number of interacting proteins at each site. The additional bridge
formed by the interaction of a CI dimer at each site, to form a trans-
tetramer, effectively means that ΔGPTN (octamerization) andΔGtet
(tetramerization) combine to counterbalance ΔGLOOP. As sug-
gested byDröge andMüller-Hill (38), this approach of using aDNA
scaffold to assemble at each site a large complex of proteins that
individually interact weakly but in combination provide a strong
protein–protein interaction seems optimal for creating strong
looping at very long separations, such as in eukaryotic genomes. A
similar method could also be used to make LacI-style looping more
efficient; placement of additional lac operators at each site could
permit a DNA loop to be bridged by two Lac tetramers.
However, strategies that use multiple interacting sites for the

same protein to strengthen looping will eventually be limited by the
formation of short DNA loops within each set of binding sites. A
way around this limitation could be to combine different looping
proteins. This kind of approach for making looping efficient has the
advantage that specificity of looping could be provided by
using a relatively small number of different looping proteins in
different combinatorial patterns. Such a strategy may be necessary

to provide both efficiency and specificity for the very long-range
DNA interactions in eukaryotic genomes.

Materials and Methods
Reporter and Expression Constructs. The lacZ reporters and LacI and CI ex-
pression constructs were chromosomally integrated using the OSIP system
and its precursors (23, 39) into MG1655 rph+ ΔlacIZYA (SI Materials and
Methods). Cells were grown at 37 °C in minimal medium (LacI looping
strains) or in rich medium (CI looping strains) and assayed by a modified LacZ
microtiter plate method (7) (SI Materials and Methods).

Mathematical Modeling. Data fitting to extract ΔGoct values from the λ CI
reporter data was as previously described (23) with some modifications.
Details of this and the LacI modeling are given in SI Materials and Methods.

TPM. TPM experiments were conducted as previously described (30–32) with
some modifications (SI Materials and Methods). Drift correction was improved
by subtracting the motion of one to five stuck beads in the same field of view.
Stringent selection of motion records based on symmetry and unlooped ex-
cursion amplitudewas used. Themean square excursionof thebeadwasused to
determine tether length by reference to a calibration curve with tethers of
known length.
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DNA Constructions. The parent strain for all reporter assays was
E4643, which was constructed from BW30270 (CGSC7925)
MG1655 rph+ by precise deletion of lacIZYA (EcoCyc MG1655:
360527–366797) by recombineering (1). EC100D mcrA Δ(mrr-
hsdRMS-mcrBC) ϕ80dlacZΔM15 ΔlacX74 recA1endA1 araD139
Δ(ara,leu)7697 galU galK λ– rpsL nupG pir+ (DHFR; Epicentre)
was used for propagation of R6γK ori (pir-dependent) plasmids.
DNA constructions used commercial DNA synthesis (Gen-

Script; gBlocks from IntegratedDNATechnologies; primers from
Geneworks), restriction enzyme–based cloning, and isothermal
Gibson assembly (2). DNA sequences of manipulated regions
were confirmed, except for some of the larger spacers, the sizes
of which were confirmed by PCR.
The reporter and LacI and CI expression constructs (Figs. S1–

S3) were made using a plasmid integration system developed
from the CRIM plasmids (3), the pZ plasmids (4), and an O2–

lacZ reporter gene (5) preceded by an RNaseIII cleavage site
(6). As in the CRIM system, phage integrase proteins were used
to integrate the plasmids into phage attachment sites in the
bacterial chromosome. Integration was at λattB (EcoCyc (7)
MG1655 sequence position: 806551), ϕHK022 attB (position
1055419), ϕ80 attB (position 1308595), or ϕ186 attB site (posi-
tion: 2783828) using original or modified CRIM integrase plas-
mids. PCR was used to screen for correct single-copy integrants.
All sequences are available on request.

Reporter Constructs.To measure DNA loop-dependent repression,
a modular DNA looping lacZ reporter “chassis” was designed to
be amenable to both restriction enzyme–based cloning and Gib-
son isothermal assembly (Fig. S1). The various chassis structures
were inserted into pIT-HF-CL.lacZ and were integrated into the
λattB site. LacZ expression was from PlacUV5.O or OR.PRM
modules, with various lac or λ CI operator modules (Fig. S2)
located elsewhere on the chassis. The chassis is invertible; when
module 1 points toward lacZ, LacI looping is measured by re-
pression of PlacUV5, whereas in the inverted orientation, module
4 points toward lacZ and λ CI looping can be measured by re-
pression of PRM.
Spacer DNA between the operator/promoter modules (Fig. S1)

was made up of sequences from within the Escherichia coli genes
ftsK (position 932456–936438), rne (114410-1143589), and valS
(4479008-4481858) to minimize the likelihood of incorporation
of cryptic promoters.
Control tests showed that PLacUV5.O– reporters were not

responsive to LacI either in the absence of any lac operators in
the looping chassis or with Oid situated 300 bp upstream.
Background LacZ units that are refractory to LacI repression

were estimated by the measuring the activity of the Series 1 O1.300.
O1 reporter in the L2 strain in the presence of multiple copies of
the lacI gene on the pUHA1 plasmid (4). The value of 20.6 units
is close to the 18.1 units estimated by modeling (Fig. 2D).

Close to twofold differences in the effect of the upstream Oid
operator and jLOOP values were seen between series 1 and series
2 reporters with 600- and 900-bp operator separations (Fig. 3 B
and C), presumably resulting from differences in the interoper-
ator sequence. As shown in Fig. S1A, the main differences be-
tween the two series are the spacer (valS, series 1; ftsK, series 2)
and terminators (λtI, series 1; 186 Tw, series 2). Series 1 reporters
showed less repression, and it is possible that the valS or λtI se-
quences contain an element that is refractory to DNA looping
(e.g., intrinsically bent DNA or a binding site for a DNA-bending

protein). An alternative explanation is that the valS spacer in
series 1 could contain a cryptic promoter facing toward lacZ that
is strong enough to drive polymerase through the λtI terminator
and the LacI roadblock at O2 and contribute to the PLacUV5
measurement.

Reporter with lac Oid at 500-kb Spacing. pOSIP-KP (a highly modified
CRIM plasmid) (8) carrying Oid or O– was integrated into the
attφ80 site in E4643 carrying the series 1 O–0.300.PlacUV5.O2.lacZ
reporter (Fig. S1B) at attλ. In these integrants, the FLP-excisable
integration and KanR module was removed through transformation
of a FLP recombinase-expressing plasmid (8).

LacI Expression Constructs. DNA fragments carrying lacI and its
natural PlacI promoter or the ∼10-fold stronger PlacIq promoter
mutant were obtained from the pUHA1 or pDM1.1 plasmids,
respectively (4), by digestion with SalI. The fragments extended
from the –78 position of PlacI (366837) to 18 bp downstream of
the lacI stop codon (365634; includes O3) and were inserted into
the SalI site of pIT3-SH (Fig. S3). Single-copy integrants of
pIT3-SH, pIT3-SH-lacI+, or pIT3-SH-lacIq at the φHK022 att
site were used to provide LacI at the L0, L1, and L2 concen-
trations, respectively.

CI Expression Constructs. The λ CI was expressed from pIT3-TO-
λcI-OL3-4 (9) integrated at 186 attB and containing a PRM.cI.
OLmodule that produces 3.3 ± 0.53 WT lysogenic units (WLUs)
of CI (9). The control strain expressing no CI contained the empty
vector pIT3-TO at 186 attB. The copies of OL and OR present on
the expression construct do not influence the reporter at λattB by
DNA looping because they are located 1.98 Mbp away.

LacI Westerns.Cultures of the LacI-expressing strains (L0, L1, and
L2) were grown to OD600 = 0.4 in L broth (1% Bacto-tryptone,
1% NaCl, and 0.5% yeast extract, pH 7.0) and resuspended at
1/40 culture volume in B-Per lysis buffer (Pierce) containing 0.25
U/μL Benzonase (Novagen) and incubated at 4 °C for 15 min to
lyse the cells and digest nucleic acids; 4× NuPAGE SDS loading
buffer (Invitrogen) was added, and tubes were heated to 70 °C
for 10 min. Equal volumes of SDS samples were run on 4–12%
(wt/vol) Bis Tris gels with Mops running buffer (Novex) and
transferred to 0.2-μm PVDF membranes using an iBlot transfer
apparatus (Invitrogen). Membranes were blocked in 5% (wt/vol)
BSA and then incubated with a 1/200 dilution of polyclonal rabbit
anti-LacI antibody (Rockland) preadsorbed against an extract of
the parental strain (E4643), followed by a 1/4,000 dilution of Cy5-
labeled goat-anti-rabbit 2° antibody (GE Healthcare). Mem-
branes were dried and imaged on the Cy5 channel of a GE
Typhoon imager (Amersham Biosciences). Western images
were analyzed using ImageJ software, and the intensity of L1
LacI bands was estimated using the dilution series of L2 into
L0 extracts as a standard (Fig. S4A).

lacI Translational Fusions. The plasmid pRS414 (10) is for making
translational fusions to lacZ; however, the lacZ gene is O2+. Thus,
the BamHI/Bsu36I fragment from pRS414 was cloned into pIT3-
CL-lacZtrim (Fig. S4B) to give pIT3-CL-lacZtrimfuse, where lacZ
is O2–. A 227 bp PCR fragment from pUHA1, encompassing the
promoter region (up to position –119), the ribosome binding site,
and the first 15 codons of lacI (PlacI.lacI) and pDM1.1 (PlacIq.lacI),
was cloned into the Acc65I/BamHI site of pIT3-CL-LacZtrimfuse,
and the plasmid was integrated into λatt site in E4643.
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LacZ Assays.LacZ assays for the CI looping reporters were carried
out using the microtiter plate method (11), with the modification
that cultures grown in L broth at 37 °C to late log phase were
added to a combined lysis-assay buffer, with each well of a mi-
crotiter plate containing: 50 μL culture + LB (usually 20 μL
culture + 30 μL LB), 150 μL TZ8 (100 mM Tris·HCl, pH 8.0,
1 mMMgSO4, 10 mM KCl), 40 μL o-nitrophenyl-β-D-galactoside
(ONPG; 4 mg/mL in TZ8), 1.9 μL 2-mercapoethanol, and 0.95 μL
polymyxin B (20 mg/mL; Sigma). Assays were repeated at least
four times.
The Lac looping reporters were assayed as above, with the

modification that cultures were grown in M9 minimal medium
[1× M9 salts, 2 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM CaCl2, 0.01 mM (NH4)2Fe
(SO4)2·6 H2O, and 0.4% glycerol] (10× M9 salts = 67.8 g of
NaH2PO4, 30.0 g of KH2PO4, and 5 g NaCl/L H2O). We found
that robust growth of our strains in minimal medium required an
iron source (12).

Modeling of Looping in Vivo. Estimation of lac system parameters from
the 300-bp spacing reporter data. Following the results of Sanchez
et al. (13) that indicate mutually exclusive binding of LacI at O1
and RNAP at the promoter, we allowed only two RNA poly-
merase (RNAP)-bound species: one with OD empty and one with
OD occupied. Different forms of RNAP–promoter complexes
were not distinguished and, because [RNAP] was not varied,
RNAP occupation was described by a dimensionless constant, R.
The reporter data for the eight different (OD-300-OP) operator

combinations (Fig. 2B; O–-O3, Oid-O3, O–-O2, Oid-O2, O–-Oid,
Oid-Oid, O–-O1, Oid-O1) were globally fitted using the model of
Fig. 2C (the O– data were fitted to the model with species 1, 2,
and 4 only). Promoter activity at each [LacI] (tetramer) was
taken to be proportional to the statistical weight of species with
RNAP bound at the promoter and was calculated as bkg + Zmax ×
(R + R × L/KD)/Z, where L is [LacI], KD is the LacI dissociation
constant at the distal operator, and Z is the partition sum. The
maximal activity (Zmax) is the activity of the promoter in LacZ
units if it were fully occupied by RNAP; the basal activity of the
promoter (in the absence of LacI) is thus bkg + Zmax × R/(1 + R).
Different Zmax values were allowed for each Plac.OP combina-
tion, because the sequence differences at the proximal operator
could conceivably affect promoter activity; however, the four fitted
values for Zmax (1,263 ± 18, 1,485 ± 29, 1,364 ± 18, and 1,500 ±
26 for Oid, O1, O2, and O3, respectively) were within 10% of their
mean, indicating little effect of the sequence changes on the
promoter. The L1 and K1 parameters were held fixed at 18 and
1 nM, respectively.
The fitting algorithm minimized Σ[(observed – expected)2/

expected], comparing the model-generated expected promoter
LacZ values with the 24 observed LacZ data points of Fig. 2B,
giving equal weight to all points. In a Monte Carlo algorithm,
parameter values were iteratively varied by successive random
steps, with each modified parameter set accepted if the fit
improved. Fitting convergence was tested by repeating the
fitting process with different randomly chosen initial param-
eter values and was found to be highly reliable.
The fitted values for the dissociation constants (K1, K2, K3,

Kid) and R are dependent on the fixed values chosen for K1 and
L1; thus, the model can only resolve relative in vivo binding
strengths for the different operators. The fitted value for j/L1 is
independent of the fixed value chosen for K1, L1, or R.

To gain an appreciation of the error in the estimates of the LacI
system parameters (Fig. 2D), we repeated the fitting process with
“jiggled” data; that is, each of the 24 data points used in the
fitting (Fig. 2B) was changed randomly based on the t-distribu-
tion according to its measured SEM and number of observations
(n). By making many sets of jiggled data and doing parameter
fitting to each of these, we sampled how variation in the data and
variation in the parameter fitting procedure combine to affect

the parameter estimates. The parameter values in Fig. 2D are
the means and SDs from 100 good-scoring fits.
Estimating j/L1 from the variable spacing lac reporter data. Each of the
reporter data sets (series 1 or 2) from the Oid-O2 constructs with
different DNA spacers (Fig. S5 and Fig. 3A) were globally fitted
by fixing the parameter estimates for R, L2/L1, Kid, K2, and bkg
to their values in Fig. 2D and by allowing different j/L1 values for
each construct. A single Zmax2 (maximal activity of PlacUV5.
O2) was also fitted for each series (which for series 1 included
pooled results from two O– constructs; Fig. S5).
As before, we performed the same data jiggling procedure, with

the data means randomly shifted based on their SEM and n. We
also incorporated the uncertainty in the fixed parameter esti-
mates by randomly jiggling their values based on their SDs (Fig.
2D) and the normal distribution. Thus, each fitting run used
slightly different parameter values and data means. The j/L1
estimates for each spacing (Fig. S5) were obtained from 90 fit-
ting runs that produced good-scoring fits.
Estimating jLOOP from the variable spacing λ CI reporter data. Four data
points, OL+ or OL– and [CI] = 0 or 3.3 WLU, were collected for
each of the 10 spacings (150–10,000 bp; Fig. S6A). We expect
that spacing will only affect the OL+ [CI] = 3.3 values. However,
we noticed that the OL– [CI] = 0, OL– [CI] = 3.3, and OL+ [CI] =
0 values for the shorter spacings (150–500 bp) were systematically
lower than those for the longer spacings (600–10,000 bp; Fig.
S6A), due most likely to day-to-day variations in the LacZ assay.
For the fitting, we therefore normalized the data by dividing the
four data points (and SEMs) for each spacing by a factor (0.88–
1.17, depending on the spacing) to compensate for this sys-
tematic error. These normalized data are shown in Fig. S6C and
were used for Fig. 4B.
The data from the 10 different spacings were fitted globally,

using the means of the OL– [CI] = 0, OL– [CI] = 3.3, and OL+

[CI] = 0 values and each individual OL+ [CI] = 3.3 value. All
parameters were fixed except for max_prm (the maximal activity
of PRM), which was applied to all spacings, and ΔGoct, which
allowed individual values for each spacing. The parameter values
(Fig. S6B) were essentially as used in our previous study (9),
except for ΔGtet, as discussed in the main text. The change to
ΔGtet resulted in slight changes to certain parameters to opti-
mize the fit to our previous data set (9). The list of species in the
λ model is given in Fig. S6D; note that because the constructs did
not contain the UP element near OL, and PR was inactive,
species involving these elements were ignored. The fitting pro-
cedure was as described previously (9) and is essentially the same
as for the LacI system modeling. To gain an idea of the error in
the ΔGoct estimates, both the fixed parameter values and the
data means were jiggled, as for the LacI system.
The obtained ΔGoct values for each spacing were converted to

jLOOP as follows:

jLOOPðMÞ= exp½−ðΔGoct + 9:1Þ=RT�

where RT = 0.616 kcal/mol.
Programs were written in Fortran 77 and run in a Cygwin

environment on a laptop computer and are available on request.

Tethered Particle Motion Methods. DNA preparation. DNAs were
prepared by Taq PCR with biotin- and digoxygenin-labeled oli-
gonucleotides (Invitrogen, Life Technologies Corporation or
Integrated DNA Technologies), using plasmid templates with the
series 1 looping chassis (Fig. S1; except with O1 at OP) cloned
into pUC57. All amplicons were purified by using silica mem-
brane–based purification kits (Qiagen), and the lengths were
checked by gel electrophoresis. The details of the plasmids and
primers are available on request.
Tethered particle motion experiments. Tethered particle motion
(TPM) experiments were conducted as previously described
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(14–17) with some modifications (18). Chambers were assembled
between a coverslip and a microscope slide using a parafilm
spacer. To attach tethers to the glass surface, 50–100 pM of
DNA labeled with digoxigenin on one end and biotin on the
other end (Fig. 5A) was incubated in binding buffer (10 mM
Tris·HCl, pH 7.4, and 200 mM KCl) for 15 min. After gentle
flushing with three volumes of wash buffer (10 mM Tris·HCl, pH
7.4, 200 mM KCl, and 0.5m g/mL α-casein), a solution of 0.5–1 nM
streptavidin-coated polystyrene beads (160-nm radius; Spherotech)
in binding buffer was introduced to incubate for 10 min. The
chamber was gently flushed with three volumes of wash buffer,
two of λ buffer (10 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.4, 200 mM KCl, 5%
DMSO, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM DTT, and 0.1 mg/mL α-casein),
and then with 2 volumes of LacI in λ buffer to make sure that
the chamber had the desired protein and buffer composition.
The chamber was incubated for 30 min on the microscope, and
then 3–5 immobile beads and 3–20 mobile beads were tracked.
Further details about the instrumentation and the analysis are
available (18).
Data preprocessing: drift calculations and symmetry selection. Only
immobile beads that were tracked for the entire recording were
used for drift calculations. A 4-s moving average (center of mass)
for selected immobile beads in a video frame was calculated and
subtracted from each bead in the same field of view to remove the
drift. Immobile beads exhibit very low amplitude motion, and
a very short time averaging window (4 s as opposed to 40 s for
mobile beads) can determine the anchor point of the bead very

accurately. Such short time averaging increases the cutoff fre-
quency of drift motion that can be subtracted while minimizing
attenuation of the motion of tethered beads. The drift-corrected
recordings of tethered beads were then analyzed and selected for
symmetry before further analysis.
Analysis. The mean square excursion of the bead was calculated
using the formula ρ28s = ½ðx− x8sÞ2+ðy− y8sÞ2�8s. A long time win-
dow for averaging, 8 s, was necessary to improve the resolution of
looped and unlooped states in the case of 600-bp loops. In plots of

ρ and
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ28s

q
vs. time for individual beads (Fig. 5B), steps in the

amplitude signal loop formation and breakdown and the his-
togram of the mean excursion shos the time spent in each state
for DNA tethers that form 600-, 900-, 1,200-, or 3,200-bp loops.
A calibration curve (Fig. S9A) was used to verify the magnitude
of the looped and unlooped excursion for each recording and
select only the recordings with expected excursions. All se-
lected recordings in the same experiment condition were con-
catenated, and an overall histogram was plotted. A threshold
was determined, and time points with excursion smaller than
the threshold were taken to be looped, whereas time points
with a higher excursion were considered unlooped. The looping
probability for different LacI concentrations was determined
by dividing the time spent in a looped state by the total ob-
servation time. The linear fits used to determine jLOOP from
the looping probabilities at each [LacI] (Fig. 5C) are shown in
Fig. S9B.
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Fig. S1. Reporter constructs. (A) Reporter vector and chassis. The basic structure of the integrated reporter vector and inserted looping chassis is shown,
together with relevant restriction sites and transcription terminators. Modules contained operators (red boxes) for either LacI or CI or a standard operator
minus sequence (O–). (B) Detailed maps of the reporter constructs. The blue shading indicates the looped region. Spacer lengths are measured between the
centers of the operators within the modules (OL2 and OR2 for λ).
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Fig. S2. Sequences of reporter modules. Each 120- or 121-bp module is listed in the orientation shown in Fig. S1 and flanked by chassis restriction sites
(lowercase green). Non-lac or λ sequences are in brown. Lac operators are shown in blue (lacO– in gray) and CI operators in purple. Promoter sequences (–10
and –35) for PlacUV5 and PRM are in red; lowercase bases are mutations used to inactivate promoters.

Fig. S3. LacI expression constructs. Terminators are as in Fig. S1. SpcR, spectinomycin resistance.
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Fig. S4. Experimental estimates of L2/L1 for the high- and low-expressing LacI strains. (A) Extracts of cells with no LacI (L0), low LacI (L1), or high LacI (L2) levels
were analyzed by Western blotting using LacI antibody (SI Materials and Methods). L2 extracts were diluted in L0 extract as indicated. The L2/L1 ratio was
estimated as 15.5 (upper blot) and 12.5 (lower blot; 12.25 and 12.75), giving an average over three extracts: L2/L1 = 13.5. (B) LacZ assay results are shown for the
PlacI (L1) and PlacIq (L2) translational fusion reporters (SI Materials and Methods) ±95% confidence limits (n = 15, 16). The ratio of LacI expression from the PlacI
and PlacIq promoters is dependent on an unknown level of background LacZ units that could come from extraneous promoters. Ratios PlacIq/PlacI, calculated
after subtracting 0–3 units of background are shown and should approximate L2/L1.
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Fig. S5. LacI looping vs. separation. (A) LacI reporter data and derived jLOOP/L1 values for different Oid-O2 operator spacings used in Fig. 3. (B) The OD effect:
OD

–/OD
+ = (OD

– LacZ units – bkg)/(OD
+ LacZ units – bkg) at the L1 concentration vs. spacing. Errors are 95% confidence limits.
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Parameter Description Value

GNS Binding of CI to non-specific sites –5.74 0.4 kcal/mol

Goct CI octamerization and DNA looping Fitted

Gtet CI tetramerization across the loop –3.38 0.8 kcal/mol

GPRM Basal propensity of RNAP to occupy PRM 1.18 0.05 kcal/mol

Gact Change in RNAP binding to PRM due to CI at OR2 –1.33 0.08 kcal/mol

Gact_loop Change in RNAP binding due to CI atOR2 being part of a
DNA looping CI octamer

0.47 1.0 kcal/mol

Gact_block Change in RNAP binding to PRM due to CI dimer atOL3 in
loop 4 or to OL1 in loop 7

0.04 0.6 kcal/mol

max_PRM Basal PRM activity if fully occupied by RNAP Fitted

bkg_PRM Background LacZ units from PRM reporter 5 6 LacZ units

OL–

CI = 0 CI = 3.3

OL+ OL– OL+

A

C

B

OL–

[CI] = 0
OL–

[CI] = 3.3
OL+

[CI] = 0
OL+

[CI] = 3.3
Fitted
?GoctSeparation (bp)

150 135.2 4.9 482.3 13.3 135.4 17.8 59.7 7.4 0.35

250 133.7 4.5 506.6 34.0 130.2 5.5 29.0 3.9 -0.77

300 135.6 8.1 492.7 71.2 132.1 15.7 39.5 3.2 -0.38

400 133.7 6.1 501.2 34.9 131.6 19.2 36.0 2.8 -0.47

500 129.1 6.2 556.6 39.7 121.1 9.6 37.2 2.5 -0.38

600 127.3 14.6 502.3 21.1 137.8 15.8 39.8 2.1 -0.30

2300 131.9 14.1 493.9 12.9 135.6 7.2 66.5 7.9 0.47

4000 131.3 5.3 461.1 30.9 145.1 9.7 137.2 11.9 1.14

7000 129.8 20.7 505.9 38.4 134.4 17.5 166.4 12.7 1.33

10000 142.2 9.8 428.9 21.0 143.0 5.1 235.8 14.7 1.71

Normalized values ± 95% CL, n = 4

PR
M

La
cZ

un
its

Fig. S6. (Continued)
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1 ...... 97 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C P • • • • • • • •
2 ...... C • 98 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C A 4 • • • • • • • •
3 ...... C • 99 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C P 8 • • • • • • • •
4 ...... C −−− C • • • 100 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C A • • • • • • • •
5 ...... C • 101 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C P • • • • • • • •
6 ...... C C • • 102 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C C A • • • • • • • • •
7 ...... C −−− C • • • 103 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C C P • • • • • • • • • •
8 ...... C −−− C C • • • • 104 C −−− C C ...... C C −−− C A • • • • • • • • • •
9 ...... C C −−− C • • • • 105 C −−− C C ...... C C −−− C P • • • • • • • • •
10 C ...... • 106 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C A • • • • • • • •
11 C ...... C • • 107 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C P • • • • • • • •
12 C ...... C • • 108 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C A 3 • • • • • • • •
13 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 109 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C P 7 • • • • • • • •
14 C ...... C • • 110 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C C A • • • • • • • • • •
15 C ...... C C • • • 111 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C C P • • • • • • • • •
16 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 112 C C −−− C ...... C C −−− C A • • • • • • • • •
17 C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • 113 C C −−− C ...... C C −−− C P • • • • • • • • • •
18 C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • 114 ...... R • •
19 C ...... • 115 ...... R C • • •
20 C ...... C • • 116 ...... R C • • • •
21 C ...... C • • 117 ...... R C −−− C • • • • • •
22 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 118 C ...... R • • •
23 C ...... C • • 119 C ...... R C • • • •
24 C ...... C C • • • 120 C ...... R C • • • • •
25 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 121 C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • •
26 C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • 122 C ...... R • • •
27 C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • 123 C ...... R C • • • •
28 C −−− C ...... • • • 124 C ...... R C • • • • •
29 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 125 C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • •
30 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 126 C −−− C ...... R • • • • •
31 C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • 127 C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • •
32 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 128 C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • • •
33 C −−− C ...... C C • • • • • 129 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • • • •
34 C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • 130 C ...... R • • •
35 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • • • 131 C ...... R C • • • •
36 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • • • 132 C ...... R C • • • • •
37 C ...... • 133 C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • •
38 C ...... C • • 134 C C ...... R • • • •
39 C ...... C • • 135 C C ...... R C • • • • •
40 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 136 C C ...... R C • • • • • •
41 C ...... C • • 137 C C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • • •
42 C ...... C C • • • 138 C −−− C ...... R • • • • •
43 C ...... C −−− C • • • • 139 C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • •
44 C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • 140 C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • • •
45 C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • 141 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • • • •
46 C C ...... • • 142 C −−− C C ...... R • • • • • •
47 C C ...... C • • • 143 C −−− C C ...... R C • • • • • • •
48 C C ...... C • • • 144 C −−− C C ...... R C • • • • • • • •
49 C C ...... C −−− C • • • • • 145 C −−− C C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • • • • •
50 C C ...... C • • • 146 C C −−− C ...... R • • • • • •
51 C C ...... C C • • • • 147 C C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • • •
52 C C ...... C −−− C • • • • • 148 C C −−− C ...... R C • • • • • • • •
53 C C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • • 149 C C −−− C ...... R C −−− C • • • • • • • • • • •
54 C C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • • 150 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A 2 • • • • • • • • • • •
55 C −−− C ...... • • • 151 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P 6 • • • • • • • • • • •
56 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 152 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A 1 • • • • • • • • • • •
57 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 153 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P 5 • • • • • • • • • • •
58 C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • 154 C −−− C C ...... R C −−− C A 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
59 C −−− C ...... C • • • • 155 C −−− C C ...... R C −−− C P 8 • • • • • • • • • • • •
60 C −−− C ...... C C • • • • • 156 C C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A 3 • • • • • • • • • • • •
61 C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • 157 C C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P 7 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
62 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • • • 158 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A U 2 • • • • • • • • • • •
63 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • • • 159 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P U 6 • • • • • • • • • • •
64 C −−− C C ...... • • • • 160 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A U 1 • • • • • • • • • • • •
65 C −−− C C ...... C • • • • • 161 C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P U 5 • • • • • • • • • • • •
66 C −−− C C ...... C • • • • • 162 C −−− C C ...... R C −−− C A U 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
67 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • • 163 C −−− C C ...... R C −−− C P U 8 • • • • • • • • • • • •
68 C −−− C C ...... C • • • • • 164 C C −−− C ...... R C −−− C A U 3 • • • • • • • • • • • •
69 C −−− C C ...... C C • • • • • • 165 C C −−− C ...... R C −−− C P U 7 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
70 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • • 166 ...... R • •
71 C −−− C C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • • • • 167 ...... C R • • •
72 C −−− C C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • • • • 168 C ...... R • • •
73 C C −−− C ...... • • • • 169 C ...... C R • • • •
74 C C −−− C ...... C • • • • • 170 C ...... R • • •
75 C C −−− C ...... C • • • • • 171 C ...... C R • • • •
76 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • • 172 C −−− C ...... R • • • • •
77 C C −−− C ...... C • • • • • 173 C −−− C ...... C R • • • • • •
78 C C −−− C ...... C C • • • • • • 174 C ...... R • • •
79 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C • • • • • • • 175 C ...... C R • • • •
80 C C −−− C ...... C −−− C C • • • • • • • • 176 C C ...... R • • • •
81 C C −−− C ...... C C −−− C • • • • • • • • 177 C C ...... C R • • • • •
82 C −−− C ...... C −−− C A 2 • • • • • • • 178 C −−− C ...... R • • • • •
83 C −−− C ...... C −−− C P 6 • • • • • • • 179 C −−− C ...... C R • • • • • •
84 C −−− C ...... C −−− C A • • • • • • • 180 C −−− C C ...... R • • • • • •
85 C −−− C ...... C −−− C P • • • • • • • 181 C −−− C C ...... C R • • • • • • •
86 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C A • • • • • • • • 182 C C −−− C ...... R • • • • • •
87 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C P • • • • • • • • 183 C C −−− C ...... C R • • • • • • •
88 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C A • • • • • • • • 184 ...... R R • • • •
89 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C P • • • • • • • • 185 C ...... R R • • • • •
90 C −−− C ...... C −−− C A 1 • • • • • • • 186 C ...... R R • • • • •
91 C −−− C ...... C −−− C P 5 • • • • • • • 187 C −−− C ...... R R • • • • • • •
92 C −−− C ...... C −−− C A • • • • • • • 188 C ...... R R • • • • •
93 C −−− C ...... C −−− C P • • • • • • • 189 C C ...... R R • • • • • •
94 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C A • • • • • • • • 190 C −−− C ...... R R • • • • • • •
95 C −−− C ...... C −−− C C P • • • • • • • • 191 C −−− C C ...... R R • • • • • • • •
96 C −−− C ...... C C −−− C A • • • • • • • • 192 C C −−− C ...... R R • • • • • • • •

Fig. S6. Analysis of CI looping. (A) Raw reporter data. (B) Model parameters. (C) Normalized reporter data and fitted ΔGoct values. (D) Species and assignments
in the λ model. UP-containing and pR-containing species were ignored.
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Fig. S7. Lack of effect of OL located 500 kb away from OR.PRM. The PRM.lacZ reporter system was as described (1), with OL+ (OL1.2.3 without flanking
sequences) or an OL– sequence placed downstream of lacZ, 3.8 kb away from OR.PRM, as part of a λRS45 prophage integrated at attλ in NK7049 (ΔlacIZYA)χ74
galOP308 StrR Su−. In addition, pAH167 (2) carrying OL+ (OL1.2.3 without flanking sequences) or an OL-less sequence, was integrated at attφ80 (position
1308595), 502 kb away from attλ. λCI repressor was expressed as described (1) from plac+ on the single copy plasmid pZC320λcI, repressed by LacI from the
multicopy plasmid pUHA1. Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was used to provide up to 3 WLU of CI.

1. Dodd IB, et al. (2004) Cooperativity in long-range gene regulation by the lambda CI repressor. Genes Dev 18(3):344–354.
2. Haldimann A, Wanner BL (2001) Conditional-replication, integration, excision, and retrieval plasmid-host systems for gene structure-function studies of bacteria. J Bacteriol 183(21):

6384–6393.
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Fig. S8. Analysis of Lac looping vs. separation data of Muller et al. (1). (A) The data of Muller et al. (1), giving a repression factor (activity –LacI/activity +LacI)
vs. operator separation for Oid.spacer.PlacUV5.O1.lacZ reporters (and the Oid-less control) at fivefold of WT [LacI] were extracted from Fig. 4B. The values were
converted to arbitrary raw LacZ units by assuming a fixed unrepressed activity of 10,000 units and bkg = 0. The model of Fig. 2C was used to fit jLOOP/L5 values,
as described, using the parameters from Fig. 2D, except that bkg was set to zero, and Zmax and K1 were unfixed. The fitted value for K1 = 0.144 is lower than
obtained for our data, possibly reflecting a different RNAP affinity (R) for the PlacUV5 promoter used by Muller et al. (1). L5 = 90 nM (5 × 18 nM) was used to
calculate jLOOP values. (B) Comparison with our jLOOP values.

1. Müller J, Oehler S, Müller-Hill B (1996) Repression of lac promoter as a function of distance, phase and quality of an auxiliary lac operator. J Mol Biol 257(1):21–29.
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Fig. S9. TPM. (A) Tether structures. (B) TPM calibration. The ρ2 is linearly related to the DNA tether length in base pairs (18). Time series of xy positions of
beads tethered by identical DNA molecules in λ buffer were recorded and combined for analysis. Running averages of ρ2 using a time window of 8 s were
computed. The mean and SD of these ρ2 distributions were plotted vs. the contour lengths of the DNA tethers (marker x). As shown, ρ2 is a linear function of
tether length. This calibration was used to verify loop sizes. (C) Fitting statistics for jLOOP measurements of Fig. 5C for y = a(1 + x), where y is punlooped/plooped, x is
base pairs, and a is 2/j.

Fig. S10. Fitting the jLOOP vs. separation data with DNA polymer models. Fitting used the Microsoft Excel solver function, comparing the model-generated
expected jLOOP values with the observed experimental estimates and minimizing Σ[(observed – expected)2/expected]. (A) Fitting the in vivo data to a power law
jLOOP = a.bpγ. Fitting of a and γ was to all in vivo data, except the 62-bp point of Muller et al. (1) (blue line; γ = –1.38), the in vivo data without any Muller et al.
data (red line; γ = –1.15), and the TPM data (purple line; γ = –1.51). (B) Fitting the in vivo (+ Muller data) and in vitro data to a combined worm-like chain and
freely jointed chain DNA polymer model. Eq. 3 of Rippe (2): jM(n) = 0.53 × n–3/2 × exp[(d − 2)/(n2 + d)] × l–3 was used with separation measured in number of
Kuhn lengths n = bp × 0.34/l. Kuhn length, l (fitted and allowed to differ in vivo and in vitro): in vivo, l = 45.2 nm = 133 bp; in vitro, l = 165 nm = 486 bp
(persistence length = l/2). d (contact distance) = 1.66 nm (fitted but held the same for in vivo and in vitro).

1. Müller J, Oehler S, Müller-Hill B (1996) Repression of lac promoter as a function of distance, phase and quality of an auxiliary lac operator. J Mol Biol 257(1):21–29.
2. Rippe K (2001) Making contacts on a nucleic acid polymer. Trends Biochem Sci 26(12):733–740.
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ABSTRACT: We describe “clonetegration”, a method for
integrating DNA into prokaryotic chromosomes that approaches
the simplicity of cloning DNA within extrachromosomal vectors.
Compared to existing techniques, clonetegration drastically
decreases the time and effort needed for integration of single or
multiple DNA fragments. Additionally, clonetegration facilitates
cloning and expression of genetic elements that are impossible to
propagate within typical multicopy plasmids.

KEYWORDS: genome engineering, chromosomal integration, DNA assembly, genetic parts, genetic engineering, clonetegration

Heterologous expression from a host cell chromosome,
rather than plasmids, can reduce metabolic burdens and

obviate the need for selectable markers in maintaining designer
DNA sequences within an evolving bacterial population.
Chromosomal integration of DNA is thus critical in synthetic
biology, biotechnology, and metabolic engineering.1,2 However,
while existing techniques such as CRIM,3 recombineering,4−7

and Tn7-based integration8,9 are useful and popular, they are
also time-consuming. For example, CRIM requires multiple
rounds of DNA transformation, while recombineering involves
numerous steps and can take 1−2 weeks to complete.4,6 We
simplified the cloning of DNA sequences into prokaryotic
chromosomes via three types of improvements to the well-
known CRIM system, in which integration is mediated by
bacteriophage integrases. The resulting method is quick and
simple, enabling the bacterial chromosome to be used as a
practical and powerful replacement to traditional plasmid
vectors.
First, we developed new vectors that reduce the length and

complexity of the integration protocol. In the CRIM system
(Figure 1a, black trace), the target cell is initially transformed
with a helper plasmid expressing a bacteriophage integrase
(steps A1-2). A second transformation (step 4) introduces the
CRIM plasmid containing the cloned insert and the “attP” site,
a sequence of DNA necessary for site-specific recombination at
the corresponding “attB” site on the bacterial chromosome. To
test whether efficient integration could be achieved with a
single transformation, we combined the integrase-expressing
and the integration plasmids into a single vector (Figure 1b).
The resulting hybrid vector, One-Step Integration Plasmid
(pOSIP), integrates at high efficiency, thus bypassing two

protocol steps typically requiring overnight incubation (Figure
1a, left-most green trace).
Restriction sites at key locations enable easy modification of

the pOSIP backbone. We took advantage of this architecture to
quickly construct five plasmid variants expressing a tyrosine
integrase from either phage 186, HK022, lambda, phi80, or P21
or the serine integrase from phiC31. To our knowledge, our
integration system is the first to use the efficient integrase from
phage 186. pOSIP further contains two useful features not
present in the CRIM plasmids (Figure 1b). First, forward and
reverse transcription terminators flank the Multiple Cloning
Site (MCS) to insulate integrated OSIP plasmids from
transcription in chromosomal regions flanking the integration
site and vice versa (Supplementary Figure 1). Second, a
counter-selectable cassette containing the toxic ccdB gene in the
middle of the MCS facilitates cloning by eliminating cells
transformed only with the parental (unmodified) OSIP
vector.10

Second, we sought to further simplify the integration
protocol. Integration efficiency of most pOSIPs is sufficiently
high to produce large numbers of integrants from pOSIP-insert
cloning mixtures, instead of purified (miniprepped) plasmid
DNA. This new one-step procedure, which we call “clonetegra-
tion” (simultaneous cloning and integration), effectively treats
chromosomes as large cloning vectors. Like standard plasmid
cloning, clonetegration requires the initial assembly of one or
multiple DNA fragments into pOSIP using one’s favorite
cloning technique, such as Gibson assembly,11 Clonetech In-
Fusion(R),12 or traditional restriction digest and ligation. The
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resulting cloning mixtures are then directly transformed into
chemically or electro-competent cells (Figure 1a, right-most
green trace). Integration of properly assembled pOSIP-insert
molecules occurs during post-transformation outgrowth.
Verification of integration can be performed by colony PCR
using sets of primers we optimized from the original CRIM set
(Supplementary Tables 1, 2; Supplementary Figure 1).
We quantified the efficiency of clonetegration using a 4.6kb

lacZ-expression cassette assembled into each of our six pOSIP
plasmids (Figure 1c). All trials gave lacZ positive integrants in
MG1655 ΔlacIZYA (Supplementary Figure 2). Expression
from the integrated constructs is similar across all integration
sites, suggesting that surrounding chromosomal sequences had
minimal influence on our terminator protected insert (Figure
1d). The phage 186 integrase performed best, with a
clonetegration efficiency ∼500-fold better than that of the
poorest-performing integrase, Phi80. Phage 186 integrase might
therefore be suggested for the most challenging sequences
targeted for chromosomal integration. Of note, we observed
that reactions catalyzed by phage 186 integrase result in
integration not only within the tRNIleY gene13 but sometimes
into an alternative site within the tRNIleX gene (39%
probability; n = 72 colonies; Supplementary Figure 3). No
colonies harbored integrants at both chromosomal loci. We
designed new PCR validation primers for users needing to
distinguish between these two integration locations (Supple-

mentary Tables 1, 2). Finally, we successfully performed
clonetegration in Salmonella typhimurium, a bacterium receiving
renewed interested in synthetic biology,14 demonstrating that
clonetegration is generalizable to other prokaryotes (Supple-
mentary Figure 4).
In the CRIM protocol, one must first clone target sequences

in a multicopy plasmid prior to integration (Figure 1a, steps
B1−3). By removing this plasmid intermediate step, clonete-
gration can also enable integration of sequences that are lethal
when present at multiple copies within a cell. We encountered
such toxic sequences ourselves while working on separate
research projects. In one such endeavor, we wanted to use the
protein fusion Tsr-Venus as a sensitive, single-molecule
fluorescent reporter of gene expression.15 However, we were
unable to clone a tsr-venus expression cassette in pOSIP or in
the popular pBR322 vector (Methods in Supporting
Information). In contrast, clonetegration of our toxic Tsr-
Venus expression cassette into NEB 5-alpha was successful,
resulting in cells with the expected pattern of yellow
fluorescence foci at polar and midcell membrane positions15

(Figure 1e). As a second example, we were exploring the
construction of colorimetric reporters using a large (∼6 kb)
four-gene dark green pigment-producing cassette (ABDE) from
the vioE operon. While we were unable to clone a vioE-ABDE
expression cassette in pOSIP using standard methods,

Figure 1. One step cloning and integration (“clonetegration”). (a) Clonetegration with pOSIP (green trace) requires fewer steps and is faster
compared to chromosomal integration by CRIM (black trace). (b) pOSIP is composed of two functional modules. Cloning results in the
replacement of the “insert module” with the DNA fragment to be integrated. The heat-inducible “integration module” allows expression of the
integrase and selection of integrants by antibiotic resistance. The integration module can be removed postintegration by expressing FLP
recombinase. (c) Clonetegration enables integration of a ∼4.6-kb lacZ cassette at high efficiency (mean ± SEM; n = 3 independent cultures per
integrase/integration site). (d) Clonetegration of lacZ cassette into MG1655 ΔlacIZYA at different chromosomal loci results in qualitatively similar
β-galactosidase activity (mean ± SEM; n = 4 independent cultures per integration site). (e,f) Sequences that cannot be cloned on medium-copy
number plasmids can be assembled directly in the chromosome. Clonetegration of a tsr-venus expression cassette results in bright, membrane-
localized fluorescent foci in NEB 5-alpha (e, arrows). Scale bar = 1 μm. Clonetegration of a vioE-ABDE expression cassette results in dark
pigmentation (f, left), seen here on bacterial cells streaked on a square area on an LB-plate; in comparison, the parental strain produces a beige color
(f, right).
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clonetegration into NEB 5-alpha successfully produced dark
green colonies (Figure 1f).
Third, we aimed to improve the ease of constructing strains

with multiple integrated sequences. Like CRIM, our system
results in integration of the entire pOSIP plasmid. The ability
to remove the integration module, including the antibiotic
marker (e.g., kanR), would make our system scalable by
allowing integration of additional kanamycin-resistant pOSIPs
into other chromosomal loci. To enable construction of such
marker-less strains,16 we engineered all pOSIPs with FRT sites
flanking the integration module (Figure 1b), allowing excision
of these sequences following expression of the FLP
recombinase.17

To test FLP-mediated excision, we transformed chromoso-
mal integrants with the popular FLP-expressing plasmid
pCP20.18 We followed the standard pCP20 protocol (Figure
2a, black trace). First, we transformed the target strain with
pCP20 and grew cells overnight at 30 °C on ampicillin plates.
Next, we restreaked individual colonies and induced FLP
expression by overnight growth at 37 °C; like our integrase
expression cassette, FLP expression in pCP20 is under control
of the thermosensitive transcription factor lambda CIts. Growth
is performed on LB without antibiotics because pCP20, which
contains a temperature-sensitive replicon, is not propagated at

37 °C. Lastly, we screened the colonies on the resulting LB
plates for FLP-mediated excision by PCR and by streaking for
loss of antibiotic resistance.
The standard protocol produced excision of pOSIP

integration modules in less than 5% of pCP20-transformed
cells (Supplementary Figure 5); CIts-controlled modules,
present on both pOSIP and pCP20, may be interfering with
one another. We thus developed a new FLP expression system
that relies neither on temperature induction nor lambda CIts.
Because the pCP20 protocol is time-consuming, we also sought
to design a new procedure so that excision can be performed in
a single day, rather than the 2 or 3 days required when using
pCP20.
We achieved both goals by driving FLP expression via pE, a

strong constitutive promoter from phage P219 (Supplementary
Figures 5 and 6; Supplementary Table 3). In contrast to
pCP20, pE-FLP successfully catalyzed excision of the
integration and propagation modules from integrants with
100% efficiency. Also, pE-FLP is active immediately after
transformation, thus avoiding the overnight heat-induction step
of pCP20. Given the high efficiency of pE-FLP, screening
colonies for excision of the antibiotic marker and neighboring
sequences is typically not necessary. Because pE-FLP retains
the temperature-sensitive replicon of pCP20, blocking postflip-

Figure 2. Serial and parallel clonetegration. (a) The pE-FLP plasmid enables simple one-step excision of the integration module from pOSIP
integrants (green trace). In contrast, excision with pCP20 requires multiple steps performed over 2−3 days (black trace). (b) Clonetegration is
scalable to multiple integration sites. Three fluorescent protein (FP) expression cassettes were clonetegrated in successive rounds into NEB 5-alpha.
The integration module and kanamycin resistance marker, flanked by FRT sites, were excised using pE-FLP after each round of clonetegration. The
resulting bacterial strain expresses mTurquoise CFP (blue), Venus YFP (green), and mRuby2 RFP (red) from phages 186, HK022, and lambda
integration sites, respectively. A phase contrast image is shown for reference. Scale bar = 1 μm. (c) Clonetegration can be performed concurrently
with two independent DNA fragments. A Clover GFP (green) expression cassette was clonetegrated into phage 186 integration site in NEB 5-alpha
using a pOSIP encoding a kanamycin resistance marker (kanR). In parallel, an mRuby2 RFP (red) expression cassette was clonetegrated into phage
HK022 integration site with a chloramphenicol resistance marker (camR). The integration modules and antibiotic resistance markers of both pOSIP
vectors, flanked by FRT sites, were removed in a single step using pE-FLP. A phase contrast image and a merged image from all channels are shown
for reference. Scale bar = 1 μm.
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ping propagation of the plasmid is achieved by simply growing
integrants at 37 °C. In short, pE-FLP reduced the excision
protocol to a mere transformation step.
We confirmed that our overall protocol, including pE-FLP-

mediated vector backbone excision, does indeed enable scalable
clonetegration: we successfully integrated expression cassettes
for cyan, yellow, and red fluorescent proteins at separate
chromosomal loci via three separate rounds of clonetegration
(Figure 2b, Supplementary Figure 7). Each time, integration
was mediated by a pOSIP vector encoding a kanamycin
resistance marker. As needed to allow reuse of the kanamycin
resistance marker, we excised the integration module from
integrants via flippase expression from pE-FLP. Similarly, we
serially clonetegrated four 4.6-kb lacZ expression cassettes,
giving 18.4 kb of integrated sequences (Supplementary Figure
8).
In the protocols described above, each expression cassette

must be integrated via a separate round of clonetegration. We
sought to increase the rate at which multicassette integrants
could be constructed. Since each OSIP plasmid expresses its
own integrase, cotransformation should allow integration at
multiple chromosomal sites simultaneously. Indeed, dual
integration of two fluorescent-protein-expressing cassettes was
successful in standard commercially available chemically
competent cells, without requiring further optimization of the
standard protocol (Figure 2c, Supplementary Figure 7b).
While all clonetegration experiments described here were

successful, further improvements to clonetegration efficiency
could be useful for certain applications such as library
construction or integration of very large sequences. Such
improvements might be obtained by increasing the expression
level of our pOSIP integrases, screening new phage integrases
for higher integration efficiency, or transforming DNA using
electroporation. As with all cloning procedures, best laboratory
practice is to sequence the region of interest from the final
clonetegrated strain to ensure that no errors have been
introduced.
In part because of the laborious nature of current procedures

to integrate DNA fragments into prokaryotic chromosomes,
plasmids remain the most popular expression vectors. The
technique we describe here, clonetegration using pOSIP, is
simple and rapid, can facilitate cloning of toxic sequences, and
is amenable to automation. We have integrated up to four
expression cassettes at independent chromosomal loci in
successive rounds and two cassettes in the same round. We
anticipate that clonetegration with pOSIP will become a
valuable technique facilitating genetic engineering with difficult-
to-clone sequences and rapid construction of synthetic
biological systems.
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METHODS 

 

OSIP plasmid construction 
OSIP plasmids were constructed using standard cloning techniques. We amplified tL3, attP, 

R6Kγ and antibiotic resistance markers from CRIM plasmids (1); the integration module 

from CRIM helper plasmids (1); ccdB and pUC ori from BBa_I52002 (2); the rrnBT2 

terminators from pTL61T(3) and the tonB and rrnBT2 terminators from E. coli. FRT sites 

were encoded in assembly primers using the sequence from the Keio collection (4).  

 

The pUC origin of replication, located within the multiple cloning site, allows the parental 

plasmid to replicate at high copy number in strain DB3.1 (Invitrogen) and hence provide 

ample starting material for cloning. The pir-dependent R6Kγ origin is unnecessary for 

clonetegration, but allows the user to maintain a plasmid version of the pOSIP clone in a pir -

containing strain. 

 

Sequences of several pOSIP variants are available in GenBank (Accession numbers 

KF030457 to KF030467). These are named according to the combination of antibiotic 

resistance marker and attP site that they contain. For example, pOSIP-KL carries the 

kanamycin resistance marker (K) and the lambda (L) attP site. Chloramphenicol and 

tetracycline resistance markers are denoted by (C) and (T), respectively, while the one letter 

codes for each att site are given in Supplementary Table 1. 

 

We constructed pE-FLP by amplifying and assembling three sequences: the pE promoter 

from phage P2 (5), the flippase gene from pCP20 (6), and the pKD46 backbone containing 

the temperature sensitive origin of replication and ampicillin resistance marker (7). The pE-

FLP sequence is available from GenBank (Accession number KF030456). 

 

Bacterial strains 
The base pOSIP vectors, containing a pUC origin of replication (pUCori) and the cytotoxic 

gene ccdB, were propagated using the ccdB-resistant strain DB3.1 (Invitrogen). Removal of 

the ccdB-pUCori cassette during cloning results in vectors with the pi-protein conditional 

origin of replication R6Kγ, which is inactive in most cloning strains. When propagation as 

multi-copy vectors was required, the resulting plasmids were transformed in the pi-expressing 

strain TransforMax™ EC100D™ pir+ (Epicentre). Standard cloning strains such as DH5α-Z1 

were used for propagation of all other plasmids.  

  

Integrations into E. coli chromosomal attB sites were performed with either NEB 5-alpha 

(C2987) or MG1655 ∆lacIZYA. MG1655 ∆lacIZYA, used as the target strain for integration 

of lacZ cassettes, was constructed by using recombineering (8) to precisely delete the entire 

lac operon from MG1655 (rph+) (CGSC 7925). Integration with the φC31 integrase was 

performed on strain MG1655 ∆lac lambda attB::φC31. To construct this strain, the φC31 attB 

sequence, not normally present in the E.coli chromosome, was clonetegrated using a 

kanamycin-resistant pOSIP into the lambda attB site, followed by excision of the integration 

module. Salmonella typhimurium LT2 (LB5010), a galE
-
, rough LPS, virulence plasmid 

negative strain, was a gift from Dr Renato Morona (University of Adelaide). 

 

Media, antibiotics and buffers 
E. coli was typically grown in Lysogeny broth (LB) (per Liter: 10 g Tryptone, 5 g Yeast 

Extract, 5 g NaCl) at 30 or 37ºC with rotary shaking at 200 rpm.  Recovery after 



transformation was performed in SOC (per Liter: 20 g Tryptone, 5 g Yeast Extract, 0.5 g 

NaCl, 0.186 g KCl, 0.952 g MgCl2, 50 mM glucose). For -galactosidase assays, cells were 

grown in M9 minimal medium supplemented with glycerol (1xM9 salts, 2 mM MgSO4, 0.1 

mM CaCl2, 0.4% Glycerol, 0.01 mM (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2·6H2O in sterile water).  

Standard antibiotic concentrations were used for plasmid propagation (9). For the low-copy 

plasmid pE-FLP, we generally used 50 μg/ml of ampicillin, as higher concentrations severely 

decreased growth rate. For selection of chromosomal integrants, we used the appropriate 

antibiotic(s), kanamycin and/or chloramphenicol, at a concentration of 15 μg/ml. 

 

Preparing and testing competent cells 
We obtained DH5α chemically-competent cells from a commercial source (New England 

Biolabs, NEB 5-alpha, C2987). We prepared chemically-competent cells of all other strains 

using the TSS method (10), and electrocompetent cells by standard methods (9). 

 

We measured the transformation efficiency of competent cells using 50 pg (1 µl at 50 pg/µl) 

of pUC19 plasmid (NEB N3041). We transformed TSS chemically-competent cells as 

described in the clonetegration section or as suggested by the manufacturer (NEB 5-alpha). 

For electro-competent cells, we gently mixed pre-chilled DNA with 20 μl of cells thawed on 

ice, then transferred the mixture to pre-chilled 1 mm electroporation cuvettes. We 

transformed cells using a Bio-Rad MicroPulser, with the ‗E.coli‘ pre-set Ec1 program (1.8 

kV). SOC medium was added immediately after electroporation, and cells were incubated at 

37ºC with rotary shaking at 200 rpm for 1 hour. For both electro- and chemically-competent 

cells, we plated transformed cells on LB agar supplemented with 100 µg/ml of ampicillin, 

and incubated overnight at 37ºC. 

 

Clonetegration 
An overview of the clonetegration procedure is depicted in Figure 1a of the main text. 

 

LacZ cassette 

In our lacZ cassette, the promoter from the ampicillin resistance gene (pBla) drives 

expression of the full-length β-galactosidase gene. pBla-lacZ inserts were amplified by PCR 

from pLacatt1-delLacY-pBla-lacZ (11) by PCR using KAPA HiFi (Kapa Biosystems) 

polymerase according to the manufacturer‘s instructions. pOSIP vector backbones were 

digested by restriction endonucleases. Digestion and PCR products were gel purified 

(Zymoclean Gel DNA recovery kit, Zymo Research). The pBla-lacZ fragment and the 

digested pOSIP backbone were assembled using Gibson Isothermal Assembly (12). 

Assembly reactions (20 μl) contained ~60 ng of pOSIP backbone with ~50 ng of pBla-lacZ, 

resulting in approximately equimolar concentration of backbone and insert. Overlaps between 

insert and backbone were ~40 bp.  

 

Aliquots (5 μl) of unpurified assembly reaction were mixed gently with 0.1 ml TSS 

chemically-competent cells, incubated on ice for 30min in a pre-cooled Eppendorf tube, heat-

shocked for 45 seconds at 42ºC, placed on ice for a further 2 min, and supplemented with 0.9 

ml of pre-warmed SOC. Cells were incubated at 37ºC for one hour, spread on LB agar plates 

with the appropriate antibiotics plus X-gal, and incubated at 30ºC overnight. Clonetegration 

efficiency was expressed as the percentage of the pUC19 transformation efficiency, 

normalised by the amount of DNA transformed.  

 

Parallel clonetegration of lacZ cassettes were performed as with single clonetegration 

experiments, except that electrocompetent MG1655 ∆lacIZYA were used as target cells. We 



selected integrants on LB plates containing 15 μg/ml kanamycin and 15 μg/ml 

chloramphenicol. 

 

Fluorescent proteins & color pigments 

Templates for experiments with fluorescent proteins and color pigments were obtained by 

gene synthesis or, when indicated by the prefix ―BBa_‖, via the Registry of Standard 

Biological Parts (2).  

  

For experiments with the vioE operon, we PCR-amplified vioE-ABDE from BBa_K274003, 

and the strong promoter BBa_R0040 from BBa_J13002. Using In-Fusion cloning (16), we 

assembled these inserts in a pOSIP variant expressing phage HK022 integrase. 

Clonetegration experiments using this cloning mixture were successful (Fig. 1f). In contrast, 

transformation of the same cloning mixtures so as to allow plasmid propagation without 

integration (EC100Dpir+ strain, 30ºC outgrowth) did not produce pigment-producing 

colonies. As expected, transformation of an amp
R
 control plasmid (pUC19) in the same batch 

of EC100Dpir+ cells produced ampicillin-resistant colonies. 

 

For experiments with Tsr-Venus, Blue Heron Bio (USA) synthesized the DNA sequence for 

tsr-venus (13). Blue Heron Bio attempted to clone tsr-venus into the medium-copy plasmid 

pBR322 (New England Biolabs N3033) downstream of three candidate promoter-RBS 

fragments: (1) the strong promoter BBa_J23101 followed by a strong 25 bp Ribosome 

Binding Site (RBS) ―TAACTTTAAGAAGGAGCCCTTCACC‖ extracted from plasmid 

pVS116Tsr (13), (2) BBa_J23101 as above, but immediately followed by the weaker RBS 

BBa_B0032 and a SpeI site, (3) a strong promoter/RBS from phage lambda pR (lambda gene 

coordinates 37,941-38,040) followed by a SpeI site. Only cloning with the weaker RBS from 

(2) was successful, but produced only minimal fluorescence under the microscope. We then 

assembled the strong promoter-RBS BBa_J13002 upstream of tsr-venus in a pOSIP variant 

expressing phage P21 integrase. Clonetegration experiments following either In-Fusion 

cloning or traditional restriction digest/ligation cloning were successful (Fig. 1e). In contrast, 

transformation of the same cloning mixtures so as to allow plasmid propagation without 

integration (EC100Dpir+ strain, 30ºC outgrowth) did not produce fluorescent cells. As 

expected, transformation of an amp
R
 control plasmid (pUC19) in the same batch of 

EC100Dpir+ cells produced ampicillin-resistant colonies. 

 

For all other experiments with fluorescent proteins (FPs), gene expression was driven by a 

strong 115 bp constitutive promoter-RBS sequence extracted from an in-house vector 

(pNCS), followed by a 99-111 bp leader sequence containing a 6xHis tag. For experiments 

with serial clonetegration of FP cassettes, these promoter fragments were amplified from 

pNCS. Venus YFP (14) was amplified from tsr-venus (see above), while the genes encoding 

mTurquoise CFP (15) and mRuby2 RFP (16) were amplified from in-house vectors. For 

parallel clonetegration experiments, single promoter-FP fragments were amplified from 

vectors containing Clover GFP or mRuby2 RFP (16) downstream of the pNCS promoter-

RBS sequence.  
 

All DNA fragments were PCR-amplified with PrimeStar HS (Takara) according to the 

manufacturer‘s instructions. pOSIP was digested with EcoRI/PstI (kanamycin resistant 

variants), or BamHI/PstI (chloramphenicol resistant variants). Digestion and PCR products 

were gel purified (Zymoclean Gel DNA recovery kit, Zymo Research). We assembled 

fluorescent cassettes in 2 μl (total volume) reactions using In-Fusion assembly (17) with 

inserts at 1:1 molecular ratio to 20 ng of vector backbone. We transformed and selected 



integrants as specified above, except that we used 0.5 μl of assembly reaction to 10 μl 

(commercially-prepared) or 100 μl (self-prepared) chemically competent cells. 

 

For parallel clonetegration of FP cassettes, we assembled a Clover GFP expression cassette in 

a kanamycin-resistance att186 pOSIP variant and an mRuby2 RFP expression cassette in a 

chloramphenicol-resistance attHK022 pOSIP variant using In-Fusion assembly as described 

above. We transformed 0.5 μl of each assembly reaction in 20 μl of NEB DH5α commercial 

chemically-competent cells. We selected integrants on LB plates containing 15 μg/ml 

kanamycin and 15 μg/ml chloramphenicol. 

 

 

PCR verification of integration 
We used colony PCR to confirm integration of pOSIP at single copy into the bacterial 

chromosome. Isolated colonies were picked and resuspended in a 20 μl PCR reaction volume 

containing 0.5U KAPA 2G Robust Polymerase (Kapa Biosystems), 1 μl of each primer (P1, 

P2, P3 and P4; Supplementary Table 3), 2 μl 2 mM dNTPs and 4 μl 5X KAPA 2G buffer B 

(Kapa Biosystems). We followed the following colony PCR program: initial denaturation for 

3 minutes at 95ºC; 30 cycles of amplification (denaturation at 95ºC for 20 seconds, primer 

annealing at 50ºC – or 55ºC for P21 primers – for 20 seconds, extension at 72ºC for 40 

seconds); and a final extension at 72ºC for 4 minutes. 

 

Excision of the integration module from pOSIP 
An overview of the excision procedure is depicted in Figure 2a of the main text. 

 

We transformed integrants with >50 ng of pE-FLP and selected for successful transformation 

by growth on ampicillin (50µg/ml) plates at 30ºC for one day. We confirmed the loss of the 

pOSIP integration module in ampicillin-resistant colonies by colony PCR with primers P1 

and FLIP_F (Supplementary Tables 1 and 3), or by streaking on LB agar with and without 

the appropriate antibiotics, followed by overnight growth at 30ºC. Because all colonies 

consistently excised their pOSIP integration module, this verification step is typically 

unnecessary. When excising pOSIP integrants containing a pBla-lacZ cassette, we 

supplemented all plates with 3% X-gal (BioVectra) to confirm continued expression of β-

galactosidase.  

 

For initial tests with pCP20 instead of pE-FLP, we followed a similar procedure as with pE-

FLP. However, a separate FLP-induction step was necessary (Fig. 2a): we induced FLP 

expression by streaking pCP20 transformants on LB agar plates without antibiotics, followed 

by overnight incubation at 37ºC. Resulting colonies were tested for successful excision as 

described above.  

 

When testing for proper function of integrated fragments is difficult or laborious, we 

recommend sequencing the region of interest from the final clonetegrated strain to ensure no 

errors have been introduced. 

 

Minimal medium LacZ Assay  
Our modification (18) to the original Miller assay uses a microtitre plate format. Fresh 

colonies were inoculated into wells of a flat-bottom 96-well microtitre plate (Corning Costar 

3599) containing 100 μl M9 glycerol minimal medium (and appropriate antibiotics) per well. 

The plate was sealed to prevent evaporation, and incubated for ~16 hours with shaking (200 

rpm) at 37ºC. 



 

Aliquots from each well of the overnight microtitre plate were then diluted 33-fold into 100 

μl M9 glycerol in a fresh 96-well plate, and growth at 37ºC was continued, with shaking (450 
rpm), to an OD600~0.6-0.8 Multiskan Ascent microtitre plate reader (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Australia). Aliquots of culture from each well were then added to a combined 

lysis-assay buffer, with each well of the microtitre plate containing: 50 μL culture + M9 

glycerol minimal medium (usually 20 μL culture + 30 μL M9 glycerol minimal medium), 150 

μL TZ8, 40 μL ONPG (o-nitrophenyl-b-D-galactoside 4 mg/mL, Biovectra, in TZ8), 1.9 μL 

2-mercapoethanol, and 0.95 μL polymyxin B (20 mg/mL, Sigma). TZ8 buffer is 100 mM 

Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10 mM KCl and 1 mM MgSO4.  The increase in absorbance at 414 nm 

(A414) was followed at 28ºC in a Multiskan Ascent microtitre plate reader. A414 was read 

every 2 minutes for 1 hour with 10 seconds shaking (960 rpm) immediately preceding each 

reading. The change in A414 per minute was determined and β-galactosidase units were 

calculated as follows: 

 

-galactosidase units = 200,000 × (A414/min)/(OD600 × culture volume in μl) 

 

Fluorescence Microscopy 

Cells were imaged using a metal-halide light source (EXFO X-Cite 120PC), a cooled CCD 

camera (Hamamatsu Orca-ER) and a 100x phase-contrast oil-immersion objective (Olympus 

Fluar 100x 1.3-NA Ph3) on an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200M). Fluorescent 

images were acquired with the following filters (ex = excitation, em = emission): ex:440/20 

nm and em:480/40 nm for mTurquoise CFP,  ex:485/30 nm and em:530/40 nm for Clover 

GFP or mVenus YFP, and ex:545/20 nm and em:590/80 nm for mRuby2 RFP. 

 

  



 

 
Integration site P1 primer  P2 primer  P3 primer  P4 primer  

HK022 (H) GGAATCAATGC

CTGAGTG 
ACTTAACGGCTGA

CATGG 
ACGAGTATCGAGA

TGGCA 
GGCATCAACAGCA

CATTC 

Lambda (L) GGCATCACGGC

AATATAC 
ACTTAACGGCTGA

CATGG 
GGGAATTAATTCT

TGAAGACG 
TCTGGTCTGGTAG

CAATG 

Φ80 (P) GATTTGAGCGA

GCAACTGTACC 
GTTCGCAGAGTGT

TATGGTT 
AAAGAAACAGAG

AAGGGCAC 
TGGCCTTAACAAA

GACATCA 

P21 (T) ATCGCCTGTAT

GAACCTG 
ACTTAACGGCTGA

CATGG 
GGGAATTAATTCT

TGAAGACG 
TAGAACTACCACC

TGACC 

φC31 (C) GGCATCACGGC

AATATAC 
ACTTAACGGCTGA

CATGG 
ACGAGTATCGAGA

TGGCA 
ATACCGGAATTCG

GATCCTCTAGACA

TGCCCGCCGTGAC

CGTCG 

186 (O)  
(E .coli,  primary) 

CTCATTCGAAA

CCACCCACCG 
ACTTAACGGCTGA

CATGG 
ACGAGTATCGAGA

TGGCA 
GATCATCATGTTT

ATTGCGTGG 

186 
(E. coli, secondary) 

TCCGGAATGCC
TGCATTG 

ACTTAACGGCTGA
CATGG 

ACGAGTATCGAGA
TGGCA 

CCCTGGAGCCAAA
ATATCC 

186 
(S. typhimurium) 

TCTGGAATCGC

TTAGCCG 
ACTTAACGGCTGA

CATGG 
ACGAGTATCGAGA

TGGCA 
CTGGCGCCAGTAT

GTCCT 

 
 
Supplementary Table 1: Primer sequences for colony PCR verification of integration. For each 

integration site, four primers (P1-P4; see Supplementary Figure 1) were combined in a single colony 

PCR reaction. All primer sets are for integration into Escherichia coli MG1655, unless otherwise 

indicated. Primers for HK022, Lambda, Φ80, P21 and φC31 are from Haldimann and Wanner (1), 

except for the underlined primers, which were designed to better distinguish between single 

integration, multiple integration and no integration events (Supplementary Table 2). Verification 

primers for integration of pOSIP variants expressing 186 or φC31 integrases were also designed for 

the current work. Salmonella typhimurium contains a single naturally occurring 186 attB site, 

equivalent to the secondary site of E. coli. However, the chromosomal sequence surrounding the 

Salmonella attB site differs from the E. coli sequence, thus requiring a different pair of P1 and P4 

primers. The letter in parentheses following each att site indicates the abbreviation used for systematic 

naming of the pOSIP variants. 

 
 
  



 
 
Integration site No 

integration 
Single 

integration 
 

Additional band 

from multiple 

tandem integration 

HK022 740 343, 824 427 

Lambda 741 631, 1156 1046 

Φ80 569 303, 499 233 

P21 506 622, 1110 1226 

φC31 1150 446, 1093 389 

186  
(E. coli, primary) 

241 328, 389 476 

186 
(E. coli, secondary) 

601 429, 648 476  

186 
(S. typhimurium)  

601 429, 648 476 

 
 
Supplementary Table 2: Predicted sizes of PCR fragments following colony PCR verification of 

integration. As shown in Supplementary Figure 1, absence of integration produces a single fragment 

from primers P1 and P4. Single integration produces two fragments, one from P1 and P2, and one 

from P3 and P4. In multiple integration events, where multiple pOSIP plasmids integrate in tandem, 

primers P2 and P3 produces an additional fragment. Sizes are listed in base pairs (bp). 

 

 
 
  



 
 
Integration site Predicted PCR 

product size (bp) 

HK022 793 

Lambda 1081 

Φ80 943 

P21 1072 

φC31 1081 

186  
(E. coli,  primary) 

839 

186 
(E. coli, secondary) 

1098 

186 
(S. typhimurium) 

1098 

 
 
Supplementary Table 3. Predicted sizes of PCR fragments following colony PCR verification of 

integration module excision. Predicted sizes (in base pairs) are listed for PCR reactions with a 

primer specific to the insert (lacZ; primer FLIP_F: ATCTGGTGCTGGGTCTGGTG) and a primer 

specific to the integration site (primer P1, Supplementary Table 1). Given the high efficiency of pE-

FLP, screening colonies for excision of the antibiotic marker and neighboring sequences is typically 

not necessary. 

 
  



 
 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 1. Details of terminators and location of primer binding sites for PCR 
verification of integration and excision. (a) The identity and direction of the transcriptional 

terminators protecting the cloning module of pOSIP are shown. (b) We retain the nomenclature of 

Haldimann and Wanner (1) for naming the PCR primers used for verification of successful 

integration. Colony PCR screening for single integrants uses a mixture of primers P1 to P4 

(Supplementary Table 1). The P2-P3 control fragment is produced when using pOSIP plasmid as a 

template. (c) Absence of integration produces a single attB fragment from primers P1 and P4. (d) 

Following successful site-specific recombination between the pOSIP attP sequence and chromosomal 

attB site, single integration produces two fragments, one from P1 and P2, and one from P3 and P4. (e) 

During rare events where multiple pOSIP integrate in tandem in the same attB site, primers P2 and P3 

produce an additional fragment. (f) To verify correct excision of the pOSIP integration module by 

FLP, we used the appropriate P1 primer and an insert-specific primer, in this case a primer (FLIP_F) 

which anneals within the lacZ gene. The sizes of DNA fragments expected for all PCR reactions 

above are given in Supplementary Tables 2 and 3. 

 
 
  



 
 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 2. PCR verification of integration of a lacZ cassette into six independent 

chromosomal loci. A pBla-lacZ cassette was clonetegrated using six pOSIP variants, each expressing 

a different phage integrase. For each construct, a single kanamycin-resistant colony was tested by 

colony PCR using the primers listed in Supplementary Table 1. The band pattern obtained is 

consistent with integration of the lacZ cassette at single copy into the bacterial chromosome 

(Supplementary Table 2). 186(#1) and 186(#2) correspond to the primary and secondary integration 

sites for the phage 186 pOSIP variant, respectively. A 2-log DNA ladder (N3200, New England 

Biolabs) provided size markers.  
 
  



 
 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 3. Location of integration sites on the Escherichia coli chromosome. 

Positions of the integration sites for phages lambda, HK022, P21 and Phi80 – and corresponding 

pOSIP variants. Primary (186 #1) and secondary (186 #2) integration sites for the pOSIP variant 

expressing phage 186 integrase are also shown. ‗0‘ and ‗50‘ are position markers in minutes. This 

figure was adapted and expanded from Haldimann and Wanner (1). 

 
 
  



 
 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 4. Clonetegration of a lacZ expression cassette in Salmonella 

typhimurium. A pBla-lacZ expression cassette was clonetegrated into electrocompetent S. 

typhimurium strain LT2, which carries a naturally occurring phage 186 integration site, identical in 

sequence to the secondary 186 attB site of E. coli. Clonetegration efficiency, expressed as percentage 

of pUC19 transformation efficiency (Figure 1c), was 0.005 ± 0.0008 (mean ± s.e.m; n=3 independent 

transformations). To put this number into context, this efficiency is sufficient to give 140 colonies 

following transformation of 0.25 µl of a standard 20 µl assembly reaction into electrocompetent (2 x 

10
9
 cfu/µg pUC19) Salmonella. A kanamycin-resistant colony was picked for PCR verification of 

integration using the primers listed in Supplementary Table 1. The band sizes observed are consistent 

with a single chromosomal integration (Supplementary Table 2). The following control templates 

were also submitted to the same PCR verification test: the parental Salmonella strain, E. coli 

MG1655, a pOSIP plasmid with lacZ cassette and water. All control templates also produced the 

predicted band pattern (Supplementary Table 2). Note that the P1 and P4 primers for Salmonella lie 

outside the region of homology with E. coli, and give no product on an E. coli template. A 2-log DNA 

ladder (N3200, New England Biolabs) provided size markers.  

 
  



 
 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 5. Excision of the pOSIP integrase module using the pE-FLP plasmid.  

(a) Map of the pE-FLP plasmid. The strong promoter pE from phage P2 drives constitutive expression 

of flippase (flp). pSC101ts is a low-copy, temperature-sensitive origin of replication which is 

functional at 30ºC but not at >37ºC. (b) Comparison of the efficiency of integration module excision 

by pE-FLP and pCP20. A strain containing a single chromosomal copy of pOSIP-pBla-lacZ (kanR) in 

the lambda integration site was transformed with either pCP20 or pE-FLP. From each transformation 

plate, eighteen colonies were picked and streaked onto either LB + kanamycin (15 µg/ml) or LB 

plates containing X-gal (3%) but no antibiotics. The lack of growth on LB + kanamycin plates seen 

with all pE-FLP transformants (bottom left plate) indicates successful excision of the integration 

module. The blue color observed on LB + X-gal plates provides a visual demonstration that the pBla-

lacZ cassette is retained and is functional (bottom right plate). In contrast, all 18 colonies from the 

pCP20 transformations grew on kanamycin (top left plate), suggesting failure to excise the pOSIP 

integration module.  

  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 6. PCR verification of excision of the pOSIP integrase module.  

(a) PCR verification of excision of the pOSIP integration module, including the antibiotic marker. 

The six strains of pBla-lacZ single integrants (Supplementary Figure 2) were transformed with pE-

FLP and grown on ampicillin agar at 30ºC. For each strain, a single colony was selected for colony 

PCR using the primers listed in Supplementary Table 3. A 2-log DNA ladder (N3200, New England 

Biolabs) provided size markers. (b) A S. typhimurium strain with integrated lacZ expression cassette 

(Supplementary Figure 4) was transformed with pE-FLP. A single colony was selected for colony 

PCR using the primers listed in Supplementary Table 3. The band pattern obtained suggests 

successful excision of the integration module (Lane: +FLP; Supplementary Table 3). The band pattern 

prior to transformation with pE-FLP is shown for comparison (Lane: -FLP). A 2-log DNA ladder 

(New England Biolabs) provided size markers.  
  



 
 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 7. Fluorescence of strains expressing fluorescent proteins (FPs) is not due 

to cellular autofluorescence. The parental strain targeted for serial (a) and parallel (b) integration of 

FP expression cassettes was imaged under the same conditions  (exposure, lamp power and filter 

cubes) as the strains with integrated CFP, YFP, and RFP (Fig. 2b) or GFP & RFP (Fig. 2c) expression 

cassettes. Parental strain images were either scaled identically to the corresponding integrant images 

(―normalized‖ set), or scaled so as to produce a high contrast. CFP/GFP/YFP/RFP correspond to the 

set of excitation and emission filters used during imaging (Methods). Phase contrast images are shown 

as reference.  
  



 
 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 8. Serial integration of a lacZ expression cassette into four chromosomal 

loci. A lacZ expression cassette was clonetegrated into the phage P21, HK022, 186 and lambda 

integration sites in four successive rounds. In each round, the pOSIP integration module was excised 

from a successful integrant using pE-FLP. The presence of chromosomally-integrated pOSIPs — with 

excised integration module — was confirmed for all four integration sites by colony PCR using the 

primers listed in Supplementary Table 3. A 2-log DNA ladder (New England Biolabs) provided size 

markers.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future 

Directions 

 

Conclusions 

 

By using a series of chromosomally integrated synthetic λ CI DNA looping 

reporter constructs, we found that λ CI mediated DNA looping increases PRM 

promoter activity via contact between UP-element and RNA polymerase α 

subunit [49]. The UP-element, which is located upstream of the λ OL3 

operator, is 2.3Kb away from PRM promoter. This UP-element dependent 

activation requires the formation of a λ CI DNA loop. The catabolite activator 

protein (CAP) can activate promoters by binding close to a promoter and 

contacting the RNA polymerase α subunit. A CAP binding site was used to 

replace the UP element in the lambda CI DNA loop. DNA looping with the 

CAP binding site activated the PRM promoter by 2.6 fold. At 10 Kb 

separations, our system could not detect any up-regulation effect of the UP 

element. However, there was still about 1.6 fold increase of PRM promoter 

activity due to the CAP binding site mediated 10Kb DNA loop. The CAP 

binding site’s activation effect was also sensitive to its position relative to OL2 

operator (Chapter 3) [52]. Physicochemical modelling of the experimental 

reporter data showed that the UP-element improves RNA polymerase binding 

at PRM promoter by about 2.7kcal/mol. The structural modelling was 

consistent with the ability of the UP-element to contact the RNA polymerase α 

subunit CTD. The structural modelling also showed that the bending of the 

linker sequence between OL2 operator and UP element was required for the 

contact between RNA polymerase α subunit CTD and UP element. This 

uncovering of the DNA looping mediated transcriptional activation showed an 

enhancer-like prokaryotic system. The similarity between this prokaryotic DNA 

looing mediated activation and eukaryotic enhancer will promote better 

understanding on the enhancer “looping” model. 
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The well-characterized prokaryotic transcription factors, LacI and λ CI, were 

used to study in vivo and in vitro DNA looping efficiency. Based on the in vivo 

LacI DNA loop, the JLoop value is about 1400 nM for a 300bp DNA loop. As the 

LacI DNA looping size increase, the fraction of DNA looping decreases, 

however substantial looping remained at 5.6 Kb in vivo. The in vivo λ CI DNA 

looping data was also used to calculate and model JLoop value. The JLoop value 

reflects the intrinsic DNA tethering ability. The in vivo JLoop values from these 

two different DNA looping systems matched quite well. The in vitro JLoop value 

was also worked out based on in vitro TPM experiments performed by our 

collaborators. By comparing the in vivo and in vitro JLoop value, we found that 

the in vitro value is about 6-45 fold less than the in vivo value in the LacI DNA 

loop (600bp-3200bp DNA looping size was compared). By using two 

independent DNA looping proteins, it was shown that context (in vivo or in 

vitro) and DNA looping size determine the JLoop value. The difference between 

in vivo JLoop value and in vitro JLoop value was not a surprise. Many in vivo 

factors, such as HU protein, can contribute to help DNA loop formation in cells 

[83, 84]. This quantitative approach provides the basis for understanding the 

effect of specific factors, which can facilitate in vivo DNA looping formation.  

 

By using bacteriophage integrases, we have also built a new DNA insertion 

tool [85]. We redesigned and improved an existing bacteriophage integrase 

mediated integration system, and developed a new integration protocol. The 

OSIP system was made functional and physically modular. The pOSIP 

plasmids have three modules: cloning module, integration module and 

propagation module. There are unique restriction endonuclease sites between 

all these modules or elements. By using these sites, new OSIP plasmids can 

be easily made. A new pE-FLP plasmid, which expresses FLP recombinases, 

can remove the propagation module and integrase gene from the 

chromosome with high efficiency (close to 100%). A strategy called 

clonetegration was also developed, where isothermally assembled target 

plasmids were transferred into competent cells directly. Clonetegration saves 

the time (for propagating and purifying plasmids) and avoids the difficulties 

and problems related with propagating and purifying plasmids. The 

clonetegration strategy is simple, fast, modular and scalable. Clonetegration 
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will be very useful tool in bacterial engineering research, especially in the 

systems and synthetic biology field. 

 

Future Directions 

 

The DNA looping mediated long-range PRM promoter activation was 

evaluated on synthetic reporter constructs. These synthetic constructs provide 

a convenient platform to further study DNA looping mediated transcriptional 

regulation.  

 

The lambda CI mediated DNA loop is formed by a lambda CI octamer [16]. 

The structural study of the CI repressor from bacteriophage 186 showed that 

186 CI forms a wheel-like structure (a heptamer of dimers), which can wrap 

DNA sequences or form DNA loops to distal sites [86, 87]. In 186 phage, 

binding of the distal sites to the CI wheel activates the lysogenic promoter by 

competing for binding to the promoter proximal sites [88, 89]. This is in 

contrast to lambda phage where the distal site (OL operator) is essential for 

repression of the lysogenic promoter. Pinkett et al made the unexpected 

observation that a λ/186 hybrid CI protein, which fused the wheel-forming C-

terminal domain (CTD) from 186 CI and the DNA-binding N-terminal domain 

(NTD) from λ CI made OL into an activatory site for PRM [86]. That is the sign 

of the regulatory effect of OL was determined by the self-association domain 

of CI. They proposed a loop competition model for this regulation in which 

binding of OL operators to the  

CI wheel competes with binding of OR3 onto the wheel. This model could be 

tested further by first using different combinations of λ  OL and OR constructs 

(Figure 6.1A), and second to test the effect of the presence of the UP element 

(and also the CAP binding site) at OL on regulation by the λ/186 hybrid CI 

(Figure 6.1B and 6.1C). In chapter 2, there were a series of E.coli strains, 

which have integrated lambda DNA looping reporter constructs with no 

lambda CI expressed. The expression of λ/186 hybrid CI in these strains can 

be used to test the formation and transcriptional regulation by the λ/186 hybrid 

CI protein. This experiment can show the changing of DNA looping protein 
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complex will change the DNA looping mediated transcriptional regulation on 

the same DNA sequences. Testing the effect of UP element on regulation by 

the λ/186 hybrid CI should show whether this long-range activation 

mechanism can work in different contexts. 

 

GalR DNA looping represses the activity of P1 and P2 promoters, which are 

located inside the relatively small GalR DNA loop [9, 90]. The P1 and P2 

promoter regions do not overlap with DNA looping protein binding sites. It was 

thought that this kind of repression (here, we name it “clamping”) is caused by 

DNA looping mediated promoter over-bending, which inhibits RNA 

polymerase binding.  Adhya et al also showed that the clamping repression 

effect decreases,  when the DNA looping size increases [90]. This clamping 

repression was also shown using a synthetic Lac looping system [11]. 

However, the size of the DNA loop required for the clamping repression has 

not been quantitatively defined. In addition, the studies of the repression effect 

of the gal and lac looping systems did not measure the efficiency of DNA 

looping, which will obviously impact on the efficiency of DNA looping mediated 

clamping repression. The λ CI looping could be used to systematicaly and 

quantitatively study clamping repression. The λ CI DNA looping system can be 

modified to generate repession via clamping by locating a promoter (such as 

PlacUV5) inside a small λ CI DNA loop (Figure 6.2A). By using the λ CI DNA 

looping reporter constructs in chapter 2, the lacUV5 promoter can be placed 

upstream of OR operators, driving the transcription of LacZ gene (the PRM 

promoter will be mutated) (Figure 6.2B). The DNA looping efficiency of these 

small DNA looping constructs can also be tested by measuring the PRM 

promoter activity (the lacUV5 promoter will be mutated.). Based on the lacUV5 

promoter and PRM promoter activities on a variety of DNA looping sizes, the 

clamping repression versus DNA looping efficiency can be quantified. This in 

turn may lead to the use of clamping mechanism of repression for synthetic 

biology applications. 

 

Based on the study of the β-globin Locus, Tolhuis et al proposed the active 

chromatin hub (ACH) model, which showed that the formation of multiple 

chromatin loops may maintain promoter hypersensitivity [91]. Recent 
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systematic analysis of promoter-DNA contacts (in a mammalian genome) 

uncovered complex and dynamic contact networks [92]. The complexity of the 

eukaryotic enhancer system impedes a full understanding of the enhancer 

long-range interactions, which may play important role in gene regulation. One 

basic question of DNA looping interaction is that how is enhancer-promoter 

interaction affected by DNA loops? This question may be answered by testing 

simple DNA looping interaction models in bacteria. Our work on manipulating 

both Lac looping and lambda CI looping has led to a project in our lab that has 

tested in vivo prokaryotic DNA looping interaction models. Three DNA looping 

interaction models are proposed (Figure 6.3). First, side-by-side arrangement. 

The Lac looping and lambda CI looping can be positioned side-by-side to test 

whether there is any interfering effect between each other (Figure 6.3A). In the 

arrangement showed in Figure 6.3A, the PRM promtoer activity will dcrease, if 

the side-by-side arrangement can generate interfering effect. Second, nested 

arrangement. Placing a Lac loop inside a λ CI loop (or vice versa) can be used 

to test for a possible beneficial effect of DNA looping nested arrangement 

(Figure 6.3B). I think that the formation of Lac loop and λ CI loop can help 

each other to form. Third, alternating arrangement. By placing one operator 

inside the other loop (Figure 6.3C), these two DNA loops may severely 

interfere with the formation of each other. This alternating arrangement may 

mimics the insulator effect by using the formation of one DNA loop to restrict 

the formation of the other DNA loop. In all the three DNA looping interaction 

models, the DNA looping size can be changed to test interaction effects. 

Based on the generated data. mathematic model can be built to quantify in 

vivo DNA looping interaction effect. 

 

There have been numerous tools developed for E.coli DNA manipulation, but 

many of these tools can’t be used in bacteria other than E.coli. Some site-

specific recombinases, such as Cre recombinase, has been developed for 

manipulating DNA in different bacteria [93]. Recombinase mediated cassette 

exchange (RMCE) is a versatile DNA manipulation strategy, which can 

mediate DNA sequence exchange between two pre-existing cassettes in vivo 

and in vitro [94, 95]. RMCE is a process in which site-specific recombinases 

catalyse the exchange of one DNA cassette flanked by a pair of incompatible 
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target sites for another DNA cassette flanked by the same pair of sites. The 

serine type bacteriophage integrases, which is also used in our OSIP system, 

can mediate RMCE. This provides an opportunity to develop better and 

versatile RMCE system based on the OSIP system. Here, I propose three 

aspects of improvements. First, coupling CRISPR/Cas system with RMCE. 

The CRISPR/Cas system, which can be designed to cut specific DNA 

sequences [96], has been used to facilitate the selection of recombinant 

clones by cutting the non-recombined DNA and thus killing non-recombinant 

bacteria [97]. The use of CRISPR/Cas system in this new RMCE system can 

avoid the insertion of antibiotic resistant genes. Second, the new RMCE 

plasmid can be cured by using a temperature sensitive origin. Third, coupling 

the RMCE system with isothermal assembly, similar to clonetegration, can 

avoid the need for plasmid propagation and purification. These three 

improvements will enable the making of a new multiplex one-step RMCE 

system and a new integration protocol. Both RMCE and CRISPR/Cas are 

versatile systems, so this new RMCE system will be tested in a variety of 

bacterial hosts. The proposed plan for making bacterial genome editing tool 

will improve the efficiency of microbial engineering.   
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Figure 6.1: Activation of PRM by two different DNA looping mechanisms. 

A. Model of λ CI DNA looping. The λ CI octamer between OL1OL2 and 

OR1OR2 operators form a looping. A λ CI tetramer forms, when CI 

concentration is high enough. The UP element can activate the PRM promoter 

via the formation of loop. B. Proposed model of λ/186 hybrid CI mediated DNA 

looping on λ OL+OR+ (UP element) construct. The λ/186 hybrid CI protein is 

proposed to  form a heptamer of dimers, which can bind to both λ OL and OR 

operators. The OR3 operator, which has the weakest binding affinity,  is 

pushed off from the hybrid wheel. The hybrid CI mediated DNA looping may 

enable the UP element activation effect, in a manner analogous to the wild 

type lambda system. C. Similarly, an appropriately positioned CAP binding 

site may activate PRM via the hybrid CI mediated loop.  
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Figure 6.2: Repression by λ CI mediated clamping. A. Construct for 

measuring promoter clamping. The PlacUV5 promoter, which drives the 

transcription of LacZ gene in this system, is located between the λ OL and OR 

operators. The formation of a DNA loop represses the promoter by over 

bending the DNA sequences (which is not suitable for RNAP binding), or 

excluding RNAP. B. Construct for measuring looping efficiency. The PRM 

promoter, which overlaps with the OR3 operator, drives the transcription of the 

LacZ gene. The formation of a DNA loop represses the PRM promoter by a CI 

tetramer formed between OL3 and OR3 operator.   
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Figure 6.3: Combining lac and lambda CI mediated loops. Pairs of lac and 

lambda operators can be arranged in various ways to form different loop 

arrangements. A. Model of side-by-side arrangement. The Lac OD (distal 

operator) and OP (proximal operator) operators are in tandem with the λ OL 

and OR operators. When supplied with LacI and λ CI proteins, both DNA 

loops should form, depending on spacing, there may be interference between 

the formation of these two loops. B. Model of nested arrangement. Two Lac 

operators (OD and OP) are placed in the intervening DNA sequences between 

λ OL and OR operator. The inside Lac loop and the outside λ CI loop may 

facilitate each others formation.  C. Model of alternating arrangement. The lac 

OP operator is placed in the interval DNA sequence between λ OL and OR 

operators, and the λ OL operator is placed in the interval DNA sequence 

between Lac OD and OP operators. In this arrangement, the formation of the 

Lac loop may restrict the formation of λ CI loop by constraining OL within 

separate looped structure. In each of the arrangements shown here, the PRM 

promter is used to report on the effect of the operator arrangement.  
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